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Right They're just adorable! Rich Shanley

shows his love for Melissa Fernandez.
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Above: Zack Goldstein is in love with all three of Above Center. Ilissa. Vicky, and Alycia are friends forever,

these girls.

2 Opening Above: Antonia looks very happy with Lorenzo.
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Right Senior Antonia

Papoutsis had a great

time in Greece this

summer.

Right.

Phew! It was a d

long night for
J! Vk ^M

Juniors Tara 4 ^m ^H k, y-S
Liistowski, Sara TCjtn t "• tr

fc^i^Abraham, and * l»
Abby Victor. I A

st
Bottom Right:

{jr w
"Would you like /
fries with that?", ^B SMBy y

asks Senior wSean Tuma ^ J
while cooking ^

burgers in
r;

Wildwood.
'

'

Dayton students' summers are anything but dull.

With its convenient location you can go to the beach,

city, and mall all in the same day.

"I like the fact that you have access to so many
things and places," says senior Lisa Neville.

During the day most students in Springfield found

and maintained a job. There are so many career

oppurtunities between the businesses here and

even the famous Short Hills Mall around the

corner. TamarRavivsaid, "I got my license so I was

able to drive wherever and whenever I wanted."

There were plenty of things to do at night, from

parties, movies, to just hanging out, students in

town always found ways to have fun with their

friends. Whether you stay in town or go on vacation,

there are limitless possibilities for fun in the

summer.

SUMMER BREAK
4 Opening



Left:

Debbie, Nate, and

Guillaume are floating

away on the pink

paddle boat.

Bottom Left.

"Now that's a tan

line!", says Senior

Dan Dellioacano.

Above: Seniors Dana Miceli, Kim Pecana,

and Dara Chesley are stranded at the beach

without their bikinis!
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HANO OUTS
Right: Even

when they are

hanging out,

these soph boys

think they look

studly.

Far Right: Sean

Tuma and

Amanda Adler

spend a night at

the "Rez."

Middle: Senior

Tamar Raviv

yells, "On the

count of three,

everyone grab

for the ketchup!"

"I like to hang out all nightlong on the

weekends," stated senior Rachel Nehmer.

When school lets out, a whole world

of socialization begins. Spending time

hanging out with friends is a big part of a

high school student's life. Whether it be

the movies, mall, a cafe, or just going to

someone's house, people spend their

free time with friends.

When Jesse Stromeyer was asked

what time he usually heads out, he said

about nine-thirty at night and then comes
home the next morning. Freshman

Jamie Neville said, "On Friday nights, I

like to go to the Springfield Y teen night."

Going out for coffee is a popular activity

for just about any night. Seniors Jamie

Yospin and Marci Schultz can be seen at

Cafe Java in Westfield. Sophomore Daniel

Poltrock said he likes to get his coffee at

Starbucks.

Diners are another popular hangout.

Places such as Union Plaza Diner, T.G.I.

Friday's, Stanley's, and Bennigan's are

usually filled with Springfield students.

Depending on the person, there are

many different options for hanging out dur-

ing their spare time. But one thing that

everyone seems to agree on is that it really

does not matter where you go, just as long

as you are with friends.

6 Opening
Above: The Shark says, "These girls look good enough to eat!!'



Left: The senior

boys kill time at

Jonah's house

waiting for

something to do.

BREAKING THE
53
C
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Above: Seniors Tiffany Dorn and Lisa Neville are

very excited because they actually bowled a 97. .

combined!!

Above: Seniors Jamie Yospin, Marci Schultz,

and Michelle Santoro stack up the smiles.

Opening 7
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STYLE
Below left. These Juniors are always stylin'.

Below. Dave can only laugh at Rich's goofy

clothes.

Above: BJ, Chuck, Jovan, and Brian just pose

and smile cause they know that no one matches

their style.

Above: Lauren Palais and Lisa Neville are ready

to walk the catwalk.

8 Opening



Below. "Yeah, we know we look good.

Right Alexis Frank and Rachel Tiss:

"Don't we look good in our cool hats?"

Above: "What is going on in that boy's head?"

"TJ
r
^B Li

*m 1

"Everyone's style and fashion is very simi-

lar here at Dayton," stated one of the stu-

dents. There are many different types of

looks at Jonathan Dayton High School. The

children get their fashion from teen maga-

zines, television, and other people. Some

popular stores include Express, Limited, The

Gap, Nordstrom, Guess, and J. Crew. Some

favorite name brands include Guess, Tommy

Hilfiger, and Polo Ralph Lauren. The popular

colors here include many pastel shades of

pink, purple, and blue. The classic black,

white, and grey is still popular, too. A very

popular look for guys is a solid button down

shirt with fitted jeans. A very popular look for

the girls is a bubble or fleece vest. Kate

Spade backpacks are seen on almost every

single girl along with the beaded bracelets.

"The style and fashion is very up to date and

styling here," stated a student. In conclusion,

the fashion and style around you here at

Dayton is very similar and modern.

31AJ.S
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CARS, CARS, CARS
Below: Hey! Look at Jesse in his big shiny car!

Below: Freundlich, it's just a car!

Right: Senior Jamie

Yospin must give her

young senior buddy, Eula

Kozma, a ride home.

10 Opening



Below: Senior Ravi Gudka strikes a pose next to his "hooked up" car.

Middle: "I'm late for

work, can I go now?"

asks senior Jenn
Ortman.

Dayton students ride in style into the

new millennium. Junior Chad

Freundlich sums up the Dayton park-

ing lot in one word, "Money!" From

Audis to Jeeps to everything else,

Dayton's parking lot has a lot of vari-

ety.

A license to a high school student is

a permit to freedom. On weekends, "I

can stay out as late as I want, wherever

I want without worrying about getting a

ride home," says senior Tiffany Dorn.

Since a license means so much,

most people try to get their license as

soon as possible. Tiffany, for example,

wasted no time and got hers on her

birthday. On the other hand, Chad

was not able to make an appointment

on his birthday, so he had to wait

almost a week and a half. Good Luck

to the new drivers!!!

*
>

\bove: "Let's go find Spiderman!" says senior Justin Katz, or should

I be Peter Parker?
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SPIRIT
Below: Senior Justin Katz poses with his

good friend the "Joker."

Below: Homecoming nominee Jessica Lau poses with our

Dayton bulldog during the Homecoming game.

Above: Senior girls strike a pose outside the cafeteria before the Pep Rally.

12 Opening



Below. Juniors AN Puliti and Vicki Kozlinko are excited about the upcoming interclass

games.

Below. Sophomore Vangie Guilas,

senior Lisa Neville, and freshman

Marnie Fish unite to decorate for

Homecoming festivities.

Got Spirit? When you look around our

school sometimes it's hard to tell. Some
students are totally into it, and others just

don't care. Most students agree that only

about ten percent of our students are actu-

ally school spirited. But as soon as the

pep-rallies roll around, that all changes.

Everyone comes together to cheer on their

grade and seems to enjoy the festivities.

Junior Tara Listowski agrees that, "pep

rallies are a lot of fun, but we need more

time." The hour that we get for the pep

rallies just isn't enough to show our spirit.

Nevertheless many underclassmen aren't

interested because they don't know how

things work. "When I was a freshman we
just sat there and kept quiet," says

sophmore Candice Mooney. But it is evi-

dent that as students get older, their spirit

increases. No one knows how the school

can increase its spirit, but when it comes to

interclass games and pep rallies, we've

definitely got the spirit!

Above: Cross dress much?! Junior Russel Haywood and
senior Luciana Cinicolo show their school spirit. 32N31IS Opening 13



HALLOWEEN
Right Be

ware: Senior

igirls are on the £ m
prowl!! tf&*W^ w% *&^

Far right Sam
\ * ««K * M 1 ^x ^aH

Pellet reporting

to her drill

sergeant

Monica ^F%| /fjL^y

Taylor.

t /%£^j^fi
[i^ e1 ^r

F?/fif/?r: Who let the Junior

girls out of their cage?

ft/gfrr: Dennis

Rodman gets

cheered on by his

two favorite

seniors.

14 Opening



Below. Suzie tones down her costume for Halloween '99. Breakup
ffie MiUemumv

Halloween as usual was a huge success at

Jonathan Dayton. We began the week with the

senior's traditional Haunted House. Once again

the house was created with professional equip-

ment to terrify students, faculty and other mem-

bers of our community. This year for Hallow-

een, most of our students dressed in groups;

we had the traditional senior cats, the junior

tigers, sophomore nerds, and the freshmen

with a variety of costumes. Teachers were in

the spirit as well, giving out candy and dressing

up as college students. Dayton always proves

that you are never too young for Halloween!!

BREAK OUT

Above: Lisa Max obviously has something to hide. Above: Marnie Fish is coming into Dayton's World-

Freckle-faced, red-haired girl you want to know, the

one you love to be around!

Opening 15
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STUDENT LIFE
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Student life at Dayton varies greatly from student

to student. There are some students who not only

go to the school, but also take the time out of their

"oh so busy" lives to actually participate in extra

curricular activities. Some of those students take

an extra step and really contribute positively to the

activities.

On the other hand, there are students who just

come to school and then go home or do whatever.

From the time we each get up to when we go to bed

we all are different, keeping Dayton diverse and

interesting.

Opening 17



SENIOR
FRIENDS
"This year the seniors are all differ-

ent yet everyone gets along, it's

great!" stated Justin Katz. "That's so

true!" said Guillaume Gasparini.

Dawn Dauser added, "Yeah we're

all like one big happy family," and

Zack Goldstein said, "I love every-

body!" Seniors Rock!

Below. Allie and Michelle chillin' over

the summer. Let me guess—Jonah's

house?

Above: Hey—it's Mo, Larry,

and Curley!

Right: Seniors Valerie Jules

and Jameelah Simms get

together to show everybody

how good they look.

18 Student Life



Left: Seniors Lauren Palais,

Dawn Dauser, Marci Schult/,

Tiffany Dorn, and Jamie

Yospin attend their final bon-

fire.

Below: Seniors Alana Steele

and Karen Bibbo are off to run

another Key Club meeting.

Left: Mickey, stop

harrassing Hara!

Below: These three senior

friends prepare to cheer on

their classmates at the fall

pep rally.

Above: Seniors Justin Katz and Kellum Smith really are happy
to be in the IMC!

Student Life 19



Right: These senior girls are

getting ready to hunt some
freshmen!

Below: The senior volleyball team repeats its victory over the

juniors at Interclass Games (missing Jesse Stromeyer)

Above: Colby Tiss is busy mak
ing some posters for Hall Deco

rating.

Right: These school spirited

girls are blowing up balloons

to get on Lisa Neville's good

side.

20 Student Life



Below: Senior girls "pile up" to show their happiness after

destroying the other grades in Interclass Games.

INTERCLASS CAMES

Once again, this senior class has won the

Interclass Games. The seniors have won
five in total and are very happy with their

victories. This year added two triumphs to

their previous three wins.

This year, the Interclass Games had more
of a positive atmosphere than other years.

There seemed to be less fighting and rivalry

between the grades. The grades acted more
unified than previous years and came to-

gether very nicely.

The freshmen class, even though they

lost, put up a very good fight and definitely

tried very hard. The sophomore class also

did very well, coming in third place. Next,

in second came the junior class, who put in

a lot of effort. Maybe next year they will win
first! Finally, the super seniors placed first.

They had plenty of spirit and without a

doubt deserved their wins!

Left: Seniors Alexis Frank Above: As usual, the sopho-

and Niki Davidman are in the more girls can't get enough of

yearbook yet again. Kessel's HUGE heart.
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Right: Who wears the pants

in this relationship?

Below: Luciana, Antonia, and Sandy wait patiently for their limo

PROM 1999

On May 15, 1999 at around 11:30 pm most

junior and senior girls began to prepare for

their night of glamor. Between finding a date,

the right dress, tux, hair-style, and nails, every-

one made it and looked fabulous. Senior

Michael Kessel said, "All of the anticipation

was well worth it, I had a great time!"

The junior class advisor, Mrs. Modrak, along

with the class officers and prom committee

worked very hard to make this night a special

one.

Our Prom was held at Brooklake Country

Club. Everyone looked great in their impres-

sive threads, while rolling up in their limos and

party-buses. The girls all had their hair done

and their dresses were quite appropriate for the

last prom of the millenium. The men looked

stunning as well. Afterall, we all did have "The

Time of Our Lives."

22 Student Life

Above: Who would have ever thought it would be the bov next

door?



Left: Who needs men when we
have each other!

Beloiu: Senior boys are ready to party!
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Above: Senior boys looking

good as usual at Prom '99!

Above: Sam sure knows how
to pick the ladies!

Above: Senior girls patiently await their knights in shining

armor.
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HOMECOMING
Where can you dance all night, dress to impress, and

see your friends all at the same time? Dayton's Home-
coming Dance is one of the students' favorite events. It's

when all freshmen, sophmores, juniors, and seniors

come together. It's a fun-filled night with music and

dancing, then later on Homecoming Prince, Princesses

and Senior Superlatives are announced.

Alexis Frank says she liked "seeing everyone all to-

gether." For all seniors it was upsetting because it was
their last homecoming dance. "I made the best out of it

because it was my last homecoming dance at Dayton,"

says senior Luciana Cinicolo. However, for the first

time, Senior Homecoming Queen and King was an-

nounced at the football homecoming game the following

day, which was very suspenseful.

The class of 2000 Homecoming Queen is Valerie Jules.

Valerie is a cheerleader for Dayton also. "I was very

surprised and flattered when I found out!" said Valerie.

Even when she was nominated, she never expected to

win.

Although it was upsetting for most seniors, it was an

exciting event and we all definitely "partied like it was
1999."

Below: Homecoming King and Queen: Keith Allen and
Valerie Jules.

Above: Sophomore boys get

together for a quick picture

before Homecoming.

Right: Sophomore Home-
coming Prince and Princess:

Matt Paz and Talia

Zuberman

Right: "Guys, you look

good! Won't you back that

thang up!"
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Left: Senior Girls lookin better

than ever!

Above: Junior Homecoming Prince and Princess: Dario Ruggiero

and Olga Oksov.

Above: Senior guys dress to impress the ladies

Student Lite 25
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Far Right: Karen Bibbo is all

decked out in her

Learningsmith uniform!

Right: Marci Schultz happily

organizes the Fossil watches.

Below: Brownies, cupcakes,

cookies, oh my! Stephanie

Shack and Nina DiMuro sell

yummy treats at Natale's Bak-

ery.

Above: Lisa Neville quietly

sneaks out of work to get a bite

to eat at Dunkin Donuts!

Right: Lauren Pellet helps her

co-worker prepare for his

cheerleading debut!
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Below: Tiffany Dorn nicknames her favorite camper

iAsparagus.

Aiddle: Vangie Guilas and Above: Is that Ryan Freundlich

Ihase Freundlich take a break or Keith VanHorn working at

rom listening to the campers the Union Plaza Diner?

)lay Duck, Duck, Goose.

Left: Sean Tuma is

happy to receive his

promotion at Software

Etc.

After speaking to Dayton students, one can hear about a

whole variety of jobs. Some students choose to work only

during the summer at places such as the town pool or

summer camps because of homework and other activities

during the school year. Others have decided to babysit to

make money. Working for family or friends is also

popular. Students find that working for or with people

they know is far better than working alone.

It seems as though the majority of working students are

seniors. This could be because seniors, with car payments

to make and gas to pay for, have more of a need for money
than the underclassmen. Whatever the reason, many of

Dayton's students prefer to work.

Money Making Dawgs
Ashwood Services - Lisa Neville, Maggie Zambolla, and

Ziad Shehady
Babysit - Eula Kozma and Dara Chesley

Banana Republic - Justin Katz and Jimmy Lin

Burger King - Margarita Soto

Cafe Main - Antonia Papoutsis

Care Station - Lyndsey Parman
East Printing - Rob Kurzner

Eckerds - Valerie Jules and Ian Cordoni

Emack & Bolio's - Tamar Raviv

Fairmont Country Club - Felix Mil

Foodtown - Matt Davis and Frank Applegate

Fossil - Jeff Marx and Marci Schultz

G.A.P. - Karen Bibbo, Jimmy Lin, and Chris Melendez
Greenlane Y Day Camp - Brian Berger, Eric Faulks, Mike

Loupis, Jamie Yospin, Jon Kovacs, and Andy Harris

Harbor Hills Day Camp - Lauren Palais

Jeff Lakes Day Camp - Tiffany Dorn, Dan Osit, and Jamie

Falkin

Jimmy Buff's - Luciana Cinicolo

La Pastaria - Susan Allerow

Maplewood Country Club - Mike Sharpe

Morris County Recruiters - Jesse Stromeyer

Natale's Bakery - Courtney & Tara Corigliano, Stephanie

Shack, Nina DiMuro, and Dina Gordon
NY Sports Club - Jenn Ortman and Christine Ferreira

Polka Dots - Dawn Dauser

Rolf's Speedway Cafe - Rebecca Friedman and Lisa Max
Romeo and Juliet's Pizzeria - Sandy & Joe Iellimo

Sam's Farm - Attila & Altay Vigilante

Software Etc - Lauren Pellet, Zack Goldstein, and Sean

Tuma
Union Plaza Diner - Ryan & Chad Freundlich, Lorenzo

Williams, and Rich Shanley

Student Life 27
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SENIORS
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Wow- the year 2000! Everybody is so excited for

the millennium to begin, but seniors at Dayton

are realizing that their years together are com-

ing to an end. The class of 2000 has been through

it all. We were the last class before

deregionalization. We were very lucky to have

the experience to go to school with Kenilworth

for one year, and four years later still hold some

friendships together. We have a very strong

class and we always give it our all to come

together and unite. Memories of our high school

experiences will never be forgotten; lip sync, the

pep rally , academics, interclass games, and

most of all, friendships. High school may be

over for us, and we may be moving on to new

and greater things, but we will always have the

memories of our years here to carry with us

forever.
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KARIN
ABANTO

MARK
AGUERO

KEITH
ALLEN

SUSAN
ALLEROW

Aprende como si va a vivir When the eyes are Mind, The more challenging the I can sum up all that I've

por siempre, vive como si one must see with the path, the more rewarding learned about life in three

va a morir manana. heart, but love dictates all the life. words: it goes on.

the secrets of a human -Roben Frost

heart.

JUSTIN
AZRAN

SABINO
BATTAGLIA

BRIAN
BERGER

CHARLES
BEYER

Sometimes whenyouwin. Don't let anyone tell you You can't keep blaming The great heights reached
you actually lose; some- you can't do something: yourself. Marge. Just and kept by men were not

times when you lose you keep trying. No matter blame yourself once and attained in short, sudden
actually win: sometimes how big the odds are move on. fights but while their com-

when you tie. you acta- against you. -HomerSimpson pardons slept, they were
ally win or lose. toiling upwards.
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KAREN
BIBBO

RICHARD
BICKEL

JONAH
BLOCK

JOVAN
BRANCH

A synonym is a word you Many times I've lied, many What seems to be the I'd rather be a lion for a

use when you can't spell times I've listened, many problem, officer? day than a lamb who lives

"he other one. times I've wondered how forever.

-Baltasar Gracian much there is to know.
--Led Zepplin

m* ~-n

w
~~?~*

MELISSA
BRITO

A pessimist sees the diffi-

culty in every opportunity;

an optimist sees the op-

portunity in every diffi-

culty.

Sir Winston Churchill

VICTORIA
BRONSHETYN

DARA
CHESLEY

MICHELLE
CIANDELLA

Experience is something I have learned silence from The great thing in this

you don't get until just the talkative, toleration world is not so much
after you need it. from the intolerant, and where we are, but in what

kindnessfrom the unkind, direction we are moving.
-Kaliil Gibran
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LUCIANA
CINICOLO

JARED
COHEN

ALAN
COHN

IAN
CORDONI

To the whole world you To be a champion, you It's not the size of the dog
arejust one person, but to have to believe in yourself in thefight, it's the size of
the right person you just when no one else will. thefight in the dog.

might be the whole world! -Mark Twain

COURTNEY
CORIGLIANO

DAWN
DAUSER

NICOLE
DAVIDMAN

MATTHEW
DAVIS

When you're falling on Ifwho I amis what I have Fate only takes you sofar To make other people

yourface, you're actually and what I have is lost, because it's up to you to laugh is a gift. To make

moving foward. then who am I? make it happen. yourself laugh is insan-

ity.

-Man 4:20
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DANIEL
3ELLOIACONO

We are not victims of the

vorld we see, we are vic-

ims of the way we see

fte world.

KAIMIL

DEMICH
NATHAN
DENNER

TIFFANY
DORN

Wandering aimlessly The difference between
through a time ofnothing, fiction and reality? Fic-

Aum. this is my time of tion has to make sense.

Peace.
-Confucious Dogg

BRIAN
DREWNIANY

Wliat goes around comes
around.

RYANN
DUBIEL

You see things; and you
say why? But I dream
things that never were:

and I say why not?
-George Bernard Shaiv

KRISTEN
EBERENZ

Only God canjudge me.

JESSICA
FALKIN

Sometimes tlie best way
to figure out who you are

is toget to that place where
you don't have to be any
thing else.
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ERIC
FAULKS

GINA
FERGUSON

MELISSA
FERNANDEZ

CHRISTINE
FERREIRA

The greatest pleasure in I think, therefore I am... I Favorite people, favorite God help me to accept the

life is doing what people think,

say you can't do.

places, favorite memories things I can't change, the

-N.G.C. of the past... these are the courage to change the

joys of a lifetime... these things I can. and the wis-

are the things that last. dom to know the differ-

ence.

MATTHEW
FISCHER

There are two kinds of
sacrifices, the correct ones

and mine.
-the Fish

WILBERT
FLORES

CHRISTIAN
FRAGOSO

ALEXIS
FRANK

38 Seniors

Wliat lies behind us and I'm going to make it to

what lies before us are heaven. UgJit up the sky

tiny matters compared to like a flame. I'm going to

what lies within us. liveforever. Baby remem-
-Ralph Waldo ber my name.
Emerson -Fame



RYAN
FREUNDLICH

REBECCA
FRIEDMAN

MANUELA
GANTEA

GUILLAUME
GASPARINI

Preparefor the worst and How lucky am I to have Live every moment to its

hopefor the best and the something that makes fitllest--you can catch up
Test is written. saying goodbye so hard, on your sleep when you're

dead.

ZACHARY
GOLDBERG

The best thing about the

future is that it comes one
day at a time.

-Abraham
Lincoln

ZACHARY
GOLDSTEIN

I'm convinced the whole
day long that all I learned

is always wrong; things

are true that Iforget, but

no one's taught that to me
yet.

-Trey

DINA
GORDON

It is better to be hatedfor
what you are than loved

for what you are not.

MARINA
GOUREVITCH
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PIETRO
GRANA

RAVI

GUDHKA
DAYANA
GUEVARA

DEBBIE
HARRIS

We may rise andfall but You have one life: live it.

in the end, we'll meet our

fate together.

-Creed

But I wouldn't want to

stay here, it's too old and
cold and settled in its

ways.
-Joni Mitchell

JESSICA
HARTMANN

JAMIE
HAUSMAN

MICHAEL
HENRICHS

BRIAN
HOLLANDER

The best way to predict Our opinion ofpeople de- Better to remain silent and An expert is one who
thefuture is to create it. pends less upon what we be thought of a fool than knows more and more

see in them, than upon to speak out and remove about less and less until

what they make us see in all doubt. he knows absolutely ev- i

ourselves. -Silvan Engel erything about nothing.
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SANDRA
IELLIMO

BRIAN
JONES

RICHARD
JONES

VALERIE
JULES

Vessuno e mai come The future ain't what it Wlien all else fails, smile. Know your place, bullet

^orresse che fosse e used to be. no one tell you what your

"iemmeno voi siete come place is.

jorresse essere.

-R. Battaglia

JUSTIN
KATZ

(Scratch and Sniff)

DANIEL
KAZEMI

MICHAEL
KESSEL

FATIMAH
KHAN

To gain the appreciation I don't know the key to Yesterday is liistory. to-

of honest critics: win the success, but the key to morrow is a mystery, and
affection ofchildren: to ap- failure is trying to please today is a gift: that's why
predate beauty: to leave everybody. they call it the present,

the world a bit better. This

is to have succeeded.
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MICHELLE
KHORDOS

ALLISON
KIRSCHNER

SCOTT
KIVOWITZ

JON
KOVACS

Now. you know I like you How sweet to be a cloud The last time I saw you. I You've got to know tomor-

andall but y all aregonna floating in the blue,

have to get out ofthe way.
-BTL

tried to move right through row to fail today.

the crowd, and I was call- -Humble Beginnings

ing your name but the

band played too loud.

EULA
KOZMA

ROBERT
KURZNER

CRYSTAL
LAI

JESSICA
LAU

The time to hesitate is

through.

--The Doors

Ifyoucan't convince them. To infinity and beyond!

confuse them. --Buzz Lightyear

-Harry S. Truman
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CHARLES R
LICATESE

JAMES C.

LIN

STEVEN
LIN

Halian pride is my mind. We each have a star, all Real knowledge is to Imow
ftalian blood is my kind, we have to do is lojind it, the extent of one's igno-

so step aside and let me once you do, everyone ranee,

through, cuz it's all about who sees it will be blinded. -Confucius

the Italian crew.

MICHAEL
LOUPIS

You'll never silence the

voice of the voiceless.

-Zack de la Rocha

LUKASZ
MACIAK

ESTER
MALLACH

JEFFREY
MARX

LISA
MAX

if you want to be happy,

be!!

-Leo Tolstoy

It's nice to be important,

but it's important to be
nice.
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DANA
MICELI

LAURA
MOISEEV

RACHEL
NEHMER

LISA
NEVILLE

Faith is daring the soul to To laugh often and much: You don't stop laughing

go begond what the eges to win the respect ofintel- because gougrow old. gou
can see. ligent people: to find the grow old because gou've

best in others. stopped laughing.

JENNIFER
ORTMAN

DANIEL
OSIT

LAUREN
PALAIS

ANTONIA
PAPOUTSIS

I'd rather be hatedfor who What lies behind us and Toofew see with theirown The decisions gou make
lam. than to be liked for what lies before us are eges and feel with their todag affect where gou' 11

who I'm not. tiny matters compared to own hearts. be tomorrow.

what lies within us.

Ralph Waldo Emerson
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JASON KIMBERLY LAUREN
PAZ PECANA PELLET

LYNDSEY
PARMAN

A friend is someone who My interest is in thefuture Be who you are and do I wake to sleep and take

knows the song in your because that is where I'm what you want because my waking slow. I learn

heart and can sing it back going to spend the rest of those who mind don't by going where I have to

to you when you've for- my life. matter and those who go.

gotten the words. matter don't mind.

SUZANNE
PRIEBRACHA

Cherish your visions and
your dreams as they are

the children of your soul
the blueprints ofyour ulti-

mate accomplishments.
-Napolean Hill

RAMI
RANK

Don't dream it, be it.

TAMAR
RAV1V

In this world, you're ei-

ther up on stage dancin.

or down in the pit servin'

drinks.

MICHELLE
SANTORO

Life itselfcan 't give mi \ jt n i

unless I really will it. Life

just gives me time and
space. It's up to me to Jill

-Actors do it on stage ;'/.
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KARYN
SCHACHMAN

MARCI
SCHULTZ

STEPHANIE
SHACK

RICH
SHANLEY

You've got to dance like The greatest mistake you Pile up enough tomorrows The principle is compet-
nobody's watching and can make in this life is to and you 11find you ve col- ing against yourself. It's

love like it is never going be continuallyfearing you empty'y^erdays.^maki about self-improvement,

to hurt! will make one. today worth remember- about being better than

ing. you were the day before.

-Music Man

MICHAEL
SHARPE

JAMEELAH
SIMMS

ADAM
SLATER

KELLUM
SMITH

In life as in golf"take dead Memories build a path- Don'tay because it's over: By listening, one will learn

aim." and you'll always way that goes winding smile because it hap- truths. By hearing, one
hit your target. through the heart and pened. will only learn half'trutl'is.

Harvey Penick keeps friends close even
when they are apart.
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MARGARITA
SOTO

JAIME
STANKUS

ALANA
VLAHAKES
STEELE

JESSE
STROMEYER

The sun rises and shines I'd trade all of my tomor- WJxat if there is no tomor- Every man dies, but not

everyday, so no matter rows for a single yester- row; there wasn't one to- every man really lives

flow dark it seems, the day. day. -William Wallace

*SW1 Will always be there -Janis Joplin "Bill Murray

to Shine your way. Groundhog Day

Bravchcart

KEVIN
TIGHE, JR.

RACHEL
TISS

HARA
TUCHMAN

A pessimist sees the diffi- Give me one reason to stay Don't waste too much t tine

culty in every opportunity: here... on today thinking about

an optimist sees the op- Tracy Chapman yesterday,

portunity in every diffi-

culty.

-Sir Winston Churchill

(1874-1965)

SEAN
TUMA

The world is a lot more
palatable through yellow,

and the skies arc never

grey.
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ATTLIA
VIGILANTE

The rewardfor ajob well

done is more work.

TODD
WALTERS

MICKEY BRIAN
WEATHERSTON WEDERM EYER

Trust everyone, but al- Don't let your dreams slip,

ways cut the deck. away.
-Rounders

JASON
WEISS

LORENZO
WILLAIMS

DAVID
WOODRUFF

DAVID
WYCHE

Never forget the things You can take the winner
that are best remembered, out of the loser, but you
or remember the things can't take the loser out of
that are best forgotten. the winner.

-Zo Traill
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Well, we all need some- Man is least himselfwhen
one we can lean on, and if he talks in his own per-

you want it, well, you can son. Give him a mask
lean on me. and he will tell the truth.

-The Rolling Stones -Oscar Wilde

JAMIE
YOSPIN

BRIAN
YOUNG

I

Camera-Shy Seniors

ADAM DERAMO

WILLIAM LUGO

DERRICK MCINNIS

ARI MINKOV

GLEN THOMAS

ADAM WINTER
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Below: MOST ARTISTIC -Jes-

sica Hartmann and Sean Tuma
say "Art is fun!"

Right: CLASS ACTORS
Adam Slater and Rache
Nehmer peek out from behiiu

the curtain before a show.

Above:

BEST LOOKING - Kim Pecana and Guillaume Gasparini

look good even after gym class.

50 Senior Superlatives

Above: BEST PHYSIQUE - Christine Ferrcira and B.J.

lones wait for the weight room to open so thev can keep

their bodies in shape.



Left: JOINED AT THE HIP - Data Chesley and Lauren Pellet

are side by side like always.

Below: MOST MUSICAL - Dan Kazemi, Rich Bickel, and

Stephanie Shack should start their own band.

Below Middle: SHYEST - Sandi lellimo and Jason Paz (not pi( tured)

Trying to get pictures of these kids took about as much work as

quantum physics because they were always dodging the camera.

Above: CUTEST - Michelle Santoro and B.J. Jones

know that they are adorable.

Above: JOINED AT THE HIP - Best Buds, Dave Woodruff, Ryan

Freundlich, Lorenzo Williams, and Rich Shanley, cashed in a fifty for

a bunch of ones.
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Below: PERSONALITY PLUS- %//f. MOSTATHLETIC- Rachel

Dana Miceli and Jonah Block Tiss and Brian Berger (not pic-

are always in a good mood. tared because of either football,

hockey, or baseball).

- VJ8h
iiHHn......
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Above: NICEST EYES - knstm Hberen/ and Mike kc-ssd

are upset that this page is in black and white, not green and

blue.

52 Senior Superlatives

Above: MOST CHANGED SINCE FRESHMAN YEAR -

Todd Walters shows his new strength and Nikki Davidman
displays her versatility.



Left: MOST TALKATIVE - Below: NICEST SMILE - B.J.

JaredCohen and MarciSchultz Jones and Melissa Fernandez

are really talking to each other, have spent years of tedious

brushing to earn this award.

Above: MOST LAID BACK - Debbie Harris and Zack Goldstein

are chillin' on the stairs. "Take out the 'back' and that's my real

superlative!" says Zack.

Above: CLASS FLIRTS - Alana Steele and Guillaume Gasparini

are smiling for all the wrong reasons.
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Below: BEST DRESSED - Antonia Papoutsis and,
)

Dan Osit look great in whatever they wear.

,

Below: MOST LIKELY TO SUCCEED- Todd Walters and

Jessica Lau are dreaming of ruling the world someday.
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clow: MOST SCHOOL SPIRITED - Justin Katz and Hara

uchman are animals and go all out when it comes to pep rallies.

Below: MOST GULLIBLE - Michael Loupis and Karen

Bibbo are going to check out the pool on the roof.

Right:

CLASS CLOWN - Richard

Bickel is planning his next

attack on Mr. Briechle.

Below:

CLASS CLOWN
HaraTuchman is doing what
she does best, laugh.

\bove: CLUMSIEST - Eula Kozma and Matt Fischer

:ried to take a picture together, but they kept tripping over each other. Senior Superlatives 55
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UNDERCLASSMEN

freshmen, sophomores, and juniors . Through-

out the year, the school competes in the inter-

class games and other various competitions.

Although the underclassmen are younger and

inexperienced, they can still stand their ground.

So, good luck to all of Dayton's underclass-

men. Enjoy your years here!
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Henry Abanto

Sara Abraham
Amanda Adler

Linda Agostinelli

Michael Arnold

Faye Auslander

Michelle Barone

Joseph Battinelli

Shayla Battiste

Victoria Bingle

Gonzalo Blondet

Lawrence Bluestone

Victoria Bruno

James Cariello

Jennifer Cheung

Vincent Chin

Michael Colandrea

Sevda Darkanat

Gregory DeAngelis

Lindsey DeCoster

Christina Delloiacono

Lisa DeNicolo

Louis DiFabio, Jr.

Giovannina DiMuro
Marc Eisenstein

Jamie Falkin

Lillian Fasman
Alexis I errine

Jennifer Fiorelli

Joseph Flesch, Jr.

H \
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Christina Florio

foshua Fraenkel

Chad Freundlich

Jane Fuks

Samantha Ginsburg

Kahl Goforth

Jacob Goldsmith

Maria Gonnella

Mike Grieco

Danielle Guida

Alia Gulchina

Andrew Harris

Russell Haywood
Mitchell Hollander

David Horowitz

Giuseppe Iellimo

Alycia Johnson

Antonio Joseph

Scott Kessel

Barry Kessler

Sergev Khoroshevskiy

Ashley King

Victoriya Kozlenko

Alex Kramers

John Laurencelle, Jr.

Jordan 1 r\ \

Tara Listowski

Roman Lukiw
Michael Lyubavin

Rachel Mandel
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Hasan McKay
Chris Melendez

Felix Mil

Dara Mirjahangiry

Michael Mitchell

Nick Moulinos

Nicole Naggar

Ilissa Nico

Olga Oksov
Claudia Petrilli

Olga Pismennaya

Alisandra Puliti

Michael Puorro

Chris Ravelo

Aaron Rhodes

Sean Rozenboim

Dario Ruggiero

Dana Rutkowski

Jodi Santo

Nicole Sayki

Alex Seigel

Anna Shapiro

Peter Sheperd

Steve Silverman

Jeffrey Stapfer

Christina Tomasino

Mark Tratenberg

Abby Victor

Altay Vigilante

Joseph Voorhees
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Seth Yanovv

Maggie Zambolla

onathan Zipkin

Camera- Shy Juniors

Frank Applegate

Bartoz Bak

Patrick Bellino

Azita Ebrahimzadeh

Alexis Ferine

Rena Kleyman

Phil Laccio

Michael Ortman

Mark Poveromo

Edwin Rodriguez

Carmine Santarella

Eugene Silva

Gary Steitz

Matt Zaitz

Right:

Russel and James

are really into

school!

Right:

With these two

kids in the Junior

class it's non-stop

fun.
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Right:

'You talkin' to me?" says

Christy Delliacono.

Below:

Nicole Sieki sighs because

it's only first period.

"What do you most remember about your Junior year?
//

Mike Grieco Rachel Mandel Jordan Levy Barry Kessler

The days when my
teachers were absent.

When the entire

grade pulled to-

gether to almost win

the pep rally volley-

ball tournament.

We all had a great

time.

Going to the prom
was my most
memorable mo-
ment.
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Junior Candids
Left: Chris, Mark, and

Aaron try their best to

look natural and ignore

the camera.

Left:

Henry Abonto surprises every-

one with a correct answer.

Below: Carmine Santarella,

sleeping in class again?

Above:

Mike Puorro spits as he tries to

lose weight for his wrestling

match.

Left:

Kyle sports his varsity jacket

with pride.
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Mohamed Abdelaziz

Esther Aizenberg

Gracemarie Alfano

Vance Barnes

Lauren Belliveau

Alex Belous

Brian Birch

Pamela Bookbinder

La Quan Boone

Lauren Brahm

Irina Bratach

Roman Bronshteyn

Karen Brown
Meghan Bubb
Nicole Burke

Lindsey Butler

Frank C. Carbone

Billy Chambers
Charysse Church

Adam M. Cohen

Sean Cordoni

Tara Corigliano

Shany David

Drew DeCagna
Bryan R. Demberger

Sheryl Denning

Kim DeSanto

Dana Eisenberg

Jefferey H. Faulks

Stacey Fishkin
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Tabatha Fishkin

( hase Freundlich

Jessica ( lahm

Alexander K. Garlen

Lauren Gearity

Jessica Goldblat

Garry Goldman
Erica Greene

Marc Grieco

Kristina Gritsay

Evangeline Guilas

Marsha Handeli

Melina T. Hector

Telicia Hill

Scott Hollander

Michael Jaffe

Dean Kakounis

Eric Knapp
Michelle Kraemer

Nicole L. Krivak

Yvonne Lai

Anna Lepore

Jennifer Lewis

Jonathan Lewis

Evelyn Loaiza

Melissa Loschiavo

Diana Marques

Juliet Marx
Benjamin Maslow
Christian Montero
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Lauren Montouri

Candice Mooney
Oleg Myalkovskiy

Wojciech Mysliwiec

David Neuhauser

Shervon Norfleet

Nicole Osit

Matthew Paz

Samantha Pellet

Ismael Pereira

Joseph Petraccaro

Christopher Phillips

Daniel Poltrock

Ross Rahmani
Ilona Ring

Camilo Rodriguez

Miri Rosen

Chris Sarracino

Stefano Sarracino

Laura Schiavone

Monica Schwartz

Alexis Seidel

Heather Shanley

Ziad Shehady

Laurie Sherman

Kaushik Solanki

Rena Steinbach

Chris Steitz

Ryan Stromeyer

Megan Tavis

^
f*.
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Monica Taylor

Kim TeRhune
Colby Tiss

Pamela Traum
Alphonsa Vadakethalakel

ared Weisman
Stephanie Wriss

ustin Woodruff

Cortney Wortman
Andrew Yaniuk

Marc Yospin

Ryan Yospin

Paul Young
Shira Zabludovsky

Paul Zawerczuk

Dwayne Francis

Adam Horowitz

Robert Lima

Michelle Kraemer

Annibal Peixoto

Kevin Shulamn

Ragan Sharma

Kaushik Solanki

Adam Yauch
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Sophomore Candids
Right:

The youngest Fruendlich

smiles because he knows he's

the best.

Below:

These sophomores know that

learning is where it's at.

What is your favorite activity outside of school?

-

mmm0imm\

Jessica Gham

My favorite activities

are being in the

school musicals,

playing the flute, and

playing softball.

Ilona Ring

I enjoy exercising,

playing tennis, and

running.

Raghav Sharma

I enjoy playing bas-

ketball with my
friends.

Alex Belous

Hardcoredrumming

is one of my favorite

pastimes.
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Left:

Eric Cartman is busy dream-

ing of becoming a weather

man.

Left:

[oe Petraccaro screams for joy

because he's in the yearbook.

Below:

Colby Tiss tries to fight the

wind outside after school.

Left:

Studying hard as alwaj s

Left:

Paul can't decide whether to

go to school or back to the car.
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Angela Agostinelli

Jordan Amster

Sean Apicella

Jonathan Au
Theresa Bace

Dominik Bak

Anna Batler

Lindsey Beckleman

Adam Bensimon

Brett Berger

David Bertschy

Giuseppe Bianco

Eich Buthmann
Allsion Canton

Ronald Carthev

Erik Castillo

Rebecca Chambers
Kara-Kristen Christmas

Katherine Ciullo

Courtney Cordaro

John Cottage

Nicole Cox
Megan Dauser

Eric Decter

Assunta Dimuro

Sarah Dorkin

Devon Dorn

Amie Faigenbaum

Jamie Filippone

Manoah Finston
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Mamie Fish

Sean Frank

Romelia Frevdel

Jessica Friedman

Anthony Garciano

Jennifer Gianas

Sunana Gill

Adam Gilson

Darcy Ginsberg

Rachel Ginsberg

Ashley Goldberg

Sara Goldberg

Heather Goldsmith

lyeisha Gordon
Amber Green

Kristin Griffin

Sherri Grobarz

Eric Hartmann
Timothy Homlish

Christine Hopson

Agata Jaciewicz

Daniel Jamnik

Joseph Kahoonie

Madeline Kaplan

Nicholas Komaneckv

Jeremy Kovacs

Ross Kravetz

.Allison Lau

Daniel Levenson

Chanda Lewis
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Sonye Mahgrefteh

Harry Marks
Staci Max

Siobhan McDevitt

Andrezej Moczydlowski

Nicole Molinaro

Jake Morano
Martin Moyer
Jamie Neville

Michael Nittolo

Crystal Odell

Blair Orenstein

Justin Ortiz

Anthony Parker

Chandni Patel

Svetlana Polyakova

Jared Preston

Jennifer Rego

Michael Rodrigues

Anthony Rodriguez

Camilo Rodriguez

Danielle Roland

Elena Rothspan

Jeremy Salow

Marc Sanchez

Casey Santo

MelissaSantos

Ric Sarinas

Louis Sarracino

Philip Sarracino
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Matthew Schachtel

Jeffery Schultz

Kshitija Scharma

Brad Shortall

( assondraSmith

Anna Spektor

Brian Sperber

Michael Stauhs

Lindsay Stearns

Matthew Stigliano

Juliana Stravato

Rachel Suffir

Andrew Title

Elana Toboul

Catherine Tuma

Anthony Upton

Ayla Vigilante

Donald Volkert

Elissa Walters

Jay T. Weatherston

Jason Wolfe

Joshua Wolkoff

Theodore Young
Simon Zaltsberg

Mallorv Zambolla

Lr*\l
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Below: Nicole and Jessica are happy
to be at JDHS.

Right: I hope I'm not late for

class!

Above: Daniel Jamnik smiles for the camera.
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Freshman Candids

Above: Mallory and Allison show their "pearly whites. Above: Anthony strikes a pose tor the camera.
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The profession of teaching is a very rewarding

one. They get to see their past students excel in

the future. Even in Springfield, the students look

to have a bright future. The students in Jonathan

Dayton have been privileged to study under the

influence of teachers, such as Mr. Kindler, Mr.

Addvensky, and Mr. Foster. Of course, we have

been saddened with the departure of Ms. Vachon

and Ms. Gaffney, but we have a diverse group of

faculty from the young to the experienced and

the Jonathan Dayton faculty has always been a

prestigious one. We have been blessed to have

Mr. Pereira return, after a little speculation, and

Mr. Serson is always a strong presence in our

learning facility. No matter what anybody says,

our teachers are always well dressed and happy

to work. ..on pay days.
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Dr. Gary Friedland, Superintendent of Schools

Dr. Judy Zimmerman,

Assistant Superintendent of Schools

Dr. Charles Serson, Pricipal

Mr. Peter Falzarano, Athletic Director

Mr. Richard Falkin, Board of Education President

Mrs. Jacqueline P. Shanes,

Board of EducationVice President

Ms. Linda Duke, Board of Education

Mr. Robert B. Fish, Board of Education

Mr. Larry T. Levee, Board of Education

Mr. Benito Stravato, Board of Education

Mrs. Ellen Ball, Board of Education

Mr. Ken Faigenbaum, Board of Education

Camera-Shy Administrators

Mr. Manuel Pereira, Dean of Students/Assistant Principal

Mr. Kenneth Mattfield, Director of Secondary Education

Mrs. Allison Ahrens, Director of Guidance

Mrs. Rosemarie Krosche, Principal of Thelma L. Sandmeier School

Mr. Kenneth Barnabe, Principal of James Caldwell School

Mr. Dennis McCarthy, Principal of Florence M. Gaudineer School

Mr. Michael Antolino, Principal of Edward V. Walton School

Mr. Steven Fischbein, Board of Education

Mr. Keith B. Kurzner, Board of Education
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Frank Addvensky, Television Production

Linda Axelrad, Spanish

Barry Bachenheimer, Supervisor of Social S

Kathy Bates, Basic Skills Aide

Sylvia Borne, Math
Richard Bneehle, Social Studies

William Bvrne, English

1 folly Callahan, Art

Betsey Carev, Family & Consumer Education

Joe Cozza, Guidam e

Pat Darcv, Technical Support

Lou Delia I'm, Special Education

Linda Ditzel, Principal's Secretary

Felix Fabiano, Italian

Ron Foster, Industrial Arts

Angie Francois, Basic Skills/English

Arlene Frese, Family & Consumer Education

Jane Fischer, Mathematics

Cecelia Galindo, Aide

Tom Gula, Supervisor of Science

Don Hartman, English

Lisa Huhta, Special Education

Allen Krupp, Special Education

Bernice Lamey, English

Jim Lassi, Social Studies

Bob Lowe, Graphic Arts/Photographv

Roger Maitland, School Phychologist

Darren Mischel, Mathematics

F. Monaco, Aide

Marlene Moscowitz, French & Spanish

Denise Murray, Business

Azulma Navia, Aide

Irene Ornovitz, Science

Geri Palmer, Clerk, IMC
Sundra Parker, Special Education

B. Pollack, Aide

T.Quinn, Aide

Regina Rice, English

Stacy Roberts, Special Education

Liz Rooney-Kuhn, English

Paul Sep, Physical Education

Susan Serson, Asst. Principal's Secretary

Helen Shore, ESL
Ron Slate, Concert Band

Al Steiginga, Science

Joe Toye, Science

Barbara Trueger, Gifted & Talented

Leslie Vaccarino, Supervisor of Special Education

Gretchen Vachon, English

Dave VanHart, Mathematics &
Computer Science

Jane Westerhold, Mathematics

Camera-Shy Faculty & Staff

Tayna Boehme, Concert Choir Bob Kozub, Physical Education

Jane Bornstein, Media Specialist Peggy Lazaro, Clerk, IMC
Mary Cokeing, Social Studies Alice Lightdale, Guidance

Jim Farrell, Spanish Mary Ellen Powers, Mathematics

James Giordano, Supervisor of S.S. Scott Shallcross, English

Connie Guida, Nurse Frank Tedesco, Social Studies

Barbara Signa, Social Studies Ruth Townsend, Physical Education

Greg Kilmer, Athletic Trainer Sally Van Buskirk, Guidance Secretary

Bill Kindler, Physical Education Barbara Weslock, Guidance Secretary
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Faculty Candids
Right:

Mr. Toye, Mrs. Axelrad, and

Mrs. Moscowitz have time to

stop and smile , but Mr. P has

to keep an eye on the Fresh-

man.

Below:

Ms. Rice is really upset that

she didn't kiss the bulldog this

year.

What do you like most about Jonathan Dayton \

Mrs. Linda Axelrad

I love the relation-

ship that I have with

all of my students

and their involve-

ment in wonderful

causes.

Mrs. Jane Fischer

I like the students

and faculty the most.

Mr. Allen Krupp

It has a great faculty

that is willing to help

one another and

great students, that

when left to their

own devices, are cre-

ative, motivated, and

articulate.

Mrs. Jane Borstein

I love the students,

teachers, and the

technology that is

made available for

us. I especially like

being able to teach

and use the internet.
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Left:

Mr. Lassi is daydreaming
about getting home and
watching C-SPAN.

Left:

Mrs. Moscowitz can do
nothing but laugh when she

looks at her grade book.

Below:

Mr. Steiginga talks about his

latest round of golf.

Above:

Nurse Guida assures Mrs.

Axelrad that she's not a real

witch.

Left:

"You are so immature!" says

Ms. Townsend in senior health

class.

Left:

Mr. VanHart is trying to

explain his dot grading
system to the freshman.
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Student Auxiliary

There are many activities and func-

tions throughout the year that occur in

Dayton. In order for most of them to run

successfully, the Student Auxiliary Club

takes part in them to serve as either hall

guides, ushers, or hostesses.

Each year a number of students join

this club, and year after year the num-

bers seem to keep rising. Last year, 38

students joined the club and this year 43

students have joined. As you probaby

already know, Mrs. Frese has been the

leader of this club for the past 16 years.

When asked her why she chose to run

Right: Dana, Dawn,
and Karen take

charge at the Student

Auxilary meeting.

this club, she replied/The club has al-

ways been run by a faculty member in

the Family and Consumer Science De-

partment. I became advisor in 1984,

when I started teaching at Dayton."

All the students appear to enjoy par-

ticipating in this club. "It's fun to do and

doesn't take up too much time. I espe-

cially liked helping out at Back to School

Night/' said member Christina

Tomasino.

Student Auxiliary seems to be head-

ing towards another year of success

thanks to the dedication of the 43 mem-

bers and the advisor, Mrs. Frese.
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Peer Leadership

Below: We can always count on our "peer leaders" to serve

as mentors to the freshmen.
What are good leadership qualities? Re-

sponsibility, honesty, enthusiasm, and the

ability to be a good listener. In order to be

a peer leader, you must have these certain

qualities.

In this club of about 30 to 40 teenagers,

students have to be willing to help others

and become role models to all the students

within the high school.

The Peer leadership club consists of

juniors and seniors that are willing to be

aids to others. They are involved in many
helpful programs such as the freshman
orientation and D.A.R.E. The peer leaders

are expected to be positive leaders and role

models to others that are in need of guid-

ance.

bovc: While rehearsing for King of Hearts, the Peer Leadership Club poses for a quick picture.
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Right: Todd Walters and
Lauren Palais begin counting

the money from Penny Wars.

Right:

Dan, who
are you

hiding from?

Right: Seniors, Tiffany, Karen

Marci, Dawn, and Lauren try

to stay warm at the Bonfire.

Above: Justin Katz is the "ladies

man."
Right: Sophomores,

Brian and Ryan, pre-

tend to have a clue

about what's going

on.
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Student Council
Every year, the Student Council works extremely hard to organize and provide

activities that the student body of Jonathan Dayton will enjoy The Student Council runs

many school functions such as Homecoming, King of Hearts, Penny Wars, Field Day, and

the Interclass Games. We also would not be able to have many of these activities if it were

not for the assistance of our dedicated teachers, especially our advisor, Mrs. Cokeing.

President Justin Katz, Vice President Jessica Lau, Secretary Rena Steinbeck, Treasurer

Jessica Goldblat, and Public Relations representative Lauren Palias have guided this

year toward success.

Students prepare for the Inter-Class Games President - Justin Katz Vice President- Jessica Lau

4RL * K
b

\
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;

Seniors, Lisa, Lauren, and Jessica are always happy to The Student Council brainstorms to come up with more
help with the Student Council. fundraisers.
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Left: Dayton Future

FBLA leaders.

Future Business leaders of America, also known as FBLA, has been at Dayton for four years. FBLA is run

by Mrs. Modrack, Mrs. Darcy, and this year, Mrs. Murray will be assisting as well. The board of FBLA

consists of Co-Presidents Alexis Frank and Rachel Tiss, Treasurer Jessica Falkin, Recorder Jeff Marx, and

Secretary Jason Wiess. FBLA usually meets once a month, as a whole, and twice a month for the executive

board. FBLA prepares the students for the business world that they will soon be entering. This club has

successfully run the Dawg House which teaches students responsibility, professionalism, and how to deal

with money. The main organization FBLA works with is March of dimes. Every year, the three schools

that raise the most money for the charity are awarded. This is a future goal for Jonathan Dayton. FBLA had

a wonderful visit with the Neo Natal unit at Saint Barnubus Hospital to see who exactly our proceeds were

benefiting. "FBLA is one of the most successful clubs here at Dayton. All of the members put a lot of hard

work and effort into it," says Alexis Frank. Their are over 40 Students actively involved, and we hope the

numbers keep on increasing.

Right:

Alexis, Jason, Jessica, Rachel,

and Jessica are on their way
to the regional competition.
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Left: Laurie, Vangie, Lilly,

and Rachel wait for the

meeting to begin.
Below: Rachel Tiss tries to

take charge at the meeting.

Left: The executive board

on their way to a seminar.
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National Honor Society

The National Honor Society is an organization of students who are recognized

for their academic achievements. Every fall, a select group of students engage in

a ceremony where they are inducted into this society. As members of the National

Honor Society, students are responsible for promoting leadership, scholarship,

and community service.

Below: Dan Kazemi lights a

candle at this years Induc-

tion Ceremony.
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Afore: The 1999 -2000

inductees and mem-
bers.

Right: The Seniors

come together for a fi-

nal picture.

Below: Lauren,

Michelle, and Victoria

are happy to be return-

ing members.

The Foreign Honor Societies inspire students to excel in

French, Spanish, and Italian. Acceptance into any of these

societies requires dedication, leadership, and academic ex-

cellence. Members are inducted during a ceremony held at

Dayton in May. During the ceremony, students light candles

in the respective colors of the country's flag which they have

studied. The Foreign Language Societies hold a large per-

centage of Dayton's students as members and gives others

much to strive for.
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Foreign Language Honor Society

Left: Jessica,

Dina, Tiffany,

and Lauren are

quintessential

members of the

Honor Society.

'Above: Michelle Khordos lights the special candle.

Above: The Seniors smile because they now know that they're one step

closer to college.
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Alternatives Club

The Alternatives Club is yet an-

other club offered at Jonathan

Dayton High School. This club

was developed to help lure stu-

dents away from drugs, alcohol,

and tobacco. Being a member of

this club encourages students to

discourage the use of such sub-

stances. It also serves students

in need by providing a shoulder

to lean on.

Right: The members of the Alternatives

Club gather for a group picture.

Above: Rachel Tiss talks about how to be a good member in the Alternatives club.
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Left: Ben and Harry put their heart

and soul into their music.
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Spanish, Trench, and Italian
Clubs

Que pasa? Does this phrase mean any-

thing to you? If not, don't worry, it doesn't

matter in the Spanish Club. To join, all

you need is a love for the Spanish lan-

guage. Senor Farrel and Senora Axelrad

head this exciting and educational club.

There is a plethora of entertainment, with

speakers, dances, and holiday celebra-

tions. We even went on a trip to view

Spanish dancing and listened to Spanish

music. When we asked Senora Axelrad

what her favorite thing is about the club,

she replied, "To see everyone excited

about language study." With about 60

student members in attendence, the Span-

ish Club had a great year!

The French Club has been here at Jonathan

Dayton for many years. Madame Moscowitz

has been in charge of this club for about 3

years now. The co-presidents areAlan Cohen

and Dan Kazemi, the vice president is Bina

Gordan, the treasurer is Manuela Gantea, the

secretary is Ryan Dubiel, and the remainder

of the executive board includes Michelle

Khordos, Lawrence Bluestone, and Steven

Lin. "This club was created to stimulate

French culture outside of the classroom,"

stated Madame. Some memorable places the

French Clubs has been to include the Mu-
seum or Modern Art, Pierre's Restaurant.

Statue of Libertv, Ellis Island, the Morris

Museum, and seeing Les Miserables. "This

truly is one of the most eventful and exciting

clubs to join," stated a former French Club

member. The French Club has had a great

year, and if you aren't a member already, you

should soon become one!
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Below: Caio! It is the Italian Club!

The Italian Club, advised by Mr.

Fabiano, engaged in many events

which included going on interest-

ing trips and planning various

fundraisers. Also, in the beginning

of the year, the club members held a

social in which all the members were
responsible for bringing in an array

of Italian desserts. We had a great

time tasting the desserts while lis-

tening to Italian music. Around
Thanksgiving time, we dedicated

our time toward cooking a nice

Thanksgiving meal for the home-
less. Knowing we could help others

left a warm feeling within our hearts.

Thanks to Mr. Fabiana andthe mem-
bers of the Italian Club for a great

vear.

\Above: Mr. Fabiano is happy to have two lovely ladies by his side, especially Above: Rachel distributes samples of a hot
pecause they are members of the Italian club. beverage to her French class.
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The Diary ofAnne Frank
"In spite of everything, I still believe

that people are really good at

heart,"was the strongest message re-

ceived by the audience at this year's

fall drama, The Diary of Anne Frank .

The shift from the traditional comedy

of the past three dramas to the highly

serious nature of this play was a true

challenge for all of the actors involved.

"We wanted to make people leave feel-

ing that they were affected by it,"

explains senior Stephanie Shack, when
asked about her hopes for the outcome

of the show.

The show's director, Ms. Vachon,

described her her favorite aspect of the

cast as, "Everybody has a vested inter-

est in genuinely helping each other."

Behind the scenes, helping Ms. Vachon

out was Eula Kozma, the assistant

director of the drama. "It was
great/'exclaims Ms.Vachon when
asked about having an assistant direc-

tor. "We noticed different things and

made more corrections in a shorter

amount of time."

Starring in The Diary of Anne Frank

was Rachel Nehmer as Anne Frank,

Adam Slater as Mr. Frank, Stephanie

Shack as Mrs. Frank, Tamar Raviv as

Margot Frank, Dan Kazemi as Mr. Van
Daan, Karen Bibbo as Mrs. Van Daan,

Dan Poltrock as Peter Van Daan, Matt

Davis as Mr. Dussel, Alana Steele as

Meip, and Jordan Levy as Mr. Kraler.

The entire cast became very close,

sharing many fond memories, and

many outbreaks of laughter. This was
truly a show that will be remembered

by all involved for years to come.

Above: Seniors Stephanie Shack and Tamar Raviv show off

"their" kitchen.

Right: Mrs. Vachon and Eula Kozma, the directors, smile after

a great performance.
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K Dan Poltrock, Eula Kozma, Tamar Raviv, and Jordan Levy await

leir next performance.

The Fall

Above: The cast rejoices after three nights of wonderful performances.
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"I heard about it when I was a freshman," says president Alana Steele, "and I liked it

so much that I decided to stick with it." Secretary Karen Bibbo explains that "any club

that gets people to help their community is worth joining." What club could produce
such enthusiastic members as these? You guessed it, the Key Club.

As one of Dayton's largest clubs, the Key Club is "a club devoted to volunteering," as

Bibbo would describe it.

There is a wide range of activities that the Key Club participates in. Among these

activities include donating time or funds to the giving tree, Christmas present wrapping,

recycling every Thursday, volunteering at the Children's Specialized Hospital, The
March of Dimes, and many more. New activities are constantly being added on each year.

How does one become a member? All one has have to do to be in this club is pay a fee

of twelve dollars and sign up. Members must participate in the activities and gain points

to remain a member. If

a member does not have
the necessary points, af-

ter a couple warnings,

he or she will be asked

to leave the club.

So what's the deal

with the Kev Club? It is
J

a wonderful club that

dedicates its time to-

wards helping other

people.

Above: The Key Club officers

show much enthusiasm for the

club.

Right: Senior members do not

seem to mind coming to school

late at night for a Key Club meet-

ing.
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Top Left: Michelle Khordos, Ryan Dubiel, and

Jessica Lau are proud recyclers!

Top Right: What activity should I do? Key Club
members are anxious to sign up for any activ-

ity.

Middle Left: Freshmen, freshmen, freshmen!

They know where the fun is: Key Club!

Middle Right: Dawn Dauser? Chairman of

recycling? You bet so!

Bottom: Mr. VanHart and Mr. Tedesco, the

advisors of the Key Club, are definatelv not

camera shy.
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Musical Theater

What would you do if you found out that the world was going to end in a few days? This is the questioU

which became the basis of this year's musical theater project, Y2DAY. The musical theater class allowed

students to write, compose, direct, and choreograph all music and text within the shows themselves. "Thi

class gives the students the freedom to do what they want; we [the students] have more say, and are able ft

learn from each other/'expresses senior Dawn Dauser.

The teachers of the class, Ms. Vachon and Mr. Slate, supervise the happenings of the class, and help ft.

expedite any glitches along the way. Many of the class participants this year agree that the class was a grea

way to, "give those students, who are interested in theater, a chance to express their ideas and experiena

theater on a different level," as senior Eula Kozma points out.

Y2DAY was based around the journey of Charlie, the main character of the show. The show emphasize!

different people's reactions to the new millennium and focused on whether or not the world was going to end

once the year 2000 finally approached. When asked why students chose this topic, senior writer Stephanie!

Shack replies, "It was different; we could do a lot of different things with it. The millennium is something

everyone can relate to on some level."

The musical theater production was a huge success. It allowed students to learn crucial teamwork skills

I

Above: The writers take a break to smile for the camera. Above: Adam Slater, Ms. Vachon, Tamar Raviv, and Jordan

Levy smile after a wonderful performance.
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Left: Strike a pose!

Below: "What's your sign?" asks Dina Gordon,

"Lorna," as Adam Slater, "Charlie," becomes more
confused over the path his life has taken.

Left: The musical theater class

during the beginning stages of

the creative process.

Left: Seniors Tamar Raviv and

Eula Kozma "have no problems,

no troubles, and no worrit/v"
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Concert Band & Choir

Some people ask, "We have a band?" The answer is "Yes!" It's growing little by little and it's getting

stronger and stronger. The band conductor, Mr. Slate, has been studying music since he was in the fourth

grade and enjoys every minute of it. Mr. Slate's band director in college inspired him to teach. Although

he loses talented seniors each year, he does see upcoming talent in the future classes. In addition to teaching 8

at Dayton , he teaches classes at the middle school as well. The quality of musicianship has changed largely

over the few years he has been teaching here at Dayton. Mr. Slate feels the band has improved "at least 200

percent." Losing seniors each year will bring some roughness to the concert band, but it's just like any other

class, club, or sport. Losing someone you've worked with for a while is never good. Now the responsibility

of the underclassmen must grow to make the year as smooth as possible.

Above: Members of

Dayton's band take time

out of their busy prac-

tice schedule to smile for

the camera.

Right: Members of the

band's drum section

take a break.

Above: On their spare time, See™
Kivowitz and Eric Knapp both plaill

bass in their own bands. Scott'J*

band is called "20 Minutes to Not'-

where" and Eric's band is callel

"Outline."
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Above: Jonathan Dayton's year 2000 choir.

This year's Jonathan Dayton Choir has been, and continues to be, quite successful. Choir is a full

year course which requires students to perform in various concerts at the end of each semester. Four

very strong vocal sections form this year's choir. Many different types of genres of music are sung

over the course of the year.

Tonya Boehme, our choir teacher, is the newest addition to the choir. She joins the Jonathan

Dayton staff this year from Wyoming. She is enjoying her first year at Jonathan Dayton and finds it

very easy to get along with her students. To her, music means heart, soul, and communication.

Above: Adam laughs as Jordan sings along to Dan Kazemi's rendition of

'Lovin' You."

Above: The chorale director, Tonva Boehme,

and the band director, Ron Slate, seem re-

lieved to take a break from teaching.
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Class Council

In mid-October, after a week of activi- Below: The class of 2000 officers

ties and contests, the main gymnasium

was divided into brilliant shades of blue,

orange, white, and red. Interclass games

could perhaps be considered the best

indication of a class's spirit and enthusi-

asm. Along with games, each class was

responsible for fund-raising activities.

The Freshmen, who made a commend-

able effort during spirit week, managed

to organize a plant sale, along with t-shirt

and sticker sales. The Sophomores were

responsible for organizing the talent show,

while the Juniors kept themselves occu-

pied with the planning of the Lip Sync

contest and the prom. The Senior class demonstrated their superiority early in the school year

winning the megaphone at the pep rally. The class of 2000 officers organized Jello-Wrestling to raise

money to attain their goal of a senior trip to Great Adventure with minimal cost to the students. The

spirit and strength the class of 2000 has exhibited since their freshman year has carried the class as

a cohesive unit into the new millennium.

Right: Adam Slater

displays the extraor-

dinary size of his arm.

Far Right: Student
council member Lisa

Neville shows off her

perfect balloon while

Alana and Stacy try to

figure out how she tied

hers.
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Art Club

Art Club members have certainly brightened up Jonathan

Dayton's walls this year. Mr. Addvensky's wall in the Senior

tallway is covered with all sorts of TV items such as VCR's,

:apes, and cameras. Mr. Foster's door has two oceanic scenes

n it; one of a boat and a scuba diver with a mermaid, and the

ther side, a palm tree and a beach scene. The Performing Arts

ulletin board was decorated with curtains and musical notes,

nd the Senior Memory Wall is yet to be completed. Also,

omething new was done this year. Jessica Hartman, Art Club

Below: Art students work diligently to paint

the Performing Arts bullein board.

President, painted the cafeteria windows for holidays. In addi-

tion to decorating the walls with artwork, some Art Club mem-

bers participated in Teen Arts, a competition in which high school

and grammar school students display their artwork and have

professionals critique their work. Hopefully, some members will

have their art entered in a contest for the state.

Above: The Art Club, along with Mrs. Callahan, takes a break from focusing
on their art and deserve to be recognized for their creativity.

Right: Mrs. Callahan helps turn this Dayton student into a young artist.
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Right: Alana Steele escorts

Dayton's winner, Kellum Smith.

Below: This junior shows us how to toss

a salad the "Mike Grieco" way.

Above:: Adam Slater sings "American Pie. Above: Last year's King of Hearts, Justin Katz, retires his

crown.
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King OfHearts

On February 10, 2000, the student council sponsored

their third annual King of Hearts. The King of Hearts

is a competition in which male students from Dayton

compete with one another in an array of categories

including casualwear, talent, swimwear, and evening

attire, in an attempt to win the hearts of the audience

members and judges in order to be deemed the "King

of Hearts" for the year 2000. Some contestants danced,

recited poetry, played the keyboard, and one even

tossed a salad. After the formal wear competition, the

contestants danced and lip synced to the Mambo #5.

The King of Hearts was hosted by seniors Hara

Tuchman and Alana Steele who both claim that "it was

a little unorganized, but everything worked out. We
both had a great time and it was a big hit."

Five semifinalists were chosen to respond to thought-

provoking questions. From those answers, the judges

determined the first, second, and third place winners.

Second runner up was Mark Aguero and the first

runner up was Adam Slater. This winner of King of

Hearts this year was senior Kellum Smith. Overall,

the night was a huge success.
Above: Hara Tuchman and Alana Steele looking as good

as usual to host this years King of Hearts.

Above: Are those the King of Hearts contestants or

Lou Bega?

Above: King of Hearts winner, Kellum Smith.
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Below: Dayton's seniors get scarier every year! Below: "Off with her head.'

Haunted House

Above: Freddy Krueger goes to Dayton?

Above: Eula Kozma looking her best.
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The class of 2000 wasn't looking as attractive as usual during the week of October 26th. The senior

zlass at Jonathan Dayton created a Haunted House to raise money for project graduation. All the

eniors worked together to make the "House of Ghouls" a huge success.

Parents and students dedicated time a week prior to help set up for the Haunted House. Justin Katz

laimed, "Not only did everyone have a lot of fun, but it was one of the scariest haunted houses Dayton

ever put together."

Because the parents and students put so much time and effort into this project, the seniors were able

to sponsor a successful Haunted House and raise a good deal of money for their project graduation.

Right: Is that a witch or Lisa Neville?

Below: Is Alan Cohn's head the only thing left for dinner?

Above: Hara Tuchman when she wakes up
in the morning!

Left: Senior girls after a late night of partying.
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The 1999-2000 Lip Sync con-

test, put on by the Junior class, was
a great success. This event was
hosted by juniors Dana Rutkowski
and Felix Mil. There were many
wonderful acts performed through-

out the course of the night which
served as great entertainment. The
Freshmen danced to a Disney med-
ley, while the Sophomores danced
to MichaelJackson's "Thriller." The
Juniors did a Millennium Count-
down, and the Seniors sang to a

Madonna mix. There were also

some individual performers, such

as MarkAguero and Sam Battaglia.

The Junior class ended up being

the winners, followedby the Sopho-
mores in second place and the Se-

niors in third place. According to

Jenn Cheung, "The show was great.

All the performers were extremely

talented and did a great job." Over-
all, the Lip Synch turned out to be a

great success.

Right: Rachel Tiss,

Hara Tuchman,
Rebecca Fried-

man, Melissa

Fernandez, and
Nikki Davidman
strike a pose!

Below: Freshmen
girls dance to

their Disney Mix.

Above: Junior girls celebrate their victory.

Right: Nichole Cox, Jessica Freidman, Ilissa Walters, Mamie Fish,

Darcy Ginsberg, Juliana Stravato, and Jamie Neville pose for their

star roles in Disney World.
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[bove: Chris Phillips tells the audience what he likes.

tight: Sheryl Denning, Nicole Osit, Diana Marques, Miri

osen, and Lauren Montouri show that they really are

Thrillers.'

Below: Rachel Tiss tells the au-

dience to "get up and vogue."
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Mock Trial

Below. Jonathan Zipkin prepares the defense's argument.

This is the second year that

we have participated in the

Mock Trial competition. This

year, the trial is a criminal homi-

cide case. The trial is made to be

as realistic as possible. The stu-

dents even improvise cross ex-

amination questions. The trial

takes place in March, so prepa-

ration started in December.

Each school has two teams,

the defense and the prosecution,

which are composed oftwo law-

yers and three witnesses each.

Every school must also bring six

jury members to the trial which

takes place in the Elizabeth court-

house. The students are assisted by Mrs. Axelrad, Ms. Treuger, and Yale Greenspoon, a lawyel

With their help, the student witnesses and lawyers can learn what it takes to stay afloat in tr|

law profession.

Above: Pamela, Shira, and Melissa prepare for

their up-coming court case.

ibove: Will Lauren, Jessica, and Minoah maintain

those smiles after they hear the verdict
1
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Quiz Bowl
\elow: Dina and Jessica are dessed to impress and ready

o win their next competition.

hove: Team A members, Alan Cohn, Jessica Lau, Steve Lin,

and Marc Eisenstein, take a breath of fresh air before the

competitions begin.

The Quiz Bowl is a club that has been in

establishment at Dayton for only three years

now. The advisors of the Quiz Bowl, Senora

Axelrad and Mrs. Trueger, claim that "they

have the pleasure to work with some of the

most intelligent students within the school."

The members who participate in the Quiz
Bowl compete against members from other

schools. Thev are asked a series of trivia

questions and try to earn the most points by
answering them correctly. The team with the

most points goes on to the next round and is

eventually able to win the title of "Quiz Bowl
Champion."
Although the Quiz Bowl is not one of

Dayton's largest clubs, we are proud to say

that it does contain many of our brightest

students.

Above: What's the deal with Alan's devilish smile
1

I \c

knows he's ready to kick some Quiz Bowl butt!
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Yearbook

Jesse Stromeyer

A lot of time and effort goes

into producing a yearbook.

Pictures mustbe taken, articles

must be written, and layouts

for each page must be formed.

The yearbook staff is faced

with deadlines and they be-

come pressed for time to get

everything done in order for

the yearbook to be its best. cut Qur advisor Ms.
During the year, hundreds of Schlesinger, the yearbook
pictures are taken, but only a editorS/ and the entire

select number make the final yearbook staff hope the

class of 2000 enjoys their

yearbook and the memo-

ries it contains.

Right: Antonia and
Luciana choose what

goes in, and what
stays out.

The Yearbook Editors

Zach Goldstein

Above: These are the students responsible for putting the Yearbook together

Right: Allison Kirschner decides which page to work on first.
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Newspaper

The Dawg Print, Dayton's

newspaper, is the best way
for the students to get infor-

mation about what is going

on within the school. Every

month, students eagerly

await the distribution of the

newspaper. The advisor is

Mrs. Rooney-Kuhn, and the

coeditors are the beautiful

Lauren Pellet and Zachary

Goldberg, not to be confused

with Zachary Goldstein, the

editor of the yearbook. Miss

Pellet claims that "all of the people on the staff have put in a lot of personal time and effort

towards improving the quality of the paper." The horoscopes are the most successful

part of the paper, although Senorita Smillita's identity is still a mystery.

Above: Editors Zach and Lauren, along with Kellum, get a taste of what

it's like to be on the other side of the camera.
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Above: LaurenPellet, Lilian Fasman,Gracemarie Alfano,

and Zach Goldberg are proud to be involved in the

production of the newspaper.

Left: The advisor of the newspaper, Mrs. Rooney-Kuhn,
anxiously works toward the next deadline.
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DAYTON
ATHLETICS
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In the game or on the

bench, the excitement of

Dayton sports keeps play-

ers' hearts racing. Parents,

students, and teachers al-

ways come to cheer for our

talented athletes.
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Right: "Set! Ready! Set!" Let's

make this a good one, Dan.

Right:

ready

down

Lorenzo Williams gets

to throw that touch-

Below

ready

ing to

Above: They try to stop the

unstoppable David Woodruff,

but they can't keep a good

Dawg down.
Right:

Williams and David

Woodruff are great

friends on and off

the field.
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Football
Dayton's football team has shown tremendous improvement over the course of the 1999-

2000 season. This year's scores demonstrated much of our improvement due to the great

coaching of Coach Sep, along with the determination of each and every player. Team
captains, BJ Jones and Charles Beyer, claim that this year's season was a lot better than the

year prior. The following players were recognized, by either the county or the state for, their

outstanding performances on the field: BJ Jones, Matt Fischer, Justin Azran, Todd Walters,

and David Woodruff. "We all feel like one big family," says Charles Beyer. Although many
outstanding seniors are graduating, we all hope that

the team can continue to play just as well next year.
f\ - A.

Us Them

Bound Brook 19 12

Manville forfeit

Roselle Park 34 7

New Providence 42 6

North Plainfield 28 20

Governor Livings! on 18 2

Arthur Johnson 28 25

Roselle 26 6

Kinnelon 40 23

Brearley 18 15

Leading Rusher: BJ Jones 959 yds

1999 - 2000 Jonathan Dayton Football Team

Leading Tackles: Matt Fischer

98 solos 30 assists

Leading Sacks: Todd Walters (7)

Above: Matt Fischer charges down the field to

get a first down.

jlboyt': BJ Jones quenches his thirst before returning to the field.
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Right: Guillaume Gasparini

takes a short nap before the

game.

Rigid: Adam Slater gets

ready to kick.

Right: Dario Ruggierio

clears the ball from infront

of the goal.

Above: Dara breaks the

ball away.

Right: Mohamed dem-
onstrates some fancy

footwork.
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Boys Soccer
Ik'/iur: I leads up!

Varsity

Us Them

Boundbrook
Roselle

Roselle P.

Brearley

Boundbrook
Oratory

N. Plainfield

New Prov.

New Prov.

N. Plainfield

Manville

Union Cath.

Oratory

Roselle

Roselle P.

Manville

Brearley

MVP:
Carmine Santarella

Most Improved Player:

Dara Miriahargiry

Captains:

Nate Denner

Justin Katz

6-11-1

1999-2000 Boys Varsity Soccer Team
Top (Left to Right ): Mike Jaffe, Dario Ruggiero, Nate Denner, Justin Katz, Mo
Abdelaziz, Alex Myalkoskiy
Middle (Left to Right): Dara Mirijahangiry, Ravi Guhdka, Adam Slater,

Andv Title, Mike Nittolo, Coach Felix Fabiano

Bottom(Left to Right): Roman Lukiw, Joe Bianco,Brad Shortall, Marc
Eisenstein Not pictured: Guillaume Gasparini, Eric Knapp, Carmine
Santarella, Ismael Pereira

The 1999-2000 Boys JV Soccer Team
Above: Mike races

in for the steal!

I WL
...

I js^^^^^A _

1

\\bove: Justin steals the ball from his opponent. Above: After bouncing off the opponent, Nate prepares to

charge the ball.b
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Below. Sunana Gill shows off her

latest dance move on the field. Right : Go Alana! Go

Girls Soccer
After losing eight starters last year, the Girls

Soccer team was concerned about staying afloat

during the 1999 season. Because there wasn't

enough girls to compete for Varsity only a J.V.

team could be created for this season. Most
teams wouldn't have been able to handle the

move down, but the girls put that aside, played

hard, and ended up having a promising season.

Head coach Mr. Cozza, believes that the girls

had a great season because of the mixture of very

talented upperclassmen, along with the addition

of our ten excellent freshmen. "The team put in

excellent efforts and they played very hard,"

says Coach Cozza. Most of the same girls should

be back next year, so a similar season is expected.

The team hopes that they will be back play-

ing at a Varsity level for next season. Captain

Esther Aizenberg says, "I think our team will

be playing Varsity next year because we
played J.V. really well."

Top Row (Left to Rigid): Linda Agostinelli, Jaime Falkin,

Romelia Freydel, Angela Agostinelli, Alana Steele,Staci Max.

Chandi Patel, Esther Aizenberg, Coach Cozza

Middle Row (Left to Rigid): Rachel Ginsberg, Juliana Stravato

Tina Hopson, Lindsey DeCoster, Lauren Gearitv, Sunana Gill

Bottom Row (Left to Right): Michelle Santoro, Marnie Fish,

Darcy Ginsberg, Maria Gonella
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Left : Juliana Stravato list's all

her strength while taking the

throw in.

Left: Lauren Gearity

uses her speed to help

make her way towards

the goal.

Below: Captain Esther

Aizenberg gets ready to kick

the winning goal for her team.

*V '•'*'
'

Record

G. L. 11
New Prov.

Colonia 2

Hillside 3 1

Roselle Park 2 1

Bound Brook 1

G. L. 5

N. Plainfield 2 1

New Prov. 1

Bound Brook 2 1

Scotch Plain 3

Roselle Park 3

Bernards 1 3

Outstanding

Players

Captain:

Esther Aizenberg

Most Goals:

Lauren Gearity (7)

Esther Aizenberg (5)

Alana Steele (3)

Most Shutouts:

LindaAgostinelli (5)

8-2-3
Above: Michelle is one step ahead of the rest.
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Right: Sophmore Stephanie

Weiss poses for the camera.

Far Right: Senior Laura

Moiseev does a scale.

Below: Laura Moiseev,

Stephanie Weiss, Melissa

LoSchiavo, Nicole Naggar
smile pretty.

Above: Members of the team show their

enthusiasm for the sport.
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-10 Best Score-

Lauren Vesselli

Vault Score = 8.2

Old Bridge

Boonton

Piscataway

Us

50.85

61.30

24.85

Them

93.75

66.90

89.50

MVP-
LauriaDelvalle

LencyCarbajal

Cranford 60.55 80.10 Most Improved

Johnson

Bridgewater

61.50

39.50

66.65

79.20

Player-

Stephanie Weiss

Scotch Plains 57.40 98.95 Captains-

Union 49.30 94.40 Lauren Vesselli

Roselle Cath. 57.65 85.95 Laura Moiseev

Westfield 35.00 98.50
Asst. Capt.-

Laura Delvalle



Left: Junior Nicole

Naggar practices her

routine before a

game.
Below: Sophmore Melissa LoShiavo

shows off her gymnastics form.

Gymnastics

Although gymnastics is based at Brearley again this year, a few students from Dayton still

barticipate. However, because of the long commute to Brearley, participation of Dayton students

s down. The four Springfield members are senior Laura Moiseev, junior Nicole Naggar, and

sophomores Melissa LoSchiavo and Stephanie

Weiss. Combined with Brearley, there are twelve

members of the gymnastics team.

During a gymnastics meet, only four

people from each team can compete in each of

the four events: bars, beam, vault, and the floor

exercise. This means that not all team members
can compete in every meet. Lauren Veselli, from

Kenilworth, is able to compete in all of the

events because it is her last year on the team.

Melissa LoSchiavo, on the other hand, chooses

to only participate in one event, vaulting. Al-

though there are few participants in the gym-
nastics program, the team members give it their

all to perform to the best of their abilitv.

Above: The Springfield team members
uniforms.

show off their new
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This year, Dayton's volleyball team was not going down with-

out a fight. Returning for his second consecutive year as head coach

was Anthony Scarpelli. Coach Scarpelli has had years of experience

with volleyball, so the team was in good hands. Also, a new
addition to the team this season was Assistant Coach Dave Rennie.

This year's Varsity captains were seniors Karin Abanto and

Lindsey Parman. Their skills led the team to much success. Junior

Tara Listowski says, "We had a great season this year, although we
are losing many of our valuable players next year, we will still strive

to be the best." Although the team was pleased with the effort this

season, they hope to improve for next year's season.

Volleyball

Varsity

Johnson
Rahway
New Prov.

Long Branch

Mother Seton

Johnson
Madison
U Catholic

Rahway
New Prov

Mother Seton

Verona

Junior Varsity

Varsity Volleyball Team
TopRowdeft to Right): Coach Rennie, Lindsey Butler, Manuela Ganteo,

Christina Florio, Tara Listowski, Victoria Bronshteyn, Coach Scarpelli

Bottom RouHLeft to Right): Dana Micelli, Maria Zolotarsky, Alphonsa

Vadakethalakel, Lindsev Parman, Karin Abanto

Long Branch

Whippany P.

Hanover P.

Kent Place

Us
1

2

2

Them
2

1

2

Most Improved:

Christina Florio

Captains:

Lyndsey Parman
Karin Abanto

Most Consecutive

Serves:

Victoria Bronshteyn

JV Volleyball Team
TopRouHLcft to Right): Coach Rennie, Danielle Guida, Lauren Belliveau,

Samantha Pellet, Alia Gulchina, Coach Scarpelli

Bottom Rozvdeft to Right ): lyla Vigilante, Lindsey Butler, Maria Zolotarsky,

Alphonsa Vadakethalakel, Michelle Kramers

Below:Taia Listowski puts her

volleyball skills to use, to score

the winning point.

Above: Lindsev Butler "spikes

up the heat."
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Left: Christina Florio uses her

powerful bump to win the

game for the team.

Below: Captain Karin Abanto

shows how to make the per-

fect bump.
Below: Coach Rennie gives

1 lara Tuchman a few pointers

on how to make her game
better.

\ m
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Above: Alphonsa
Vadakethalakel shows off her

volleyball skills.
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Right: Christy is charging

the net to get to the drop

shot.

Below: Alii Pulliti has perfect form

Below: Nicole Osit bends low

to make a winning shot.

M IMIimjM.H 111 '
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Above: Rena Steinbeck shows
off her forehand shot.

Right: Nicole Osit is showing

off her graceful backhand.
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Girls Tennis
This year, the tennis team

tad a good season. They fin-

shed the season with a record

)f 8 wins and 7 loses. Rachel

Vlandel, a junior on the girl's tennis team, states, "The team consists of all younger players and this will

»e a big advantage for next year and the years to come. Because we are a young team, mostly sophomores

nd juniors, we will have much experience when next year's season rolls around. Hopefully, we should

:>e able to place second in our Conference behind Oak Knoll, who is great every year." Nicole Osit, a

sophomore on the tennis team explains, "Overall, we had a very good season. For the most part, I have

mproved a great deal since last season. The team also improved as a whole."

Christy Delloiocano, along with other team members, enjoyed being on the tennis team because of

;he social aspect. "I've made a lot of good friends here," explains Christy, "especially girls from other

;rades."

1
Coach Presco enjoyed working with the team and was content with their performance this season.

'For the most part, we have had a good season. Although our record might not have been as good as

I/ve

would have liked, I can't complain. Despite our losses, the girls tried their hardest throughout the

/vhole season, and have lost a few heartbreaking matches that could have gone either way. The girls seem
ike they are having a lot of fun and are enjoying themselves."

The tennis team consisted of many determined and talented individuals. Regardless of who won,
the girls always walked away with big smiles on their face. As they say, "Even
if we end up losing the match, we're still better looking than our opponents."

8-7

Top Rozvdeft to Right): Lilian Fasmine, Coach Prisco,

Rachel Mandel, Rena Steinbeck

Bottom Row (Left to Right): Nicole Osit, Alii Pulliti,

Christy Delliocano

JDHS Opponent

St. Mary's 5

New Prov. 2 3

North Plain. 5

Cranford 5

Bound Brook 4 1

Oak Knoll 5

Roselle Park 4 1

Roselle Park 2 3

Bernards 2 3

Mt. St. Mary's 2 3

North Plain. 5

New Prov. 5

Oak Knoll 5

St. Mary's 5

Bound Brook 4 1

llop: Nicole Osit takes a hard
wing at the ball for the point.

3ibove: Lillian Fasmine gets

ady to ace her opponent.

Left: Christy Delliocano

and Rachel Mandel are

getting ready to show off

their doubles skills.
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Fall Cheerleading
Just because they don't charge across the goal

lines, hit home runs, or slam dunk, doesn't mean
they don't affect the game. They are always there

to support our teams. The cheerleaders of

Jonathan Dayton go to every home and away
game throughout the season. "This year we feel

like a group of sisters," said Heather Shanely.

"We work together, as a squad, to give as much
pep as we can."

The Varsity squad consists of senior captains

Melissa Fernandez, Luciana Cinicolo, and Lauren

Palais. Other members include seniors Jameelah

Simms and Valerie Jules, junior Dana Rutkawski,

and sophomores Heather Shanely, Jennifer Lewis,

Vangie Guilas, and Colby Tiss. "As a squad, we
have so much fun decorating the football play-

ers' houses and baking them cookies." Even

though the cheerleaders don't get as much recog-

nition as they would like, they

still play a big role in leading

our teams to victory.

Below: Luciana Cinicolo gives the crowd a little spir

Varsity Cheerleaders

Above: The Senior captains Melissa

Fernandez, Luciana Cinicolo, and Lauren

Palais pose for a picture on Spirit Day-
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Top Row: Jennifer Lewis, Dana Rutkowski, Heather Shanley, Valerie Jules.

Jameelah Simms, Colby Tiss, Vangie Guilas, Coach Marlene Moscowitz

Bottom Row: Luciana Cinicolo, Melissa Fernandez, Lauren Palais



Left: The Varsity cheerleaders

surround their homecoming
queen, Valerie Jules.

Below Left: "We're tic, tic, tic, tic,

tic, tic, tic, tic, boom dynamite!"

Below: Heather Shanley and

Melissa Fernandez concentrate

on the game.

Above: Is J.V. Cheerleader Kristin

Griffin cheering or pretending to be

a robot?
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Cross Country
The boys and girls cross country teams both had

very impressive seasons. The boy's team finished in

second place in the conference, while the girls team
finished in third place.

The boys team, led by coach Bob Kozub, had a

rough start towards the beginning of the season, but
managed to pull through in the end. Senior Jeff

Marx's third place finish helped Jonathan Dayton
beat out Roselle and Oratory in the conference. The
team also received strong finishes by John Cottage,

Tim Homlich, Chris Phillips, and Chris Melendez.
The girls team, led by coach William Byrne, also

performed very well. The team, led by Lisa Denicolo
and Julie Marx, finished with a record of 3-3. The
team is looking forward to next season.

Above: Chris Phillips and John Cottage take the lead

Right: Sean Cordoni picks up spead as he bolts to

wards the finish line.
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Top Row (Left to Right): Coach Bob Kozub, Brett Berger, Chris

Melendez, Chris Phillips, and Jeff Marx
Bottom Row (Left to Right): Jonathan Zipkin, John Cottage, Sean

Cordoni, Bryan Demberger, and Tim Homlich



Left: Chris and Brian close the gap
on their opponent.

Left: Allison Lau can't stop

smiling as she runs.

Top RowiLeft to Right): Coach William Byrne, Lisa DeNicolo, Dina

Gornon, Diana Marquez, Julie Marx, and Becky Chambers
Bottom Row (Left to Right): Shira Zabludowsky, Jennifer Gianas,

Allison Lau, Miri Rosen, and Rachel Nehmer
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Swimming
The 1999-2000 swim team

had a great season this year.

The team ended the season

with a record of 6-5. This is a

dramatic improvement com-

pared to last season's record of

1 -7-1 . But victory was not won
easily this year. With much
hard work and devotion, the

team got out of its slump. Eula

Kozma feels that, "Despite a

rough start, the team pulled

together and managed to have

a winning season."

This year's team captains

were Michelle Santoro, Jamie

Ravaioli, and Nate Denner. The

coach was Joyce Pinkava, and

the assistant coach was Marga-

ret McCullough. Both claim

they will miss this year's se-

niors very much.

Above Left: Tamar, Ryann, Eula, and Jordan relax

after a tough meet.

Above Right: Russ and Eula catch their breath

after Roselle Catholic at the 200 IM.

Bottom Left: Russ pushes himself for the last 25

of the 100 Free.

Bottom Right: Jordan stops to smile for the cam-

era, while Ryann and John anticipate a bellv flop.

Above: Eula rushes to victory in the 200 IM

Above: Tamar comes up for a well needed

breath while doing the 500 Free.

Above : The 99-00 Jonathan Dayton Swim Team and staff.



Left: John Cottage excels in the

backstroke.

Below Left: Jaime gets set to win.

Below: Meghan Bubb times how long

Coach Pinkava will veil at Drew.

6 -5
JDHS Opponent

Governor Livingston 50 118

Elizabeth 7(1 98

Union Catholic 90 79

Rahway 75 93

Piscataway 59 11 1

Linden 107 52

Roselle Catholic 95 2

A.L. Johnson 96 74

Union 73 97

East Side 104 64

Sayreville 94 74
Above: Tamar and her freinds flirt with the official.



Below: Monica prepares her-

self to be tossed by Michelle
and Laurie.
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Top Row: Left to Right: Michelle Barone, Jamie Falkin, Heather Shanlev, Jessica Friedra

Middle Row: Left to Right: Valerie Jules, Jen Lewis, Laurie Sherman
Bottom Row: Left to Right: Stephanie Weiss and Monica Schwartz

Not Pictured: Vangie Guilas, Jameelah Simms, Melissa Fernandez, and Luciana Cinicd

Winter Cheerleading
The Varsity Cheerleaders had a great 1999 - 2000 season. We had a rather large squad consisting]

of fifteen girls which allowed us to do an array of complicated stunts. We practiced every day to]

create a fantastic routine which we performed during halftime sessions at Dayton Basketball^

games and for various competitions. When asked to express their feelings towards graduating]

and leaving the squad, Captains Luciana Cinicolo and Melissa Fernandez feel that they hacU

accomplished a great deal over the year. "We're going to miss cheerleading next year, especially]

all the girls on the squad. We all have become so close that we feel like one big familv." Overall]

we had a great winter season. We are sorry to see many of our talented seniors graduate, but wl
are determined to maintain an en-

thusiastic squad for next year.

Above: Laurie and Heather show us their

best moves.
Above: Varsity cheerleaders line up tor another "time out" cheer.
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Left: Heather and Laurie are

"going to the top."

Top Row: Left to Right: Ilena Rothspan, famie Neville, fen Rego,

Sherry Grobars, and Jamie Fillipone

Bottom Row: Left to Right: Melissa LoSchiavo, Mamie Fish, and

Kristin Griffin

fbove: All the cheerleaders take time out for a smile.
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Beloiv: Brian Berger is looking to give out his

daily dose of punishment.

This year, Dayton teamed up with Brearley to end an
exciting season with a record of 7-13-0 for Varsity and
1-4 for Junior Varsity. This is a great improvement
from last season's finishing record. Unfortunately, as

we are gradually improving as a team, we are disap-

pointedthat many of our star players are leaving us.

However, these unique seniors have left us with a

great season full of memories and, most of all, superb
playing skills. Captains Jared Cohen, who started late

due to an injury, and Gerardo Roman managed to help
guide the team towards a successful season. Jared
Cohen should be recognized for the most points scored,
61 points this season.

There appears to be many great underclassmen who
will be given a chance to shine next year, after our star

players have moved on. However, our seniors will be
greatly missed. Congratulations and good luck to the

graduating seniors. It will be very difficult to fill your
shoes next season.

Right: Jared

Cohen
reaches for

the puck to

score.

7-14

Top Row: Left to Right: Assistant Coach Peter Finkle, Melissa Brino, Gina Ferguson, Brian "Pudge" Hollander,

Brian Berger, Ari Minkhov, Andrzej Moczydlowski, Kevin Tighe, Clay Boeninghus, Billv Chambers, Jon

Kovacs, Brian Young, Todd Walters, Mr. Kilmer, Coach Dave Gritzkey

Bottom Row: Left to Right: Ross Kravetz, Mike Rodrigues, Captain Gerardo Roman, A.J. Garciano, John

Laurencelle, Captain Jared Cohen, Adam Cohen, Eric Decter, Brett Berger

Not pictured: Dean Kakounis

IS THEM

Nutle\

Fair Lawn
1

3

4

8

East Side 11 1

Mahwah 1 6

Bernards 10

Nutley

Mahwah
3

9

4

6

Rumson-Fair Haven 3 10

Bernards 4 12

Passiac Valley

East Side

9

12

1

3

Northern Highlands 4 2

Fair Law n 10

Northern Highlands 5 3

Governor Livingston 9 8

Tenatlv 6 9

Ramsey
Ramsey
Tenaflj

7

j

8

5

5

Governor Livingston 6 8

Tenatlv (playoffs) 7

Most points: Jared Cohen
33 goals & 2S assists = 61 pb
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Left: Junior John Laurencelle

gets ready to pass the puck to

his teammate.

Left: Brian Berger looks

to pass to Todd Walters.

Below: Gerardo Roman
of Brearley lays an op-

ponent out cold.

hove: Todd Walters moves the puck up the rink to try to

core.

Top Row: Left to Right: Jared Preston, Chris McCarthy, A.J. Garciano,

Andrzej Moczydlowski, Jeremy Kovacs, Coach Peter 1 inkle,

Bottom Row: Left to Right: Craig (Brearley I . feffSehultz, fosh Wolkoff,

Mike Rodrigues, Dean Kakounis
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Girls Basketball
Below: Esther makes a break avvav.

The Lady Dawgs ended the 1999 season with a 11 - 11 record.

Although the girls would have liked to perform much better on

the court, they did demonstrate a remarkable improvement com-

pared to last year's season of 5 - 15. The girls practiced and played

intensely under the leadership of Co-captains Rachel Tiss and

Tara Listowski . The captains claim, "All the players focused on

working together as a team."

In addition to the performance of the players, much of the

team's success could be attributed to the coaching styles of Mr.

Campbell, Mr. Griffith, and Mr. Rennie. Although the coaches,

along with Dayton's basketball fans, realize that many of our

senior players are graduating, the Lady Dawgs anticipate a strong

return next year.

Above: Iyeisha looks for an open

player for the pass.

Above: Christina makes
the foul shot.

Right: Mr. Rennie at-

tempts to psych up the

team with his pre-game

pep talk.
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Girls Varsity Basketball

rop Row (Left to Right): Coach Campbell, Coach Rennie, Linda Augustanelli,

fyeisha Gordan, Sara Abraham, Rachel Tiss, Tara Listowski, Coach Griffith

bottom Roiv (Left to Right): Stacey Fishkin, Maria Zolotarsky, Dana
iRutowski, Christina Tomasino, Esther Eizenberg, and Maria Gonnella.

Left: Tara breaks

tire I nun thede-

fense tor a quick

shot.

Below: Sara

battles tor the

rebound.

Girls Junior Varsity Basketball

Top Rozv (Left to Right): Coach Campbell, Lyndsey Beckleman,
Kate Cuillo, Angela Augustanelli, Valerie Zolotsky, Maria
Zolotarsky
Bottom Row (Left to Right): Maria Gonnella, [uliana Stravato,

Stacey Fishkin, Ashley Goldberg.

Left: Linda shoots;

she scores.
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This year, Dayton's Boys Bas-

ketball team got off to an 8-0
start, winning the Rahway Christ-

mas Tournament. After suffering

a loss to North Plainfield, and 2

losses to St. Mary's, Dayton got

back on track and won the rest of

its schedule, finishing second in

the Mountain Valley Conference.

After showing a nice outing in

the county tournament, with a

victory over Roselle and a loss to

Union, the team finished the sea-

son with a loss to University in

the State Tournament. Dayton

finished with a record of 17 - 5.

Overall, we had a fairly success-

ful season.

Boys Basketball

Varsity
Top Row (Left to Right): Dario Ruggerio, Matt Paz, Jeff Stapfer, Cam
Santerella, James Cariello

Bottom Rozv (Left to Right): Lorenzo Williams, David Woodruf, Ryan Fruendlich
Richard Shanlev, Mickey Weatherston

Right:

The bench
looks on.

13-3

Right: Carmine Santarella goes up for the lay-up.
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Manville

New Providence

Bound Brook
Oratory

Brearley
Roselle Park

North Plainfield

New Providence

St. Mary's

Bound Brook

Oratory

Manville

B rearley
Roselle Park

North Plainfield

St. Mary's

JDHS
77

40

62

66

47

51

54

32

44

71

71

57

68

70

48

51

Opponent
36

22

31

33

31

35

64

25

49

50

52

50

46

49

43

55



Left: Ryan

drains a free

throw.

<'bove: Jeff Stapfer, with Superman-like

ualities, to locates a teammate in the far corner

)r the pass.

Wit: Matt Paz elevates for a lay-up.

ar Right: Ryan is content with another

ictory.

Top Roio (Left to Right): Ross Rahmani, Chase Freundlich,

Chad Freundlich, Scott Kessel, Bart Bak, Henry Abanto,

Chris Ravelo, Coach Justin Petino

Bottom Row (Left to Right): Kaushik Solanki, Justin Woo-
druff, Hani Heiba, Annibal Peixoto, Mike Nittolo

Interview : Coach

Justin Petino

Q: How did the J.V. Bas-

ketball team do this sea-

son?

A: We had a excellent sea-

son and the team played

well.

Q: What was the team's

record?

A: 15 wins and 4 losses.

Q: Did you have fun

coaching?

A: I enjoyed seeing them
practice hard and succeed-

ing.

Q: What do you hope to

accomplish next year?

A: We don't know who
will go to Varsity and who
will remain on J.V., but 1

do hope to have a team

who will play their best.

Interview : Player

Bart Bak

Q: Did you have fun this

year?

A: Yes, I had fun this year.

Q: Did you accomplish
what you wanted to accom-
plish this year?

A: Yes, I think we accom-
plished a lot. We won most
of our games.

Q: What do you hope for

the future?

A: I hope that we can beat

New Providence and play

Linden in the County Tour-

nament.

Q: Do you hope to con-

tinue your skills and im-

prove in your game?
A: Oh , definitely. 1 hope
to start Varsity next year
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Winter Track
The 1999 - 2000 Winter Track season took off to a decent start with Byrne, Cozza, Kozub, and

Roberts as coaches. The team, which consisted of 24 members, participated in various activities

such as the 55meter dash, 55meter hurtle, 400, 1 600, 3200meter relay, shot-put, and high jump. This

year we were fortunate enough to have a member of our student body deemed Conference

Champion. Conference Champion Olga Oksov trained intensely and had no trouble sweeping the

5 foot high jump category.

Coach Byrne proudly admits, "The team appears to be

extremely dedicated and seems determined to do well."

He looks forward to coaching for his 27th year in the

2000-2001 season. He hopes that Dayton can win many
more winter track events in next year's conference.

Below: Marsha, raise your
hands if you're sure!

'

Top Roio (Left to Right): Alex Kramer, Greg Zinberg, Mike Luberman,

Erich Buthmann, Kevin Schulman, Adam Bensimon

Bottom Row (Left to Right): Adam Gilson, Raghav Sharma, Sean

Cordoni, Ted Young, RobMoiseev

Top Row (Left to Right): Agata Jaciewicz, Olga

Oksov, Christina Florio

Bottom Row (Left to Right): Marsha Handeli,

Samantha Pellet
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lite/oztv Although Allison and Tine are the only members
Ijrom Dayton on the Bowling Team, they strive for perfec-

tion and hope to place in the counties.
Bowling

Although, only consisting of two members
from Dayton, and the rest from Brearley, the

1999-2000 Bowling Team had a great year.

Allison Lau and Tine Hopson admit their

favorite part of being on the team is attend-

ing the pizza parties before each match. They
also claim that they participate more for fun,

rather than for competition; however, win-

ning a match always feels good.

\bove: It looks like it is going to be a strike! Above: Tine concentrates to knock down every single pin.
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Right: Attila gets his hand
raised, just one of 75 career

wins.

Right: Stephano

works for the pin.

Below: Justin lays

the smack down
on the poor soul

that thought he

could beat "The

Rock."

19-8 REGION CHAMPS

Us Them
Roselle Cath. 65 15

Millburn 58 14

Columbia 48 30

Westfield 57 24

Cedar Grove 60 24

Glen Ridge 50 30

St. Pet. Prep 31 44

Par. Hills 30 38

Boonton 48 27

Rahway 33 38

Bound Brook 30 46

New Prov. 68 9

Gov. Living. 38 33

Chatam 62 n
Ridge 72 6

Roselle Park 12 58

Hanover Park23 50

West Essex 44 26

Manville 51 28

N. Plainfield ^4 35

Irvington 64 5

Weequahic 82

Johnson 60 18

Caldwell 29 39

Madison 72 9

Sussex Tech 60 Id

Morristown S4 26
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The 1999 - 2000 Dayton/Brearly Varsity and Junior Varsity Wrestling Team

Top Row (Left-Right): Head Coach Brian Luciani, Maggie Zambola, David Vasquez(189), Attila Vigi-

lante(145), Justin Katz(171 ), John Yendrick, Daniel Zika(140), Martin Mover, Ricky Miceli(160), Michael

Puorro(135), Mathew Russo(HWT), Michael Rotherv, Christopher Tyne(215), faime Yospin, Coach

Mark Dubina

Bottom Row (Left-Right): Ayla Vigilante, Allison Cankrow, Warren \ anderzee, David Sweigart, Camilo

Rodriguez, foseph Ruggiero(130), Ryan Yospin(103), Anthony Rodriguez, Sean Cunningham(112),

Marc Yospin(112), Scott Ferguson(140), Stefano Sarracino(125), Altay Vigilante(119), Amanda Adler,

Angela Pontirero



Wrestling
The 1999 - 2000 wrestling team had a

most impressive season, rhey fin-

ished with a record of 1

L
' - <S and

placed third in the Union County
Tournament, second in the Christ-

mas Tournament, and second in the

NJSIAA District X Tournament.
Many team members placed in the

tournaments with II top eight fin-

ishers in thecounty, including a Attila

in first place (winning his second

consecutive tittle), 1 -second place,

and 3-third place winners. In the

district tournament, there were 3 first

place winners and 5 second place

finishers. Five members went on to

finish top eight in the region. Also,

five Brearly records were shattered

this year, two by Attila Vigilante for

most takedowns and most falls in a

season, and two by StefanoSarracino

for most near falls and most team
points in a season. The wrestlers

lived up to their potentials, and had
an amazing year.

Left: Attila finds vet another way to put

his opponent in a very uncomfortable

position.

Below: Ryan Yospin slaps on a wicked

cross-face and looks for the cradle.

>ve: Michael checks with the ref to see if he's getting back
nts.

ht: The team piles on in the center of the mat to get psyched before the match. Sports 147



Boys Tennis
Jonathan Dayton's 1999-2000 Tennis team is having

an amazing season. Holding an undefeated record of

8-0, the Tennis team is nearing completion for this

school year. The team is defending last season's

conference championship title. With the way things

are going for the Dawgs right now, the boys have a

good chance to win another conference championship

title, as well as a possible

state championship. With

only two seniors graduat-

ing this year, Dan Osit and
Dan Delloiacono, the Boys

Tennis team anticipates on
defending its previously

held titles next season as

well.

Right: Dan Osit

thinks he's posing
for "GQ" Magazine.

Right: Adam and Chase
are ecstatic to have just

won their match.

Right: Oh yes EmZV'

ladies, Felix and

Dan play as good

as they look.

tl

Above: Strike a pose, Dan! Above: Chad shows off his forehand stroke.
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Topi Row (Left to Right): Felix Mil, Dan Delloiacono, Chad Freundlich,

Adam Cohen, Coach Bill Fresco

Bottom Row (Left to Right): Jared Weisman, Chase Freundlich, Sergey

Khoroshevsky, Dan Osit

bove: Felix Mil demonstrates why he's #1
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Right: Dana waits

for the catcher's

Right: Get ready

for the line drive!

Below: She steals

second, and she's safe

Above: Hey Coach, tell Rachel to put her glove

on the ground!

The 2000 Varsity Softball Team
Top Row (Left to Right): CoachCampbell, Rachel Tiss, Jamie Yospin.

Coach Mischel, Coach Rennie

Middle Row (Left to Right): Karen Bibbo, Karvn Schachman, Chris-

tina Florio, Alana Steele, Lauren Belliveau

Bottom Roio (Left to Right): Dana Rutkowski, Esther Aizenberg,

Juliana Stravato, Christina Tomasino
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clow: Alana takes a step towards the ball.

...>•
Softball

Dayton's 2000 Girls Softball team started off

their game season with great effort and enthusi-

asm. The girls were determined to perform their

best on the field despite their handicap of having

a small Varsity team. Due to the expertise of

Coaches Campbell, Rennie, Ramos, and Mischel,

the girls rapidly learned new skills and strategies

to improve their game and make up for the lack of

players. Although the size of the team will dimin-

ish greatly after

many ofour seniors

graduate, we re-

main confident that

Dayton's Girls Soft-

ball team will have

a successful 2001

season.

Far Left: The team
huddles for a brief pep

talk from the coaches.

The 2000 J.V. Softball Team
Top Roiv (Left to Right): Coach Mischel, Rachel Ginsberg, Kate

Cirello, Danielle Roland, Rebecca Chambers, Elisa Walters, Alexis

Seidel, Coach Ramos
Middle Row (Left to Right): Angela Agostinelli, Jenna Alifante,

Sheryl Denning, Nicole Osit

Bottom Row (Left to Right): Jenn Gianas, Stacey Fishkin, Stephanie

Weiss, Marnie Fish
Above: Christina waits for the pitch.
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1
Right: Freshman

Teddy Young
throws a javelin.

Below: B.J. Jones rides the

winds with apparent ease

Below: Junior John Laurencelle leaps

over the hurdle and keeps on going.

Above: Matt Fischer throws the shot put with

ease.

m mm -.«.,,L V h

Top Row (Left to Right): Matt Fischer, Scan Roscnbuim, Scott Kessel, Erich

Buthman, ChrisPhillips, Andy Title, Jeff Marx, Jake Merano
Middle Row ( Left to Right): Scott Hollander. Dara Mirjuhungaryjohn 1 .aurencelle,

Mohammed Abdelaziz, John Cottage, Ted Young, Kunal Solanki

Bottom Row (Left to Right): Raghav Sharma, Tim Homlish, BryanDemberger,

lohnZipkin, B.J.Jones
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ioze: Niki can't wait to get rid of that shot put.

Spring Track
The 2000 Spring Track team returns with many
standout athletes and welcomes several new mem-
bers. One of the most significant athletes returning

this year is Justin Azran. Justin is one of the top shot

putters in the state. He is an All-Conference and All-

State football player, along with shot-putter/

sprinter, Matt Fischer, and sprinter/ long-jumper,

B.J. Jones. Another returning athlete

this year is Jeff Marx, who had cap-

tured the 3200 meter conference title in

'99. A strong female returnee this

spring is Olga Oksov, an All-County

high jumper. Newcomers Mo
Abdelaziz, Scott Hollander, John Cot-

tage, Lyndsey Parman, and Niki

Davidman make Dayton's Spring

Track team a formidable competitor.

Left: Lyndsey Parman
exudes with beauty even

while throwing the discus.

Top Rozv (Left to Right): Blair Ornstein, Nicole Naggar, Rachel Suffin, Sarah

Abraham, Rena Steinbach, Juliet Marx, Tara Listowski

Middle Rozv (Left to Right): Tine Hopson, Miri Rosen, Lindsey Parman, Niki

Davidman, Lauren Gearity, Romelia Freydel

Bottom Rozv (Left to Riglit): Jaime Neville, Allison Lau, Marsca Handeli,

Maria Gonella, Laura Moiseev

KoArTONJ
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Above: Look at Tara soar through the air.
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Golf
Jonathan Dayton's 2000 Golf Team has proven to be

extremely dedicated and loyal to the sport and the

team as a whole. Ross Kravetz, Mallory Zambolla, and

Josh Wolkoff are the four new members who have

joined the team this year. With regret, the golf team

will be losing many of its most talented Seniors this

year. Jared Cohen, Michael Sharpe, and Richard Bickel

are seniors who have been great assets to the team and

will be missed greatly. Although a good portion of the

team is graduating, the students of Jonathan Dayton

remain optimistic about next year's season.

Right: Ross is

very happy about

his score so far.

-Q^iP$£3*^KIgiiSp#$% -4-*^ -*f«*iipft

Above: The 9-iron or the wedge?
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Left: J a red shoots tor an eagle.

Top Row (Left to Right): Jared Cohen, Mike Sharpe, Richard Bickel, Coach
J Steiginga

Bottom Row (Left to Right): Ross Kravetz, Mallory Zambolla, Josh Wolkoff

Above: "Excuse me; I'm trying

to i oncentrate!"
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Baseball
Belt m>: Senior Co-captain Jesse Stromeyer is determined to jack onfe

over the fence.

When we think about Jonathan Dayton's Varsity

Baseball team, two words immediately come to

mind: unity and dedication.

Unity - This baseball team is different than any
other baseball team that has come through Dayton.

The core of the players, including Co-captains Jesse

Stromeyer and Adam Slater, have played together

throughout their high school careers. Together, the

team has developed into one of the best teams in the

conference. The players have grown on each other

over the years and have become a true team.

Dedication - One major factor contributing to

Dayton's success this year is the dedication that each

player has put forth in practice over the winter.

"Many of the players were constantly training in the

weight room and hitting in the cages during the off-

season," states senior catcher Lorenzo Williams.

The dedication is so strong that each player

bleached their hair blonde in order to please the

baseball gods.

With the aid of Clayton Trivettand Lou Dellapia,

the Varsity Baseball Team is prepared to take on
every team in the conference this year. After a

disappointing 1999 season, the team is hungry for a

Mountain Valley Conference Championship.

Varsity

Above: Senior third baseman Ian

Cordoni throws a rocket to get out the

runner at first.

Top Row(Left to Riglit): Coach Dellapia, Kieth Allen, Brian Berger, Kile Goforth, James

Cariello, Coack Triwtt, Coach Serio, Lorenzo Williams

Middle Row(Left to Right): Ian Cordoni, Jesse Stromeyer, Sean Cordoni. '\ uri Portugal,

Russell Haywood, Chuck Beyer, Rich Shanley, Brian Birch

Bottom Rowdeft to Right): Justin Woodruff, Adam Slater, Dave Wyche, Ryan Stromeyer
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Far I eft: Rich Shanely,

A.K.A Boomer, is warm-
ing up to lay the smack
down on the opposing
team.

eft: Senior Keith Allen

meditates before his first

lie appearence.

lelow: Senior first

baseman Brian Berger

whispers, "How does
your shoulder feel?" af-

ter picking off the runner
at first base.

Top Rozvi Left to Right): Lindsey Sterns, Matt Stigliano, Steven Cohen, Eric Decter,Brett

Berger, Don Volkert, Coach Mulman
Middle RouHLeft to Right): Adam Bensimon, Sean Frank, Michael Staus, Anthony
Rodriguez, Michael Rodriguez

Bottom RozvfLeft to Right): Seam Appicella, Joe Kahoonei, Devon Dorn, Dan I evinson

Above: Senior Co- captain \dam
Slate Dawg, is determined to lead

with a hit or a walk.

Slater. A k. \

off the came
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Children of Dayton become
the Children of Eden

In the beginning... there was a group of stu-

dents looking for a challenging, new, mature
work to perform. Searching far and wide, they'd

"seek for their garden", all the way back to the

old testament (or the protozoa, or whichever came

first), and they met their match with Children of

Eden. This year's spring musical, a retelling of

the first nine and a half chapters of the book of

Genesis, was a truly wonderful experience for

both those involved in mounting the produc-

tion, and the audience members who viewed the

performance. The heartwarming
story spans creation, Adam and Eve,

Noah and the Ark, and the nine-hun-

dred years in between. The pop/
rock musical was "created" by John
Caird, with music and lyrics by
Stephen Schwartz of Godspell. With
a beautifully rich musical score, high-

lighted by the foot tapping madness
of a riveting gospel number, the wild

syncopated rhythms of the African

themed "Generations", along with

the beauteous choral sound of the

title song, Children of Eden truly capti-

vated the minds of the cast, directors,

and audience, while managing to cap-

ture their hearts as well.

Right: Josh and Stephanie

name the animals.

Below: Dayton's Children of Eden performer^.
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Above: Aren't they adorable? Above: Stephanie is in pursuit of excellence.
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Left: Tamarand Dan look

be\ ond.

Above: Jordan,

Sara, along

with the rest of

the chorus,

recount the

story of genera-

tions of Adam.

I zv. Here comes the sun!

Sports 159
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ADS & MESSAGES

We have now gotten to our senior year,

and we wait for proms and homecom-

ing and most of all, graduation day. We
will pick up our caps and gowns and all

that other senior stuff that is supposed

to help us remember the good 'ole days;

but things we'll remember most can't

be put down on paper. We will look

back on the time spent at Jonathan Day-

ton and realize that it was short lived

and that it didn't seem as if there was

enough time to accomplish everything

that we wanted. Our names will be

called, tassles will be turned, and diplo-

mas will be received by students that

will serve as a rite of passage. At that

moment, we will say good-bye to our

school, our friends, and maybe our town.

We do realize that we can return just to

visit, but the halls will be full of strang-

ers. It feels as if it is all ending and that

things will never be the same. In fact,

it's not the end, everything is just begin-

ning. Congratulations and good luck

to the class of 2000!!
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Ai it n hnrlii
EST. 1954 -1

Congratulations

to

the Class

of
442000"
Brad Denning

Tel. 973-376-3535

23 Springfield Avenue

Springfield, NJ 07081

Visit us at www.dobbaauto.com
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Congratulations
dslass o$ zooo

SPRINGFIELD PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Springfield Board of Education

Richard Falkin, President

Jacqueline P. Shanes, Vice President

Linda Duke Robert B. Fish

Ken Faigenbaum Keith B. Kurzner

Stephen M. Fischbein Larry T. Levee

Benito Stravato

Gary Friedland, Ed.D.

Superintendent of Schools
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Jim Saul
Catenns

Fancy Party Platters

SPRINGFIELD KOSHER Sloppy & Smokey Joes

DELI Smoked Fish

Traditional Homestyle
Cookins

Homemade Salads

779 Mountain Avenue
Sphnsfield, NJ 07081

Ph. # (973) 376-9884
Fax # (973) 564-9440

Congratulations to the

class of 2000!

Mazel Tov,

Springfield Kosher Deli

UtoON P
Diner & Restaurant

U.S. Route 22 Center Island, Union, NJ 07083

Your Hosts Nick & Peter

(908) 686-4403 • FAX (908) 964-0778

Food Prepared with Care
Wine, Beer & Cordials • Baking Done on Premises

All Major Credit Cards Accepted

Best wishes to the class

of 2000!

Union Plaza Diner

ii t n h n ri n
cct mc>t «"EST. 1 954

Brad Denning

Tel. 973-376-3535
Fax 973-376-8087
www.dobbsauto.com

Italian-American Deli

Caterers and 'Pizza

23 Springfield Ave.

Springfield, Nj 07081
NJ Lie. W3S37A

Tel: 973-467-5468

Fax: 973-467-5429
762 Mountain Avenue

Springfield, NJ 07081

Best of luck to the

graduating class of

2000!

Dobbs Autobody

Jerry sends
much of luck to
the class of

2000!
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VISIT US AT: WWW.AUTOLANDUSA.COM

170 RT. 22 EAST. SPRINGFIELD. NJ 07081

1
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m
IF YOU OR SOMEONE YOU LOVE

ARE PERMANENTLY OR TEMPORARY DISABLED

YOU CAN GET PERSONAL CARE IN THE PRIVACY OF YOUR HOME.

OUR CERTIFIED HOME HEALTH AIDES WILL COME TO YOUR HOME AND HELP YOU

WITH THE MOST ESSENTIAL NEEDS.

HHCH HEALTH CARE AGENCY IS HERE TO PROVIDE

THIS VERY IMPORTANT SERVICE.

CALL US TODAY!
(908) 587-1172

HHCH HEALTH CAREJNC.

221 West St. George Ave. • Linden NJ 07036

WMMH
Jusi Down Ihc Road

LICGARDI
For The Best Deal

WISHING THE CLASS OF
2000 THE BEST IN ALL

THAT YOU DO!

uard

f-800-GMNr-NJ
ROUTE 22 WEST IN GREEN BROOK & WATCHUNG

flint Rose
Banquets Available

Take Out

i wrv

Costume Jewelry

549 Mountain Avenue
Springfield, New Jersey 07081

973-379-2527

Jim Rose
wishes best of

luck to the class

of 2000!

RUSSIAN RESTAURANT
Live Music

633 Morris Turnpike, Springfield, NJ 07081

TEL: 973. 467-8687 & FAX: 973. 564-5046

Ulie Cj/nerald Jvestaurant

wants to wisn tne oes/ of

facjf/o /Jje class of2000.
/
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Ant n hnHtj
EST. 1954

Best Wishes

to the

class

of

2000!
Brad Denning

Tel. 973-376-3535

23 Springfield Avenue

Springfield, NJ 07081

Visit us at www.dobbsauto.com
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^he Villas at i>pAUi^jjiel<i

Welcome to . . .

200 Springfield Avenue • Springfield. NJ 07081

200 Springfield Avenue, Springfield, NJ.

— ^
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WATER DAMAGE SPECIALISTS

ALBERT B. CHESLEY
President

160 Broad Street • Summit NJ 07901

Tel. (908) 273-8901 • Fax (908) 273-8902

Emergency Beeper (800) 667-3686

The staff at

Certified Carpet Management would

like to congratulate the class of 2000!
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Dear Jonathan Kovacs,

Good Luck!

Hope hockey is good in college.

We'll miss you!

Love, Jani, Andy, Bruce, Nancy,

Jeremy, David, Ari, Corey, & Lester

Ian,

To Thine Own Self Be True...

Love, Mom, Dad & Sean

Congratulations and best wishes to Rich

his friends, and the Class of 2000!

- The Shanley Family

TOM'S

TOM KOYAS
250 Mountain Ave.
Springfield, N.J.

PH: 973-258-9144
FAX: 973-258-9143

Good luck to all the graduates.
May you have success in life

and always keep smiling.

- Saul Unter, D.D.S., PA
AmericanAssociation of Orthodontists

SPRINGFIELD TRAVEL SERVICE
CRUISES-TOURS-AIRLINES-HOTELS

COMMERCIAL ACCOUNTS

—

Desire:

Some people want it to happen
Some wish it would happen -

Others make it happen. .

.

Todd (56) -

You make us all extremely

proud!

We love you so much
Mommy, Daddy, and

Elissa

A ii t n h n H ij

EST. 1954

Brad Denning

Tel. 973-376-3535
Fax 973-376-8087
www.dobbsauto.com

23 Springfield Ave.

Springfield, NJ 07081
N) Lie #03537A

Lots of luck for

the future!

Dobb'sAutobody
-t.
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Dear Dan,

How quickly time passes! It seems like only

yesterday when our little boy entered school.

Now as a young man we are so proud ofwhom
You have become.Your talent and enthusiasm

Never cease to amaze us.

We wish you all the best the world has to

offer.We will always be there to applaud you.

Love,

Mom and Dad
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Alfl no VLQhQK£5 Steele^

Our onoel from bea/en
[^tfy God bless you in odL. yoo do

and may all \fcur dreams come-'
+rue-

/Ji/
Our|o/e,

|

;

Mommy,p^y q f}dam
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Dear Jesse,

Your first 18 years have been

a beautiful adventure for us.

Thank you. Our love will always

be with you.

- Mom and Dad

Justin Katz
Words can not express

how proud we are of you.

Your enthusiasm, sense of

humor, creativity and wit

make you shine. May your

future be full of promise

and success. Reach for the

stars and you may just

become one, too !!

All of our love to you!

Mom, Dad. Stacey, J.]. & Mittens

Karyn Schachman

I
Congratulations on all

of your accomplish-

ments. We are so

proud of you!

Love always,

Mom, Dad, &
Laura

Dear Jason,

You have given us so much joy

since you have entered our lives.

We are so proud of your accom-

plishments. Never compromise

your principles and always remem-

ber we love you very much. Now
that you are moving into a new
phase of your life, remember these

few things:

Happiness is a journey, not a destination.

Work like you don't need the money.

Love like you've never been hurt, and

Dance like no one is watching.

Our Love,

Dad, Mom, & Matt
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Dear Miichael
:

vjongratulations to a wonderful son. JlTag the future bring /o gour life as much happiness andfog

as gou nave brought to ours. Cue liaue alwags Seenproud of gou ana wish gou the best of euerfhing.

JKau uour life be rilled with Jove, laughter, health, ana happiness, andmag alluour dreams come true.

iDoue yflwags,

d/Tom, Dad, and \ic/?i

Keith,

Congratulations on all of

your accomplishments. We are so

proud of you. Continue to reach

for the stars. We love you.

- Mom, Dad, and Andy

Michelle Cicmdella

We are so proud of you. Keep that lovely

smile; you 'II go far.

- Grandma and Grandpa

Always be yourself and follow your

dreams.

Love you,

Mom, Jason, and Gheryl

m,
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DAWN
Congratulations' We are very proud of you and your many accomplishments.

You have grown into a beautiful, caring, young woman and we are very lucky

to have you as our daughter

We wish vou a lifetime of love, happiness, and good fortune. Remember to

always follow your dreams. NOTHING IS IMPOSSIBLE.

We Love You ,

Mom & Dad , also M & M

jf

Our sister and our friend

We have watched you grow, and

together we have many memories.

We have laughed, cried, fought,

and loved each other to the fullest.

You have become Qstrong.

independant young lady, that we
are so proud of Now, as you

come to a new road, remember to

never look back and keep moving

forward.We will always be here for

you and love you very much.

Congratulations and good luck.

Love.

Gloria^ura, and Megan

.!<.
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ZACHARY GOLDBERG

Zachary, you've accomplished so

much over the past few years.

We know that you will continue to

be the best you can be in

college-successful, funny, loving,

and dedicated to whatever you set

your mind to dot

Love,

Mom, Dad, Ashley and
Shaina
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tear Michael,

'ou are such a great kid. We are so proud to have

'ou as our son. You have given us so much pleasure

ind happiness. We wish you continued success in

vhatever you choose to do. We know you will defi-

litely succeed.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Julie, and Scott

Tiffany, you have made us

the proudest parents around.

You strived for the best and
are now Cornell bound.

We want to wish you a

love-filled congratulation.

For a wonderful future and
a Happy High School Graduation!

All our love,

Mom, Dad, and Devon

Cov^^atvCicCCiOY^ to-liathal

Gund/thes claw of 2000

1

J

RACHEL MEREDITH TISS
WKere/h^^atbthe/tu^ve/gotie/?
You/'ve/ grown, to- be/ a/ beautiful,
intelligent, loving/and/thought-
fulhuman/ being/ Youve acconv-
pliihed/ jo- much/ in jacJv a/ short
times and/youhavethepotential
to-doy> much, more/. We/know
cottage/ will be a/po^itU/e experience/
for you/. Hayyou attainyour goaU-
and live each/day to- the/ fullest.

Our with/foryou ifrhappine&, good/
health/, iM/ccex?and/ a/ brightfuture/
and/ remember to-aUvayy "Vo- the/
rightthing/". We/ love/you/ up to- the/ iky

Mom/, Vad/£t Michael/
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Rachel,
,

,. + hp

XroundVbu can feel +he P^roT
^/Surs^iie, +h^ reason i^Y ^

**> Vour carina. As you move

2+lrouc.h yoCrf new advents

r KnoN hfavv deeply You are

# oS You ore- aH o^ dreams
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Dear Ryann,

I *n

\&_ _ . J

Since you were born you have added
so much joy and happiness to our

family. As you enter this next phase

of your life, may you find that noth-

ing is impossible.

Always remember
how much we love

you and we are

here for you!

Always with love,

Mom, Dad,

and Michael

To our

Jessica,

We are so

proud of

you and all

your accom-

plishments.

We know
that you will

succeed in

everything

you do. Our
wish for you
is health, happiness, and all the best

that life has to offer.

Much love to you always,

Jaime and Corey

Justin Arzan

As always, we are so proud of you!

All our love,

Mom, Dad, and Josh

Congratulations!
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BRIANHOLLANDER

Congratulations on reaching this

milestone. You have made us

very proud of you! Remember,
"the best is yet to come."

Love,

Mom, Dad, Scott, and Sweet Pea

k/e ajoiLld U£,e t& msk the Gl&ss o4

2000 Ids of kd for the fatuse!

- Supreme Po,s tries
otf oprwakUld

Congratulations Class of 2000!
- Hunan Spring Chinese

Restaurant

Dear Jared,

Having you for a son and brother has

made our lives richer. We wish you all the

happiness, good health, and good luck that

life has to offer. May all your dreams

come true.

Love always,

Mom, Dad, Adam, and Jodi

Our Dearest Lyndsey,

We are very proud of all you

have accomplished and the

wonderful young woman you

have become.

Don't ever give up your

dreams and never leave them

behind. Find them, make them

yours, and all through your life,

cherish them, and never let

them go.

We love you forever,

Mom, Dad, and Matt
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COURTNEY CORIGLIANO

You were blessed

by God. . .

.

n
r.

y i

"Oi
©;

You have shown us what you're made of

And the many things you can do

You truly have the ambition

To make all your dreams come true.

We Love You

OPl %4
*^

HO .1 > i

.A/7J touched by
an Angel

H
e

The family...that dear octopus from

whose tentacles we never quite escape

Nor, in our inmost hearts ever quite wish to,
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LQje are so veryproud of you andwish you

tne oest of lucA as you set outfor colleae !

LQje Joue you very mucn, andAnow you will

acnieve everytnina uou want out of- life.

lDove
1

JlCom, iJao, (famie^ cC L)/iristopner

To ok/ Bitje -

We are so proud of oil your accomf>uskments,

but above alt,

ive (ove you for wko you are.

44af)fiiness always,

Mommy, Daddy and QUison

Dearest Kellum,

I can't begin to tell you how proud I

am of you. Through your

unfortumate ordeal, you have re-

mained "strong and positive." You

truly are an inspiration to everyone.

Take one day at a time, and may
Jehovah
continue to

bless your

progress.

Much Love,

Mommy
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Dear Melissa,

In spite of living with the

two old ladies-You made it!!

Congratulations and best

Wishes to you always.

Love You Always,

Uncle Jim, Aunt Re,

Jimmy, Jennifer and
Jodi

Dear Melissa,

As I enjoy watching you mature into your lovely own person, I am hoping that

you enjoy a life of sensitivity, goodness, accomplishment and love in a world that

is hopefully at peace. I am so proud and so glad that life presented you to me.

Always remember the abundance of love and good times we experienced and

may we continue to share a lifetime of the same. My wish for you is that you

reach every goal you seek.

I Love You More!

MOM

Dear Melissa,

I have been there for you

from the day you were born.

I have seen you through the

scrapes on your knees to

growing into the lady you are

today.

Keep on making us proud

in all you decide to do.

(Even if it's from home!)

With all my love,

Aunt Ginger
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Jo our JJauahter Alexis Anne,

JKau yourfuture orina uou fulfillment

of all uour nopes, dreams, andaoals . . .

Jltau looe and happiness

oe your constant companion.

-All our looe,

JKom dr. Dad

Stations! We are both so proud of you. We love you

Love always,

Michelle and Sean
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DEAR JAMIE,

CONCRATULA TIONSH!
WE ARE SO VERY PROUD
OF YOU. KEEP UP THE
GOOD WORK. WE WISH
YOU CONTINUED SUCCESS

AND HAPPINESS.

LOVE,

MOM, DAD, MARC,
RYAN, AND RUDI

Jessica Hartmann

As vou fly towards vour

future, don't forget to

live your dreams. We're

so proud of you! Mav
God bless and protect

you always.

Love,

Mom, Dad, and Eric

flliLcA success (jor the (jU,tuse/

~ Ji Ji /Ifoifaj //ic.

Lots ofluck, Class of2000!

-NORMA'SSALON

Lisa Max

It is hard to belive that you will soon be

graduating high school and starting a whole

new part of your life. We know that you will

be successful in everything that you at-

tempt. You have shown us that you can do

whatever you set your sights on. The cute

little girl in the picture has grown up to be a

beautiful young lady who has the rest of her

life ahead of her to accomplish all that she

wants.

Lisa, we wish you the best of luck in college.

Your personality will surely shine wherever

you go and in whatever you do.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Rachel, and Staci
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KAREN LENA BIBBO

Our beautiful curly locks, we re-

member it well... We blinked and

you were all grown up. Words
cannot express how proud we are

of you, and all that you have ac-

complished. The world is yours

for the taking. We know you will

succeed in all your future endeav-

ors. May God always guide your

way. Lots of luck from Mare and John. We will miss you tremen-

dously next year. All of our love and support then, now, and always.

Mom and Dad
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RAMI RANK RULES

Such Achievements!

More Importantly, What a

Mensch!

LOVE FROM YOUR
BIGGEST FANS:

Pop, Grandma, Abba, Ima,

Shuli, Jonah, & Le Doggie:

Coco

VEAK HAKA,
YOU LIGHT UP OUR LIVES WITH YOUR

ENTHUSIASM, YOUK WIT, YOUR ENERGY, ANV YOUR ^
BEAUTY. MAY ALL YOUR HOPES AhJV VREAMS COME

t

$A
TRUE. CONGRATULATIONS!

WE LOVE YOU,

MOM ANV VAV
HARRIS ANVJAKE
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Melissa Fernanda

You are a shining example
of what a daughter can be

Loving and compassionate

Beautiful and good
Honest and principled

Determined and independent

Sensitive and intelligent

You are a shining example
of what every mother
wishes a daughter were
and I am so proud of you!

Keep that beautiful smile,

I Love You Soooo Much!

Mom

I love you and you're

the best cousin ever!

Nicole

Melissa,

We know you'll find in the
paths you choose the

steps you need to reach

all the stars you
want to conquer.

Love,

Nana and APT

Here's to my sister

Remember everyday,

No matter what I've said

Here's what I want to say

I will always love you

Be with you to the end

When no one else is around

I will be your friend

Congratulations!

Danny

Congrats Meliss

We're all very proud of you.
Great Job and good luck in

college.

Love,

Uncle Jorgie, Ana and Anthony

To the coolest niece,

"whatever" - Like we know like

you'll have a wonderful future.

We love you always,

Uncle Ralph and Tia Martica

Dear Melissa,

Congratulations and I love you
very much.
Love,

Alexa
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Luciana Cinicolo

Dear Luciana,

We are so very proud of you. We love

you very much and wish you a lifetime of

health, happiness, and success.

All our love,

Mom & Dad

Dear Lu,

Congratulations! Good luck in college

next year. We'll miss you. We love you!

Angela & Linda

v* "^^^R ^^r

j

1 fcs
Jo^*"*^

L\Z& v^ 4*0\ 6- A-C/iiXi^A^Ci^'i *A4 6- 'tC<W\4*CM'

j^Ht^C, j^W^tC44U^C, &WM/U*t, Ze6si4*U*C-

Jamie Hausman
We are so proud of you and of all you have

accomplished. We look forward to the future to

see which paths you will take and explore.

Enjoy Your Journey !

With much love,

Mom, Dad and Brett

Dan Delloiacono

Onward and

Upward - Success!

Love,

Mom, Oad & Christy

Much success for the

future!
- Imagine Salon

The new owner, Tonny, wishes

everyone lots of luck!

- TOM'S PIZZA
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Dear

Michelle,

17 years gone

by so fast. We
watched you

grow into a

beautiful young

woman and

become all the

things a parent

would want

their daughter to be. We wish you a lifetime

of happiness, always to succeed in every-

thing you do.

Congratulations!

All our love,

Mom, Dad and Jessica

Marci Schultz

Attitude...Warm, Caring, Thoughtful,

Hard Working and Positive! Yeah, you've

got the perfect attitude and that's why
we're so proud of you. Your accomplishments

are many and your future is bright. We
know you have what it takes to be successful.

We love you very much and wish that your

life is filled with happiness.

Love,

Mom, Dad and Jeff

ZACHARY GOLDSTEIN

To Our Zac-Man:

THANKS FOR MAKING OUR LIVES INTER-

ESTING a CHALLENGING. THE TWINKLE IN

YOUR EYES IS STILL THERE.

WE ARE SO PROUD OF YOUR MANY

ACCOMPLISHEMNTS AND THE WONDER-

FUL YOUNG MAN YOU HAVE DECOME. MAY

YOU GO FROM STRENGTH TO STRENGTH.

LOVE,

MOM. DAD & DOV
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DAN OSIT
Dear Daniel,

Congratulations! We are so proud of you and all

of your accomplishments. Just remember as you

go through life...

! "You have brains in your head.

I

You have feet in your shoes.

i

You can steer yourself.

!
Any direction you choose.

You're on your own. And you know what you know.

And YOU are the one who'll decide where to go."

I --Dr. Seuss

We love you so very much,

Mom, Dad, Nicole, and Matthew

Best wishes to the class of 2000!
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M.T.

You are a special young man who
has gained the admiration and respect

of all those around you. You have made
us so proud.

You have assumed the character of

a true gentleman - devotion to your

family, loyalty to your friends, strength

in your beliefs, and faith in yourself.

The game of golf, you love so much,

has given you many valuable lessons

for life. Your respect for the game and

your keen knowledge of its rules pro-

vide a solid foundation of honor and

strength to meet the more serious chal-

lenges ahead.

We wish you happiness and suc-

cess as you continue in your life's excit-

ing journey.

Love,

Mom,Dad,&Allie

Michael Sharpe

Thanks for choosing us for your

grandparents. You have given us so

much joy and love. We love you

very much and wish you good luck

as you start college. May all your

dreams come true.

love,

Grandma & Grandpa

v.
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TAMAR RAVIV
We'll never forget the words - "Its's a
girl!"

And didn't know we'd receive such a
pearl.

The blonde, blue-eyed baby with

dimples galore.

The sister and daughter that we just

adore.
The Class of 2000 - Good luck to you
all!

This Millennium class should always
walk tall.

Love Always,
Mom, Dad, Adam and Shaun

CteS of 2000,

tfje future t£ j>our£!

Jfet of luck!

QTfje Yearbook ^blnsors anb

Cbttorg

VICTORIA

rs of tiie next Millew

best friencci
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< katct} P'm Courtney Tiffany Pawn lira Jcrxica Iteptanie
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The two ofus will take different paths in l

but no matter where we go well
i.->l.~ -
K.4KG Cj 'i'ttle ofeach other with us.
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Suzy Q. Fatty Z. Blondu

Don't be dismayed at goodbyes
A FAREWELL IS NECESSARY BEFORE WE CAN MEET AGAIN
And meeting again is certain for those who are friends.

4/,

^ h%
Moving On «!.>•

<?,QQbThere comes a time when we are expected
to grow up and move on with our lives.
That doesn't mean I have to say goodbye to you, my friend.

Together we've learned that life has its ups and downs.
But treat it like a roller coaster-
Throw YOUR HANDS IN THE AIR AND ENJOY THE RIDE.

Yes, my friend, it's time for us to move on in this journey of life.
Even though our journeys may take us
To opposite ends of the world,
Always know that you are my friend for life.

Spring Break 2000
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HOW LUCKY I AM T O HAVE KNOWN SOMEONE WHO WAS SO HARD TO SAY GOODBYE TO.

I DON'T KNOW HOW WE MANAGED TO MEET EACH OTHER.

I DON'T REMEMBER WHO GOT ALONG WITH WHOM FIRST.

ALL I CAN REMEMBER IS ALL OF US TOGETHER. . .ALWAYS

as we go on,

we remember all the times we had together.

And as our lives change,

Come whatever,

We will still be friends forever.

Best friends are better than boyfriends.

Girlfriends are the sisters destiny forgot to giv

I'll lean on you and you lean on me and we ll be okay.

B
CELEBRATE THE DAY I MET YOU 1.!!

Seaside Heights '98

.1 G*ee

Ĵ*
-r
<>

,Q£>

ce'9?
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Friendship is born at the moment when one person says to
another " What! You too? I thought that no one but myself/
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SABINO BATTAGLIA

Hey Guys You Did It! I'm going to miss

you all. You seniors gave me another

reason to get up and face the world.

You're a great group of people. Remem-

ber what I always say, "Never give up

and do what your heart tells you."

KAREN B1BBO

MomDadMare&JohnTxs4A110fYourLuv&

Support DGhicks+-ripersW/Capes JLap

Chem CChazardLightsBridge TDit's

Raining FrogsYMCA DDurStealing

CarAntenas LNpinkbunniesMazeMS

cheers&LSTWtired ModeSSchocolate

OhAlEKantacidTabletsAnyoneTRbig

BlueSJW&AStxs4AlwaysBingThere4Me

AsSaFkLuvYaLotsRdLpJm VbMk2AllIn

DofAFSNOOZLEhPresents2MyGrlsIn

Italian4Gumball Machine VivoPerLeiUR

onlyYoungOnceButURememberIt4Ever

NeverForget TheXWe'veShared ILY ALL

VICTORIA BRONSHTEYN

GF TXS 4 UNDERSTANDING & LIS-

TENING MK WHOS GOING 2 KEEP
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ME COMPANY NOW? LM COME BY &

RITE MY SPANISH PGMS SI FROM 1

BUSY GRL 2 ANOTHER WE NEED 2

HANGOUT

DARA CHESLEY

2 ALL MY FRNDS ILY ALWYS2 LP MY

BFF KP LYLAS I WILL ALWYS RMEMBR

U JH DH & ALL THE BOYS LUV U LAUR

KIM JAMIE & JARED MEMS @ CM

MEMS @ THE MOVIES W/LP &

DRNKNG SLRPS ME & KP @ XMAS

TRPS 2 NYC @ MY SIS'S APART GD

LUCK SRS!

HockeyfrndsAMJFMH=MrFstry

WLWDCHZstks*ThxtoMS4dealw/

meingolfJetsgamesWDCLPMSwas

gr8*KPDCJHCapeMaylifeguards

tnd@ niteKPtakeoutcampusTHEC

PromwLM&frndFBLAtripw/MK

&MWbergs&fmlyonvacation

chineseneighbor

AEAN COHN

1957jeepWILLYslightlyUSED321 K

miles300hp4by4w/V8duelxaustFlBER

GLASSbdyASKING $6K importedFROM

suidafrika

MICHEEEE CIANDEEEA

TH Good Luck Next Year. Thanks For

Being A Good Friend. I'll Miss You! MC

CF BD We Finally Made It! Good Luck

With Future Plumbing. I'll Miss Your

Crazy Ways. Love BF, MC

JARED COHEN

Thxtofmly&frndsMomDadAdamJodiGrpa

*Allfmdsitsbnagr84yrs*DCkpNDChem

wasgr8* HockeywasgrSweimproved*

RK&Coachhadfightonbus2pullover

sburntbusAmg.tsickintacobell*

DAWN DAUSER

lst2myFAMmomDADmegLAUR&glor

ILUsoMUCHt\s4putingUPw/ME

2myGIRLS SaFkAsRdJhDmTrLp

SsJICcDgEkTdKbJyOMsLn ILURYE

BREAD&JESSuthGroupBudsTAMI-

tiffany HairCOURT-yanksD-sleepov r

Txs4thatTIFFY-soMnyYrs ILUlotsOF

memsLULU-skSrChick NeighborKAR-

europe#l worstSpellrJAME&MARCE-

2gr-S\'s&lotsOFmemsII L'guysJESS-

dancing41 1\ rs2getherl ISAnn BFFjawi

DUNKIN bluJeepGyC-SIDEruns2many

MEMS II U\v/LLmvHEART2my BOYZ-



JwTwAvRfRs&underClassmnUknow

WHOuRILUallTXS4everything"GDfrnds

NEVERsayGDBYEonly CuLATR!"

APfoods99 Prom99 JingleBall 98UPD7-

llconcerts EUROPE99 GDluck2000ILU

DAN DELLOIACONO

lst&4most2God&2myParentsIluvU&

Thanx4everything2ChristyIluvU&Keep

onJoking2allmyboz:JAJKJSMSGGSTND

MKRKMWRFRSJB GoodLuck2allthe

girls:DHMSJHDMKELPDCKPHTLM

AKMZAAVBND Iluvuall 2mysisters

FriendsEnjoySrYr &GoodLuck2allSR

Ftballers 6wksaway from StateChamps

2CoachSep Thx4 everythin&4making

Ftballfunagain GoodLucknhefwture2

MAwesharedgoodtimes GLntheFuture

Later

NATHAN DENNER

LVVB PEACE OUT TO CREW GG JS ZG

ST MS JK RF GnMrMM LNCrew DW

chADAM DH MZ AA MD KP EM I'm

Outy So Chck Me*ONE LOVE*JAH Bob

Ma rley

TIFFANY DORN

HOMEisWHEREtheHEARTis:CCSAASFK

,SAEK&myWORLD-LUCKY bandaids

4LIFE!JLliveTHATlife!LNnotoque

FATHERregislKBsaveLIFEw/TRIBAL

dance!DGjewWORDbusE!DDweDOha

veMILKstoryslMOMDADDEBOiAMme

CAUSEofUthnxlIleftlTinTHEpast

WHENiLEFTthePASTasIamSTILL

leavingTHEpastASthe PASTisALWAYS

leavingME:amerpieMISSIONIMPOSS

somthinGAZORThoby STARWAR

mry"OGOTIN" buffyTALKINEARS

sokholeSR GJASKSON wyomingPINK

anasonda VIEWspaidCH EERIO! WAIT

2be CALLEDin BYtheSECRETARY

ofLIFE customer #03191998tifffy

JESSICA FAEKIN

Best4YearsOfMYLife DawgsVarsity

Softball 3yrs PPGS LipSyncILuv

MadonnaWhatcountof8? Wldwd99-HT

WhereWasI?Prom*DD* JAVA* Wing

Night*TheFabFive*RachBecHaraLex

MadMems*Raquel*WhatsthatSmell*

Lalas*Pressure* NipBiter*Wendys *

BroomtalkDaSubstitute*Toothpaste?

*LYLAS4ever*Bec* RUSpyingOnMe

*SeeU@Grad*Spider* *Eugene*VanTalk

*7thGradeHate*IFell/GetOverItCDion

Wrm Up*AfterSchlSeclReality Bites*

HairStylst*WhatWouldUdoW/outMe*

ILY*Hora8FrndsSince4ever*Schecter*

Puerto Rico* UdidntBringAnything

*Angry Pirana*DrivinInTheJeep*

RollinlnDa Altima*HowdUGetdaJob

*SHP*WeHateStalkers* UdroppedSoMe

Thing*MexJum pBeanILY*SexyLexy*

evryCamp2gether* 3rdPerStudy rocked

Lucky Chers* Sleepover@Becsadv

Reading *Heat Problems*Spray*Bresti

*ILY *2My OtherGirls JS ND MF LP LC

AP LM *MadMems*URAllAmazing

ILYJH* ILY*2the Guys*RFRSBBMWJB

JWMK JA*Zo&Woody*Thnx4allthe

SelfEsteem *Dan*IllMissl SoMuchNext

YearlLY *JFlstLuv*URinMyl Ieart4ever

•Mom &DadILYSoMuchThnx4allUVd

one *Jaim&Cor*ILoveYou! Class( >J

Thnx4theMems! BasicallyImDone&

SeriouslyIm( )ut!

GINA FERGUSON

2 da l's that R worth it SI monkey Bars 2

P SkywayUB Study Pumpkins LM hey

Shorty SP May 18 2 Good 2 b 4 gotten! JL

my baby I love u ur my Fave bf n sexy 2

FRICK we aint going no where theres

stpll things that need 2 b anwsered!

PEACE LOVE I'M OUT!

AEEXIS FRANK

InTheEndltsNothTheYrsInUrLifeThat

Count.It'sTheLifelnUrYears.JDHS

4Yearsof FunSoftball 3vrs YVir \
7

eege

BallmanSpedPPGS WLWD99 IstHour

PretzCurfewBodyBagEarLobes Prom99

M.B.BestDate!Europe99 MoskieTemple

BarChiaJuanUrTheBstSorryUrNot

CubanLuckyChensLimoIDont Feel Well!

2MyBoysMKDOBBDWLWJWJAMW

ILuveUFroshYrJDRHS PathPitJay UrThe

Best.Anjo&LuThnk4memsFBLABrad

TripsPresNotGuiltFab5II uvUGuys

WithAllMyHrtHaraAnriquing South

Beach IL6Jacuzzi Halloween Jess Schdck

BecsHsAdReadingStudSpra) 2M) Bei 1< e

TeaRoofShowCarpetCar Map &Rides
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RaquellOyrsA'sTheoSouthBeach Finally

roldUMintsCombingsLULAS Maria

SoccerIris#10GoGatorILYMark.U'l]

AlwaysBeClose2MyHeart.JenInmy friend

ifind ASecond SelflLYSra Thnx4Making

ADifferenceToTheLove OfMy LifeDerek

HmmRightWhatDoYou Mean? UrCrazyS

stopIt.TrueLoveDoesn'tHaveAHappyEnding

It Doesn't HaveAnEndingAtAll JSLM

NDLPMFLM ILU! BrianlLU One Day!

ILYSeanUmakeMeSoProudTakeCare of

DadMichelleThereArentEnough Miles2

KeepUsApartMom&DadU2R MyBack

Bonew/OutU IcouldNeverBAllThat IAm

TLLMISSU GoodByeSexyLexyXOXOX

RYAN FREUNDL1CH

We did it*They didn't* #lteam in5yrs*LM

all 5 been GR8*Nvr luvd NE1 likeU* U

will always have a place in my heartl43*

2 my boys*Never lose da connectionWe

stick together through daHardTimez*

KeepYaHeadsUp! *Chad&Chase 143

more than NEthing*

REBECCA FRIEDMAN

2 my girls HTAFJFRTLMMFLPNDJS I

luv U All 111 Miss U allnxy yr WLWD 99

late 4 curfew HT U luv Paul & ziti nxt yr

111 die w/outU AF carpet car rides 4 hrs

body bag JF undergrndMall spving on U

catdog RT never let drms come tru LM

trnds since frosh FR&FIa ILY MF fight

froshyr waiting 4 guys 2 call JS how

many inside jokes Dexter &Juan JH BFF

Aruba 888 ridiculous I cant imagine nxt

yr q/out U RF bf no knots LW fatality I

nvr hated U ILY MW since Streko U

wanted me DW so manmems UR always

in my heart Mom& Dad Thanks for

everything U do 4 me ILY Stef UR an

amazing sister I luv U Alexis &Max UR

so beautiful ILY Gotta go Good luck

Class of 2000 love always and forever

Rebecca Joy

MANUELA GANTEA

JD has been a ride thanx 2 all who made

it a good IKS JH LM we R Finally out 2

my baby Ed thanx4 being there ILuvu all!

DINA GORDON

"Its A Worm" Hick StripperNoxus 2 The

CreativeSoulHPW/KS S/OVER

DDDGBR FIMORicky WAS ALLOVERU

PETE/BOB CVS HairGel Humma

MORAWLB Famus Cherry Lifesvrslts

Precipitating! 2MAJOS I LUV YOU ALL

"We Are All Mad Here Said The Cat"
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DEBBIE HARRIS

Aftr all the crap I learned in H.S. its a

wondr I can think @ all 2the org crew my

bros&Sis Uuvuguys LP DC KP MS VB

DW JH JK ZG GG ND RF ST JS MS TC &

MZ AA-whatevr u l\o take care ol ur

slioes.bee&bowl's@theRES

*PHISHNYE00* Almnxmaslites the

corner TopTrovTkrockthegirlsBBBL

2:25@8sneakin out. ZG-smokspitAftr

skoolsmokers2mnymems2 evrylwho h, s

beenthere uknowwho UR

JESSICA HARTMAN

ILYmom&dad&fam /TXSdayton for4gr

8yrs/2myBFF-KRACMGRDNCKSi

LYALS/Dont4gettheMEMS/LBI/"Time-

DontLetltSlipAway-Raise URGlass-

Heres 2yesterday"/2allmyFRNDS-

theTech Crew- GFSISSDD&allmyothers/

Herewe go! I'llnever 4getU!

GOODLUCK! P.S4EnjoyJD,Eric!

JAMIE HAUSMAN

Mom & Dad-Thnx 4 all the luv &

guidance*Ma l?-Do U not like me

2day?*BJ*my role model Thnx 4 alw \ s

being there 111 alwys B there 4 U*I Luv

U*Bec* My BFFF weve been thru so

much! luv U & will miss u like crzy nxt

yr*mems*Giovanni&smokeylsttime

4evrthingBAMEScalatorsOurCardsThat»

lxWill&StevenFamousPeepsIRepeat

Ridiculous2KSCare*2 My Girls KP LP

DC DHsomny GDXAXLEBRADSNYI

WANT 2Chome\ ideos 1 IstxSnkinOut*

KP*NAsaboo OurLanguageDook inlt

Out*MS *LunchPartnrs41 ifeV\ ndys Man

*GG *AlwysHave URGlasses& Haircut

&WhenURReadyIAm*MyBoyz ZGMS

GGJCJKST*RF*ThngsHveBeenTuf Buti

I [opeUKnowThereWillAlwaysBeAPlace

InM\ Hrt4U *IM GLAD IM DONE

:



ATIMAH KAHN

lomentsPassByQuicklyButMemoriesR

?ver*SA&ASuHaveAlwaysBeenThere

Me&ily!2EK*CC*DG*TD*LN*DD*SS*JL

<B-WasABlastWhileItLastedILY*2My

aveSnrGirlzVJ*AP*LC*JS*DC*AK*DM

p*jY*TR-URTheBestILY*Seaside97-

houtout2MyPRDogzInDover *Jingle

all98 *My ManBand@NYC&Camden

vS-DoIleaveItHere?*Sweetl6s*Wicked

8s*Wildwood99*TalkinSmack*JPLees*

R-InvisibleMan*EK-WhoKilledGolly

VIPDoorUPD*Look@TheBoard*Betty&

/eronica*AsifUMakaMy LunchUPay4

4yMovie2?SA-BrokeTheBRBarrier*

51ueJeepGuy*RAGNoMerchandise

3nTheTable*SkiTrip99&00*BigNoseFrat

CF-MyDriver*MA-Bad4Boyz*FM-Wild

>leepovers*Monets*OhAPupppy?

BleekerSt*Java*RogersTreat*Fumble

jOurmetNantucket98AS-AmIWhite

ODUncleMoes*RUBeingSaucy?*Chicks

!34D****4Ever!Maddy&MissyILY*AH

:hnkGodIFoundU2MyAngelInHeavenILY

TMOMDStillLookin4U*AS-MyBlond

i4ever!*SA-UKnowTheStoryUWereThere

l*CU2Later*As4e-NoNeed2BSofThe

CityAnymoreJDHSClassOf2000Nothing

ButLuv&GoodLuck2AiriGuessIThought

ThisWouldNeverEnd*DontCryBCuzIts

OverSmileBCuzItHappened!PeaceOut!

MICHELLE KHORDOS

It's over. Mom "U always were the

perfect fan" Pop been a good fight Now

my backup LM No history mood VB

Pop-tars & chickens SI Walking, Pulaski,

Just 4 Feet Frack Ur like 6 Ft4 After these

messages we'll be right back Bye

JESSICA LAU

"The time has come," the walrus said,

"to talk of many things"*Congrats to

JDHS Class of 2000!-" Time flies like an

arrow-fruit flies like an orange" Thanks

for a great four years and best wishes for

the future! To CC, a GF if ever I knew

one*DG~" A friend is, as it were, a

second self"To AS & KB, who never let

me down ever*SA, TD~" Before [a

friend], I may think aloud"* LN, DD~

Thanks for all the fun times (pool,

spades, Friday's) - everything!*JK~"0 ur

truest life is when we are in dreams

awake."To FK, EK(Eula/Jess talks), RD,

LM(plop), DK(since HC), AC (weather-

man) , SS (diet coke/ice cream), music al

cast, soccer girls, track team, student

council, and MooksieTm going to miss

you all so much! "Think where man's

glory most begins and ends, And say my

glory was I had such friends."

MICHAEL LOUP1S

4uselessYRS@JDfinallyOUTAthisDUMP!

SUMofTHEcoolest&unselfishKIDSi

KNOWmdeMYxperience® JDso

MEMORABLE**THX2my FRIENDS

&FAMILY!!!**MOMMY,DADDY,

Ilene&Maura-IWouldnotHaveMdelt

HereW/outU ,Thanx4UREsupport!

**Nicki-IdontKnowWhat IVVuldl lave

DoneW/outUREnotebooks*HONEY-

IWishYouWerel [ereToSeeMe,IHNe\ er

ForgetYou,IMissYou*APH-Walking

70StreetslnNYC,RAT\1adBBovsAll

YourFatJokes,SF,Can'tForgetY2K@TSQ

MZ -Concerts The "Y" ,The 1 [orse/

Elephant,RATMSigning@Tower,and

TRLBHakaBeeHive 13Y AC SH

Snowboarding,concerts JK-Warped [bur

ZG-Y2K @ TSQ **2ALLof U i Mentioned

&ALLofUIforgot2 Mention Don't I orget

AllTheGoodTimesWeHad ! ! ! (sorrylca
n

'

t

Afford2 WriteThemAllDown)*Peace Out

You Guys 111 See You Around!!!*PLUR*

ESTER MALLACH

Id JUST LIKE 2 THNK EVERY14 Making

My SNR YR REALLY SPECIAL Much

love to all

LISA MAX
Has it really been 4 yrs?GIRLS-U mean

so much 2 meBEC-WinterBrk96 PR97

FLA.bikeriding-DISNEY*NIK-smelly

*RT*JESS-ticklewarsJAY-8th gr*LYNZ-

let's B gardeners*MELZ"emergenc\

meetings"*ILUVU*JODI-it'sdiff w/o U

here this yr.I miss U-UR like a sis*SR.

GUYS-we've had a gT&4 yrsTHX* Zo

Wood&Rich-THX4Beingmy friend2

*RYAN-Umean theWorld 2 me*l/12*3/l

*NewYrsEve97*Nxt yr will B hard but I
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know we will get thru it*UR the best

*ILUVU*CHAD&CHASE-UR the bros I

never had*B&L thx RACHEL-I've

missed U much4 3yrs maybe nxt yr

we'HB 2gether*STACI-I know we fight,

but what will I do w/o U *ILUVU2

*MOM&DAD-ILUVU*THX4 everything

*I neverWould've made it w/o U2*

LAURA MOISEEV

Sailors-DG JL KS MG MK GF RD JH

*GREEN midgets ROSESsaturn SALA-

MANDER bowlingSQUARE*$9.06

FRNDS 4 EVER*LUV U MOM DAD ROB

GOLDA*FRNDS MEET @ JOURNEYS

END no more AK HURRAH*BYE BYE

LISA NEVILLE

2MyFamMomDadJameChrisTxs4UR

supportILU*BeeboBunny *CourtYanks

*DinaterPete *Jess*Steph* LaleeEuK

TDooplaRcamel KOC*Laur *JamieMini

CarRidz *MarciUkissdMyEyeWrdU

Wndyz*SaFkAsDmRdILUAsAvJmJwTw

FrshJrsCYO*APFood99*TifNoToQue2

MnyMems*Dawn BFFUniSis Punch

BeetleJavaEBumblFRunsHeyD WatUp

DawgSlrpeCSide99 WeAlwyzLafn ILU

morThnUknw* RandmDukinDirthday

*FridaysForks *JngleBall98* Prm99*

GdLuckClassOfOO

LYNDSEY PARMAN

CANTBELIEVEITSFINALLYOVER

TEARS&SMILES&LAUGHTER REMEM-

BER WLWD'99 SUNSETS POSSE

MUDSLIDERS 212 DACREW IF U

CANTTAKETHEHEAT, GETOUT

OFTHECAR JS&ND THNX4

EVRYTHING SHU OBSESSION

KEVINSBAR UP&BACK BUMPS

DRIVEBY SHELBYWOO LETS DO

LUNCH NEWYEARSEVE LIDO

SLEEPOVERS SADSONGS-2LONG

2LIST THEJEEP FOOD LUVU BFF

EUROPE'99 TEMPLEBAR VOODOO

LOUNGE TEA@HARRODS JACKSON5

RED BULL CHIA EUROPE00

AFJFRFRTMFNDJSLMHT MYGRLS

4EVR LIPSYNC HOMECOMING98&99

LONGTALKS CUTTING EXCUSES

ADVICE WINGNIGHT NEVER 4GET

RNDKSSMSDPAS MY CAST TEENARTS

GDSPELL BBBIRDIE TAXI PREPLAY

PRTY MUSICAL THEATER ILU! MOM

URMYBF TWILL ALWYSLUVU URTHE

STRONGEST PERSONIKNOW DAD

ILUVUFRVR WER2INTHESAME U

KNOWWHATI MEAN KB URMY

TRULUV U OPENED MYEYES2THE

WORLD UCANDO ANYTHIINGU

WANT 1-30-97 ILUVU ALWYS&FRVR

MATT BTRU ILUVU
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KIM PECANA

2MyCrewDH*JH*DC*LP*DW*

VB*MS*MZ*AA*ST*GG*Z

G*ND*JK*JS*RF*MSManyCRAZY Moms

WhatTIMEisit?2MyGals-BBBL *XMAS

Lights*UMPALUMPA* LUVUALL!

2MyANGELSKE*CF*JO*NF* Wher'sA

SHLEY?*Llama*BUCKSTER* WDY-

THANX4TheBLNTTalks!JC-THEC*CM

SONGS2NK*3 / 1 /97LUVUPOOKI

E

FACE!2MyFam-Thanx4yourLuv&

support! I'M OUT!

LAUREN PELLET

Mom & Dad- Thanx 4 your support DC-

BFF-U R always there 4 me JH KP DH-

my sis When Nol luvd us we luvd

eachother- The Crew- MS VB ND JK ZG

MS GG RF JS AA DD &MZ-ST- My Bro-

Mems:Axle,the corner,8/23/97-Bust,JC-

JETS,X-Mas lites, 1st times, ND-boytalk-

Luv ya all!Thanx 4 good times.

KARYN SCHACHMAN

2 Evryl who made HS gr-8 MG JH DG S

RD LM Thanx 4evrything I luv U ur the

best BFF HP & cald Never agn*DB RS JF

RR PC luv ya always 111 Nvr 4get U*AK

BFF*Grp 6 4ever*Mom Dad & Laura

Thanx 4 evrything I love U alwaj s

MICHAEL SHARPE

2 my BROS JS RF 3/9 GANG*THE

CREW-KP LP DC DH JH VB MZ AA MS

GG-out 2 LUNCH JK-BUTTERNUT ZG

ND DD ST*The JH CREW-JB RK MK M\A

EM DO JA JL-BW*POCONOS HOT

TROOPER&overlG In tines* SCAVEN-



km
iER HUNT*DH-FTXIN the buble*KP-

TLDWD 2min nap*ZG-EverlastBWL

TOWN WALK HOME*JC DC LP-JETS

AS-POOL*AJ-the mall*GG JB EM Gettin

IG at Y*PEACE

\DAM SLATER

lomDadEricalloveyouMonicaTLSTR

KDKDPILRNKBTWB BSS DGShow

ourselflTooManyroadstraveled

'NOOZLEPADOOZLE Thesbos-

loveyouall!

CELLUM SMITH

"his is dedicated to my mother for all of

'our love and support, it is really appre-

iated Much Love to everybody that had

i role in my recovery, I love you all. To

ill in this school you guys have really

nade the difference. To all the pretty

jirls, It's been real. Mom I Love You

RACHEL TISS

'AsYouALeaveBehindAllThatHasBeen

VouAreOnTheWayToAllThatCanBe

['JDHS4yrsOfFunBball #11C aptCrackrs

StMrvBrwrSball #44Lindr PPG*FBLA

presBradTrips Shock*2TheFab5 *HTJF

AFRF*SoMnyMemshora* "Yeah Hi"

Marylnd OffCampuslnRizBroomVin's

HouseSameRmSameTimeBwareofFalln

ShowrCurtainJSEF 3/27/96*JESSIE-

BABY *LYLAS roomTalkPassinGas

Brwnosr Nipbitr NoPressr*SEXYLEXY*

ApplCidrMillion$ VchairlOyrsSball

OverflowdishTheoCombFamous Mint

EclipseAW*BECS*HangInThere Stop

DreamnOfMeModelLookLike*2The

Rest*LPJSNDLC MF*Nevr4get The

Mems*Prm99*CatfishRV*WLWD99*

LobesLostlnNotherRmCurfewgerr)

crlsPretzls911Redman* NewYrs* My

House2yrsMeatysFreeznSmelly Broom

*Lucky Chens*3Xs$40shoe*WhoCan4get

FroshYrFun* KtownPitPathFball*Akiba

JackILYBFF*CL-ILYalwysThanx4Being

BestFrnd Evr*2mySHPboy-VINl/ 1 /99-

MustBTruLuvMylstBFUveTaught MeSo

MuchThanxs4TheMems9/24/99 BSBsSat

NiteSorryWaltSpitfite DontWant2Bw/

outU*ILYalwys*PopSol*MissU wishU

wereHere*Mike*BestBroI So ProudOfU-

ILY*Mom&Dad*LuvUmoreThanLife

Thanxs4allUveDone*2Class Of 2000*

DontMissMe2Much*On2Bigger

.SrBetterThings!!!!!

JASON WEISS

"Never Forget Whre U Came Frm". BB -

NeverChangeYouAreDeeperThanUEven

Think, TW- George,Edison I'll miss ya,

AV-GP, crzynites,MySpot-Uallaremy

boyz 4 eva.AF- uKeepMeOutOf Trble

ButUnvrListnToMelLYsooMuch MF-

BeTruToUrslfAndNvr change LYLAS

Mom&DaduBothTaughtMeSomchIL

Yubothalot. Jarredbestof luck in whtevr

udo,ILY ToEvryOne Else, Best Of

LuckInAllYourLives,~PeAcE~

BRIAN YOUNG

ImOuttaHereiniMissAllTheCoolDeep&Tru

Peepz*fatnessMl 151 [*DoItCrzy] egz!-

AHSH*UfromWfield?-AH *Shreddin

UpDaMtns-Sl IACML*DawgsI Icky:

@TacoBell*Impressions '/C,|K\1\ Fam-

Thx4Everything*aMZp" I veryl-

RememberDaGr8X's"

JUSTIN KATZ

I'd first like 2 thank my dad, sister &

especially the #1 woman in my life-my

mother- thx 4 supporting me in all I've

done and have tried to do -I love u- Lots

of love to all my boys- Jesse- Learning

techs through Penhse - the Howarth

games- "It's Lipton, I swear." Zack- "Do

you smell omlettes?" Mike- "Cali raisins

in concert!" Gee- "Vak Attack!" Ryan-

"High schoolers, Larry!" and the rest that

I can't think of quotes for but 1 still love

you guys - Sean, Nate, Dan and Tom. To

all my girls- Dana- "I will always love

you!" Lauren, Dara, Debbie, Kim,

Michelle JRS: P-Funk and Magster.

Remember the good times we've had-

skindipin', wildwood, ultamite frisbee

poconos, summer nights, and the endless

bike hikes to now where. I w ish the best

for all of von and give you all my love.

To lil'fbuster) Ryan. The K-Worth

wrestlers-R/MY, SOW , SS, [R,S1 ,MP

,AV,GP, RM , DV, CT,MR and Coach
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mir

Lucifer. To all my teachers especially

Fabs, Mary C, Mr. A., & Shallcross-

th\ 4 everything. "When I look back,

I've accomplished so much, yet have

done nothing." I have to give a BIG

THANK YOU to Jessica Lau, I

couldn't have done it without you.

And Thanx to all of you who laughed

at my jokes when no one else would.

SPIDERMAN RULES!!!!

ZACHARY GOLDSTEIN

RABBImyheroMOMiloveyou DO

VilearnedalotGRAMchilin. . .DaSpaids/

ShadyWays/AfterSkoolCru/DEB-

Frnt Prch*Spit*Fatima/GEE-

b&b*Dicky*2 DayJob/TUMA-

IseeFeet*SophLnchTabl/AMANDA-

Puzles*Jon?/MAGS-Roger Waters*

HepNeklace/KATZ* VakAtak/

MICHELLE-PromDate* Hate

UrBoyz/$HARPE-EverlastBol *Tball/

LAUREN-IWuzlst*TeenWich/JESSE-

Poconos* BraveHeart/KIMMY-

LostNRez*7 GradeBf/NATEDOGG-

Alman*Phish* etc./DAN-

Italiano*VarstyLttr/DARA-

Movies&Cofee/VICKY-GoKarts!/

ESTER-2ndBstRab'sKid/JAMIE-

Badlsrali/JONA-SaritEww/TOM-

J*E*T*S*Baptized/JEFF-bbsh/

FAREL-CryOvrLisa +SlshPupy/

DAWNA-BailOutOfNewHopc/

DARCY-StartFires*2Alike/DREW-

HeyMan!/JOE-Who?/ —IloveEvery

OnelForgot***

"You Just Gotta Keep Livin' Man..."

JESSE STROMEYER

THXS 2 my family, sticky, HI Ryan or

LOPPY. Mom And Dad I Luv U,

Melissa I luv u 2. March 9th gang

thanks 4 the good memz. All of my

bros remember the SPADES. TROLL

POWER. GEE remember those conver-

sations. THE ALL MIGHTY UNIVER-

SAL SPOT! Tke ROCK in the house.

Don't forget the TOGA PARTY. LuV

tO ThE ShAdY WayS CrEw! Joe the

BLOCH? LARRY the highschoolers,

hamburger, hamburger, whopper!

Thnks HWA RANG DO. Thanks Hot

state trooper only 550S but u were cute,

thnks 2 the conn L'nver fake ID. JEff

and Eric never forget Canada. Peace to

DJ butternuts GG, ST, TC, RF, MS, ZG,

JK, ND dAWG. Thnks Clay, Eric S, Lou

D for all your dedication with our

baseball team. TO aLL MY FRIENDS

MOTHERS THANKS. iLL miss you

all! PEACE OUT JESSE AKA JES

DaWg!
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This yearbook took over 1,786,509 and 1/3 man

hours to complete. We experienced several

technical difficulties and many bumps along the

way but were able to persevere. Producing a

fabulous yearbook packed with 220 pages of fun

and excitement was not easy, but we did it. Enjoy

it and keep it safe so you can show your kids when

you're forty, proof of just how cool you really were.
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Pilgrimages to religious sites are seen as

acts of faith. Roads and towns develop along

the pilgrim routes, expanding trade and

communication in Europe. Beginning in

1096, Crusades to the distant Holy Land

expose Europeans to Arab culture.

{£) leil Encsofi |J) Chinese invent

magnetic cnmpass.

(ffi)
Marco Polo ^^ Mercalor creates ^^ First Conesloga ^)
travels to China. his world map. wagons are built.

(£)
railroad spans U.S.

{£)

Gondolas lirsl

< in Venice.

(J£>

is built.

(2)

explorers start

slave trade.

Mayflower lands

(£) (£)

Lewis and Clark

i American West.

^% engine ^m
first escalator

^«*p. Pirates terrorize

"^T^ the seas between

land 1730. One of the

most notorious pirates is

Edward Teach, known as

"Blackbeard." The fictional

Captain Hook first appears

in the 1904 play "Peter

Pan" which inspires

books, musicals and films

throughout the century. A During the Revolutionary War, a submarine is

~V4&~ used in battle for the first time. Built by American

David Bushnell, the one-person vessel is powered by a

hand-cranked propeller. Twentieth-century submarines

are complex, nuclear-powered craft used for defense and

scientific purposes.

4Birchbark canoes provide transportation for

) many Native Americans. The canoes are made

with a light wood frame covered with pieces

of bark sewn together and made watertight

with melted pitch.

The first practical wheelchairs provide new

mobility for those unable to walk. Early

models of wheelchairs have three wheels

and hand cranks to propel the chair forward.

1000

f*^ > >«<»v
France's

-*1HJ- Montg |fjer

brothers launch the

first hot-air balloon.

*. '

:,

jk
Filled with smoke.

,(fw '> gg ?/ 1, the silk balloon rises

to 6,000 feet. Later

that year, the first

*SKMF »- passengers go

m aloft—a rooster, a

duck and a sheep.

V^ '-titftiftr



Henry Ford's moving

assembly line makes cars

affordable to the masses.

Ford produces the first

Model Tin 1908. In 1964,

the sporty Ford Mustang

rolls out at $2,368 and

sets an all-time record

for first-year sales of a

new model.

^^ First drivein gas {R) Lindbergh dies (Q)
station opens. solo, nnnstnp

over Atlantic.

zeppelin crashes.

{5) Humans lirst |G) Supersonic (Q Pioneer 10 <Q>
passenger t leaves

solar system.

^Wfr

explore Mars.

{J)

Cleveland, Dili

pioneers

; lights. (^

Jet airline

(g)
service I

starts drive

Iffl through service. I^p

NASA develops

space shuttle.

{£>

"Chunnel" links

U.K. lo France.

Piloted balloon

circles globe nnnslop.

-<TJ^*-

On her maiden

voyage, the great

steam passenger ship

Titanic, thought to be

unsinkable, goes down

after hitting an iceberg in

the North Atlantic. Of the

more than 2,200 persons

aboard the ship, about

1,500 perish.

HtaaT
tea© f«y Man walks on

the moon.

Apollo 11 astronauts

Neil Armstrong and

Buzz Aldrin plant the

American flag 238,000

miles from Earth as an

estimated 600 million

people on Earth watch

on television.

First built in 1903, the Harley-Davidson

j>- becomes America's best-known motorcycle in

the 1950s. Raw power and a distinctive rumble

appeal to rebels of the 1950s and 1960s and

to business executives of the 1990s.

Freeways change the nature and pace of

travel in America. In 1956, President

Eisenhower authorizes construction of the

Interstate Highway System. By the 1990s,

this nationwide network includes more than

42,500 miles of highways.

2000
Orbital construction of the International

Space Station (ISS) begins in 1998 when

space shuttle Endeavor crew members

connect the station's first two sections.

ISS is to become the largest cooperative

space mission in history.



.(foy. Chocolate from the

J*f New World takes

Europe by storm.

Brought to Spain from

Mexico, chocolate is

so costly that

Europeans water it

down for use as a drink.

Natives of Mexico have

prized chocolate since

ancient times.

<^-

r

John Montagu, 4" Earl of Sandwich,

his servants to bring him his meat between

two pieces of bread. This way he can eat with

one hand while continuing to play cards with

the other. The term "sandwich" is born.

<£>-

As the millennium begins, European peasant

food is plain and often scarce. Feasting on

meat is reserved for the wealthy. Table

utensils include only a knife; most people

just eat with their hands. Slabs of dense

bread, called trenchers, serve as plates.

.^Europe's first

"^"coffeehouse

Dpens in England. By

700, there are 2,0

coffeehouses in London

alone. Early coffeehouses

are important places to

transact business. Lloyd's

Coffeehouse evolves into

Lloyd's of London, the

giant insurance brokerage.

|j*) Spices are ^^ Spice trade ^|) Native Americans

costly luxuries. inspires inlrodi

exploration. tn colonists.

Potato (amine

swells Irish

emigration.

JbIID iS 8

new treat.

Tupperware

isi 1
World's firsl

restaurant opens

i China.

Forks lirsl

appear on tables.

Boston Tea Parly

fuels rebellion.

Canned loods

appear in stores.

First commercial

pizzeria opens.

Pop lop cans

are crealed

Domestic ice chests provide early refrigeration

Blocks of ice are cut, delivered to homes and

sold for use in kitchen ice chests. It is the

early 1930s before reliable electric home

refrigerators are in common use.

**?. Swanson creates

"^1*^
the TV dinner,

sold in boxes designed to

look like television sets.

Frozen dinners are

possible because of

Clarence Birdseye's 1929

invention of early methods

for freezing food.

Alexander

Campbell,

Brooklyn, is the

first to deliver milk

in glass bottles.

For many years the

neighborhood

milkman is the

most common way

to obtain fresh milk,

before the age

of supermarkets.

4$}
America's first large self-service supermarket

opens, followed by the invention of the grocery

shopping cart in 1937. During the Depression,

supermarkets become a significant part of the

food distribution network.

1000 <£ Choices expand in school lunch programs.

A growing number of public schools begin

featuring national fast-food outlets and soft

drink brands in the school lunchroom.



Archery competition is a common pastime in

the Middle Ages. Archery skill is so important

that English kings ban football because it

takes men away from archer)' practice.

Europeans

inve

anil

^> German bowlers

pins,

Norway introduces

i enjoy

early form

Iffcfc
of tennis. ^y

Native Americans

play lacrosse.

originates

in Canada.

James Naismith

invents I

Coney Island

installs first

roller coaster.

opens in

Yoyo Is

iotrodoced

in U.S.

)|J)

Soper Bowl.

Game coosoles

incorporaie

PC technology.

_^#fW Baseball is first

^^ played as an

organized sport at Hoboken,

NJ., when the New York Club

defeats the Knickerbocker

Baseball Club on June 19.

More than 100 years later,

Jackie Robinson breaks the

color barrier in major league

baseball in 1947.

Corbis-Bettmann'l : PI

Tony EspareaCBSEnlertainment Communications

Game shows become widely popular TV fare in

the 1950s. One of the top 10 shows of 1959, NBC's

"The Price Is Right." still draws large audiences

in 1999 on CBS, where it is the longest-running

game show in television history.

Athens, Greece, hosts the first modern

Olympics. Winter Games are not held until

1924. At the 1998 Winter Olympics, American

figure skaters Tara Lipinski and Michelle Kwan

win the gold and silver medals respectively,

and China's Lu Chen wins the bronze.

A Parker Brothers introduces Monopoly, which

-djD- becomes one of the world's most successful

board games. By the late 1990s, the popular

game is available on interactive CD.

2000

.



nu\\
Sign language is a means

of communication for some

early cultures. It bridges

language differences

between societies and

eventually evolves into

a formal alphabet for

communication by the

hearing impaired.

j. William Shakespeare's "Romeo and Juliet"

^Sjf is first performed. London's Globe Theater

opens in 1599, where many of his plays are

staged. By 1600, the great playwright pens

at least 20 plays.

-<^>

Literacy is reserved for the clergy and a few

students. Monks and scribes laboriously

copy books by hand using goose-quill pens.

Books are such rare treasures that in some

libraries they are chained to the shelf.

Johann

Gutenberg

invents a way to mass-

produce the written

word. He devises the

first Western movable-

type system and a new

kind of printing press.

Gutenberg's inventions

speed the spread of

knowledge and literacy.

Musi

ere invent lirsl

movable type.

Europe expands use

of Arabic numerals.

^% Prinled

music appears.

|ff| Leonardo da Vinci

peiols Mam Lisa.

Some societies
[

Chaucer pens

use smoke I i

signals. ^

(2)
designs first

mmuie hand

(^ Declaration

ol Independence

creates U.S.

Japanese woman

writes the first no

The first

regularly

printed newspaper is

a four-page weekly

publication, the Relation,

printed in Germany. It is

1702 before the first daily

newspaper appears, The

Dailv Courant of London.

C^

i make

writing easier.

British Navy

originates signal

fft!| flag messages.

(j£)

Mozart composes

at

©l
develops

system

jitav Instant long-distance communication is possible.

y
1^ Samuel Morse invents the telegraph and a

dot-dash code to carry messages over a wire.

In 1851, Hiram Sibley founds Western Union

Telegraph Company.

A One if by land, two if by sea. Lanterns signal

ijfiy the advance of British troops, and Paul

Revere rides to warn American colonists

of the attack. His famous ride also signals

the beginning of the American Revolution.

Frenchman Nicephore Niepce creates the

first permanent photograph. His partner,

Louis Daguerre, carries Niepce's work

further by inventing a process of capturing

images on metal plates.

1000V V

American Christopher

Sholes invents the

typewriter. To keep rapid

typists from jamming the

keys, Sholes designs the

keyboard so that

frequently combined

letters are located far apart.

This layout lasts into the

computer age.



<<$>-
Alexander

Graham Bell

patents the telephone.

By the end of the

millennium, missing

a phone call is almost

impossible as answering

machines take instant

messages. Cell phones,

beepers and voice

mail expand

Communication options.

-c^-
Guglielmo Marconi invents the radio,

providing a way for sound to travel long

distances without the use of wires. During

the 1920s and 1930s, radio is the primary

source of news and family entertainment

for most Americans.

4p>-

Austria introduces the first postcards. For

only pennies, postcards keep people in touch

before telephones are common. Calling cards,

commercial valentines and other printed

personal greetings are popular customs.

jfbvw Inventor

^^ Thomas Edison

patents a practical electric

light bulb. Electric lights

have a profound effect

on society, increasing

opportunities for reading,

writing, socializing

and working.

«) Pony Express dfffifc Viewers marvel iffi% Mickey Mouse iftk Bell Laos inveois

nannioo moil *^ at nnnlu nnnnnnn nn film find Inonoinlnn
carries at early

t movies

lirsl transistor.

dfffr King delivers

"I Have a Drei

speech.

jT*fc Vietnam War <T*fr Berlin Wall tails. (T)

EOison invents

(£) (£)

win right to vote.

^O

Drive-in theaters

attract crowds.

(£) i^p

TV carries

President Kennedy's

, luneral

MTV goes on air.

^p £)

HDTV becomes

av8il8tile.

rk Movie making

"*«jsJ*" experiences a

"golden age" in the late

1930s and early 1940s. In 1939,

Gone With the Wind and

The Wizard ofOz premiere.

Citizen Kane follows in 1941,

and Casablanca in 1942. Studio

giants are MGM, Paramount,

RKO and Warner Brothers.

,j4v Personal

^H*' computers

become available to

the mass market, thus

paving the way for

desktop publishing.

By 1990, laptop notebook

computers allow people

to compute from

almost anywhere.

A Television is invented in 1926, and regular

-fjjjjj> network TV broadcasts begin after World War

II. One of TVs most popular shows is CBS's

"I Love Lucy," premiering in 1951. Television

transforms almost every aspect of life in the

twentieth century.

A Elvis Presley's unique blend <

-4m)~ blues, country, rock and gospel draws adoring

fans and makes him "the King" of rock and roll.

In 1956, his debut album becomes the first in

history to sell a million copies.

2000
Millions of people worldwide cruise the

Information Highway via the Internet, and

instantaneous e-mail communication

becomes common. As the millennium

ends, computer, TV, video and telephone

technologies begin to converge.



Crusaders

return from

the Middle East with

new ideas, including

that of the glass mirror,

n 1278, the glass mirror

is produced in Venice,

Italy, and Europeans

see themselves clearly

for the first time.

<$
Queen Elizabeth is the fashion trendsetter,

popularizing the wide skirt, jeweled wig, high

bald forehead, and decorative ruff around the

neck. She is rumored to have 3.000 dresses.

Medieval knights wear a short wool tunic

and a coat of chain mail. Gauntlets (heavy-

leather gloves) and sword complete the

attire, which is so costly only wealthy men

can afford to be knights.

Medieval men's shoes have long,

pointed toes. Individuals of higher

social status are allowed to have longer

points on their shoes, some as long as 18 inches.

Moss stuffed into the toe maintains its shape.

^^ Europeans wear ^^ Spectacles

simple tunics

and leggings.

O Is invented. {£) High heels are (£> "Flappers" (Q) W.W.

(£)

iMen and women

wear earrings.

wear bohhed hair,

short dresses.

i rationing.

<3
is popular.

{£)

Corsets and

hustles are

essential attire.

(C)

lirsl appear.

(^
skirls gel short.

£)

"Retro"

lashions mimic

earlier decades.

/t*Vw Men and women

^*r^ wear elaborate

powdered wigs made of

human hair, horsehair and

goat hair. Because the

large wigs are heavy and

hot, some people shave

their heads and wear a

cloth cap under the wig to

absorb perspiration.

^ftk With flowers in

'^flpr' their hair and

everywhere, hippies

express their philosophy

of world peace and love.

Hippies favor bell-bottom

jeans, granny dresses,

bare feet, long hair,

beads, headbands and

bright colors.

4 The Industrial Revolution brings mass-produced

y textiles, standard clothing sizes and the first

ready-to-wear garments. In 1851, Isaac Singer

invents the home-use sewing machine.

Lew Strauss & Company Archives

Young Levi Strauss comes to America in

the 1850s and makes riveted canvas work

pants for California gold miners. When he

switches from canvas to blue denim, Strauss

unknowingly creates one of America's

greatest contributions to fashion.

000 ^m
Indoor malls are popular with teens not only

for shopping, but also for socializing. The

first enclosed mall is built in 1956. In 1992,

the Mall of America, the largest mall in the

U.S., opens in Minnesota.
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+ EgyptAir Flight 990 crashes into the Atlantic

Ocean on October 31, killing all 217 people

on board. Although suspicious actions of a

pilot are under scrutiny by American and

Egyptian officials, the cause of the crash

remains a mystery.

On October 12, the world's official population

hits 6 billion. The designated 6 billionth human

is a baby boy born in Sarajevo.

As part of Rome's continuing restoration, the

city unveils a plan to create an 18,000-square-yard

rambling space connecting the Imperial Forums

with the Roman Forum.

4*
In September,

more than

300,000 Japanese

are checked

for radiation

exposure after

an inadvertent

nuclear reaction

at a uranium

processing plant.

I ,

In an October coup, the Pakistani army dismisses

elected Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and

his government after Sharif announces the

removal of his powerful military chief. General

Pervaiz Musharraf.

A Nearly a million ethnic Albanians flee Yugoslavia

and thousands are killed after Serbs begin a

violent ethnic cleansing campaign in 1998.

Seventy-eight days of NATO bombing bring the

war to an end in June. An international tribunal

later charges Yugoslav President Slobodan

Milosevic with crimes against humanity.

AF'AVi.).- World Phut.i

Flash

In a violent October coup, gunmen storm

the Armenian Parliament and assassinate

Prime Minister Vazgen Sarkisian and six

other top officials.

Britain's Prince Edward marries

longtime girlfriend Sophie Rhys-Jones

on June 19.

Cuban Elian Gonzalez, 6, becomes
the center of a bitter citizenship

debate after surviving a November
boat wreck off the Florida coast in

which his mother dies.

1999
In India, two trains collide head-on in August,

killing 285 people and injuring more than 300.

It is one of the worst train disasters in the

country's history.



9*

_^L Leonardo da Vinci's "The Last Supper" is

y unveiled in June after 21 years of restoration.

The centimeter-by-centimeter rehabilitation

cost $7.7 million and involved

electronic microscopes.

_^_ In September, Russia begins a military campaign

y against Chechen nationalists to regain control of

the breakaway republic. More than 200,000 people

flee the region, but a fierce rebel resistance

stays to fight for control of the capital, Grozny

+
In June, Thabo Mbeki succeeds President Nelson

Mandela, South Africa's first democratically

elected president.

After almost nine years in power, Russian President

Boris Yeltsin announces his resignation in January

2000. Yeltsin names Prime Minister Vladimir Putin

acting president pending elections in March.

n September and October, powerful earthquakes

strike around the globe, killing 15,000 people in

Turkey 1,450 in Taiwan and at least 122 in Greece.

Flash

+
Archaeologists

excavate 105

mummies in a

2,000-year-old

underground

Egyptian tomb

believed to contain

a total of 10,000

mummies. The

necropolis will shed

new light on the

Greco-Roman era

and will allow

scholars to chart

demographic data

and the incidence

of disease.

Ke- th UarreWNGS Image Coll

A tropical depression producing heavy

rain hits Mexico in November. The
resulting floods kill more than 350
people and cause 100,000 to evacuate.

In August, the U.S. pays $4.5 million to

victims of NATO's accidental bombing

of the Chinese embassy in Belgrade.

Three Chinese are killed and 27 are

wounded in the May 1999 bombing.

On December 31, the U.S. returns control of

" the Panama Canal to Panama. Opened to the

world in 1914, the canal is considered one of

the greatest construction achievements in

American history.

In December, torrential rains cause Venezuela's

worst natural disaster of the century. Mudslides

.mil flash floods kill up to 30,000 people, while

damage estimates run into the billions of dollars.



Ill

»ri

^_ Cartoonist Charles M. Schulz retires in January

f 2000, bringing an end to PEANUTS, America's

most popular comic strip for almost 50 years.

Schulz dies in February, the night before his last

strip runs in the national newspapers.

As a way to boost tourism, Chicago displays

301 life-size, fiberglass cows decorated by local

artists. The public art exhibit lasts all summer

until the cows are auctioned for charitv.

In July, John F. Kennedy Jr., 38, his wife, Carolyn

Bessette Kennedy, 33, and her sister, Lauren

Bessette, 34, die in an airplane crash in the

Atlantic Ocean near Martha's Vineyard. Kennedy,

a relatively inexperienced pilot, is believed to

have become disoriented in heavy fog.

4-
Hurricane Floyd

strikes the East

Coast in September,

killing 51 people and

destroying over

4,000 homes. North

Carolina is hardest

hit with total damages

estimated at a record

$6 billion.

The drought of 1999 causes severe damage to

Northeastern and mid-Atlantic farms. Several

states impose mandatory water use restrictions

and emergency federal loans are made available

in Maryland, Pennsylvania, Kentucky, Ohio, Virginia

and West Virginia.

Flash

Lewis and Clark's Native

.American guide Sacagawea

is featured on a new

old-colored dollar coin

released into circulation

in early 2000.

Beginning in 1999. the U.S. Mint

releases specially designed

state quarters, the first

five representing

Connecticut,

Georgia. Delaware,

Pennsylvania and

New Jersey. By 2008,

each state will have

its own quarter.

In August, a rare tornado strikes

downtown Salt Lake City. Winds up

to 112 miles per hour make it Utah's

second-worst tornado in history.

In July, Air Force Colonel Eileen

Collins, 42, becomes the first

woman to command a U.S. space

shuttle mission.

A

A President Clinton announces the removal of

"^- the American bald eagle from the endangered

species list. In 1999, there are over 5,800

breeding pairs, an increase from 417 in 1963.

In November, a 60-foot log tower collapses at

Texas A&M University, killing 12 students and

injuring 27. The tower was to be burned at a

traditional bonfire pep rally.
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+ On April 20, 1999, the nation mourns after two

students go on a shooting rampage at Columbine

High School in Colorado, wounding 23 and killing

15, including themselves. Schools across the

country take extensive security measures to

ensure the safetv of students and staff.

1 V w\"

_^_ In an effort to ease the burden on the traditional

y courts, most states now offer teen court for

juvenile offenders. After determining guilt, a jury of

teens along with a judge decides the sentence,

typically community service and Financial restitution.

In November, protesters at the World Trade

Organization (WTO) summit in Seattle provoke a

show of force by local, state and federal officers.

Protesters blame the WTO for eroding human

rights and labor and environmental standards.

Despite

30 years

of official denial,

n December a

jury finds the

assassination of

Reverend Martin

Luther King Jr.

was the result

of a conspiracy,

not the act of a

lone gunman.

_^L_ An epidemic of rampage

^^ shootings intensifies America's growing concern

over gun control. Many state legislatures pass new

gun-control measures despite nationwide controversy

over restrictions vs. Second Amendment rights.

In August, a female panda is born at the San

Diego Zoo. Hua Mei, which can mean "China USA"

or "Splendid Beauty," is the first panda born in

the Western Hemisphere in nearly a decade.

Flash
© Flip Schulke/Coibis

How's my «*«*??!

In the first such admission by a cigarette

manufacturer, Philip Morris publicly

concedes tobacco is addictive and can

cause serious diseases.

Hillary Clinton announces her candidacy

for a U.S. Senate seat from New York.

As law requires, Clinton establishes New
York residency in suburban Chappaqua.

UMJtt,W"IEEN

A A bumper sticker invites drivers to call a

"^^" toll-free number to report reckless driving.

Officials hope the system will help parents stay

informed about their teenagers' driving habits.

In September, Microsoft Corp. Chairman Bill Gates

and his wife Melinda announce the creation of the

Gates Millennium Scholars Program. The Gateses

will donate $1 billion over the next 20 years to

finance scholarships for minority college students.



^^^ FEELit technology allows users to experience

y computer technology through their mouse. Users

can "feel" buttons, text, the weight of a stuffed

desktop folder and the groove of a scroll bar.

_^_ Fifteen-year-old Amber Ramirez undergoes surgery

y hi which half of her brain is removed to stop the

spread of a rare neurological disease. Doctors

hope the remaining portion of Ramirez's brain will

compensate for the removed tissue.

In August, NASA releases photos from the Chandra

X-ray orbiting telescope of a hot cloud of gas from a

star that exploded more than three centuries ago.

The telescope took 23 years and $1 billion to develop, f

*

A The Java Ring contains a computer chip providing

"J^_
electronic access into buildings for students.

Eventually the ring could be used as a library card,

digital wallet, electronic ID and authentication for

students' online homework.

A The body of a 23,000-year-old woolly mammoth is

-^^" discovered in October frozen in the Russian tundra.

Study of the preserved fur, organs and soft tissue

could unlock the mystery of why the species died out.

Cyteronics. Inc

Flush

Researchers announce in July the

creation of a cancerous human cell by

genetically altering a normal one. This

significant breakthrough is an important

step toward developing drugs that could

potentially wipe out cancer.

In December, IBM announces a $100
million research initiative to build a

supercomputer 500 times more
powerful than current models.

A In August, U.S. surgeons begin using computer-

~^^~ enhanced robotic technology for heart bypass

surgery. Because the chest cavity is never

opened, this technique reduces pain and

shortens recovery time.

On August 1 1, the last total solar eclipse of

the millennium crosses the globe. Thousands

of people from Canada to India experience

daytime darkness during which the moon

completely covers the sun.
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_^_ The jawbones of two kangaroo-sized dinosaurs

^f are discovered in Madagascar in October. Dated

to the early Triassic period, 230 million years

ago, the bones could be the oldest dinosaur

fossils ever found.

Parents, with help from their doctor, select

the gender of their baby using a technique

called MicroSort, which separates X-bearing

(female-determining) and Y-bearing

(male-determining) sperm. The success

rate is about 92 percent for females and

69 percent for males.

A new board game,

Infection, hits stores in July.

Fun and educational, players race around the board

catching diseases, described in detail, and trying to

be cured.

In October, Sea Launch Company, a multi-national

'

consortium, launches the first commercial satellite

into space from a floating platform in the Pacific

Ocean. Boeing is a major partner in the venture,

along with companies in Russia, Ukraine and Norway

n October,

biologists isolate

one of the

enzymes that

sets Alzheimer's

disease in motion.

This scientific

discovery will

lead to new

treatments and.

possibly, a cure.

Over 4 million

Americans,

including former

President Ronald

Reagan, are living

with the disease.

Flash

A Researchers report they have successfully

~€(P" altered the learning and memory behavior of

mice by inserting a gene into their brains.

This genetic-engineering breakthrough may be

helpful in treating human learning disorders

and Alzheimer's disease.

In June, scientists announce the

creation of two new elements. The

nucleus of new, super-heavy element

118 decays into element 116 within

a millisecond.

Scientists studying Albert Einstein's

characteristics. The region governing

mathematical ability and spatial

reasoning is significantly larger

than normal.

2000
To mark the 30th anniversary of the first moon

landing, astronaut Neil Armstrong's lunar

footprint is featured on a 1999 postage stamp.



The fashion accessory of 1999 goes by many

names -power beads, mood beads and prayer

beads. Many sellers claim the beads boost

tranquility, energy, creativity and intelligence.

Airlines begin installing elaborate in-flight

entertainment systems that allow passengers

to watch movies, play computer games, listen to

music, read headlines or browse the Internet.

Cosmetic companies increasingly use

entertainment celebrities instead of models for

their advertisements. Sarah Michelle Cellar,

Jennifer Love Hewitt, Jennifer Lopez and Shania

Twain are among the celebs who appear in ads. twill

With the huge

increase in cell

phones, many

cities enact laws

restricting their

use while driving.

Restaurants and

theaters are also

requiring patrons

to turn phones

off as a courtesy

toothers.

A continuation of the

cargo pants trend,

messenger bags with

pockets galore hang

at the hips of teens

everywhere.

A In August, a Levi Strauss & Co. megastore opens

~^^~ in San Francisco. The store features a hot tub

where shoppers can soak in their jeans for the

perfect fit and a computer-scanning system to

help customers get the right size.

Flash
In December, Honda introduces Insight,

a car that combines a conventional

gasoline engine with a small electric

motor, decreases ozone and carbon

dioxide emissions and gets 80 mpg.

Several companies offer "digital wallets'

for teens who want to shop online

but don't have credit cards. Parents

deposit money into an online account;

then teens can spend the money at

designated Web sites.

A Apple Computer introduces its new iBook laptop

^" in September. The super-slim, neon-colored

units follow the highly successful launch of the

translucent iMac desktop.

A new line of scented candles called Aromapharmacy

• comes in amber glass containers and looks like

prescription drug bottles with creative names such

as Ritalert. Cramprin and Valiumello.



</

_^_ Inline skaters can now power themselves along

y with the now Roller Cycle Personal Power

Accelerator featuring a 1.5-hp-driven wheel. An

optional spiked rubber tire for traction makes it

also possible to use while cross-country skiing.

Wireless Web access becomes a reality in

September when Sprint PCS announces the

first nationwide wireless data service. Shortly

thereafter, several other providers debut similar

service for hand-held Web phones.

A Gap TV

advertisement

for vests starts a trend across

America that has teenagers wearin

the fashionable sleeveless jackets.

A Several rappers start their own clothing lines,

y making hip-hop wear big business. Popular

artist labels include FUBU, Roc-A-Wear, Phat

Farm, Wu Wear, Sean John and X-Large.

Stretchy nylon

jewelry that looks

like skin tattoos

is a big hit in 1999.

The nylon bands

are worn around

necks, wrists,

arms and ankles,

and come in

several colors.

Flash

A Magellan, a satellite navigation system for

"^fcr motorists, offers complete U.S. mapping data,

voice and visual instructions in seven languages,

turn-by-turn directions and a library of points

of interest.

Teenagers need an average of nine

hours and 15 minutes of sleep a night,

according to research at Brown

University's Bradley Hospital. The study

also shows a direct correlation between

school grades and duration of sleep.

An influx of dot-com companies

advertise on television. Ads during the

Super Bowl sell for an average of $2.2

million per 30-second commercial.

2000
A growing number of U.S. school cafeterias offer

pruneburgers, a healthy low-fat combination

of hamburger and prune puree. Other prune

items in the works include hot dogs, pizza sauce,

barbecue sauce and gingerbread cookies.
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A
.4.

X.

fans snap up a record lS.Ouu copies

ghly anticipated Dreamcast system in

urs after its launch in September.

_^^_ ABC's summer fill-in quiz show "Who Wants

^f to Be a Millionaire," with host Regis Philbin,

returns in November and is a huge hit with

viewers. By January 2000, several major networks

launch quiz shows of their own.

The Sixth Sense with Bruce Willis and Haley

Joel Osment is the No. 1 box office hit for five

consecutive weekends in the summer.

After 19

nominations,

Susan Lucci finally

wins an Emmy

Award for best

actress in a

daytime drama

series for her role

as Erica Kane on

the ABC soap opera

"All My Children."

T"^"-'"^T™"™""^

Launched in January 1999, MTVs "The Tom Green

Show" becomes one of the season's most popular

shows. The Canadian host's bizarre man-on-the-

street pranks are the show's main attraction.

Jennifer Love Hewitt leaves "Party of Five" to star in

her own Fox television drama, "Time of Your Life."

The show focuses on Hewitt's character trying

to make it in New York while searching for her

biological father.

A The Blair Witch Project, the year's surprise movie

"^- hit, is the documentary-style footage of three

students lost in the Maryland woods and

threatened by the presumed Blair Witch. The film

costs $100,000 to make and grosses $140 million.

Flash
r

Tom Hanks and Tim Allen return as the

voices of Woody and Buzz Lightyear

in the animated feature Toy Story 2.

The sequel breaks box-office records

during its Thanksgiving release and

wins a Golden Globe award.

In a botched stunt, WWF wrestler Owen
Hart falls from the rafters at Kemper
Arena and dies in front of 16,300 fans.

1999
In June. Mike Myers' sequel Austin Powers: The

Spy H ho Shagged Me proves to be a bigger hit

than the 1997 original. Dr. Evil's alter ego Mini-Me

is extremely popular even though he has no lines.



*
In December,

actor Jim Carrey

portrays zany

comedian Andy

Kaufman in Man

on the Moon.

Carrey wins a

Golden Globe

award for his

performance.

_^_ American Beauty, starring Kevin Spacey, Annette

y Bening and Thora Birch, captures the Golden

Globe Best Drama Award. The dark satire of

suburbia and family dysfunction receives a total

of six Golden Globe nominations.

The new arcade game Guitar Freaks features

two guitar controllers and a screen to help

players follow along to popular songs.

+

+

Set in 1980, the critically acclaimed NBC

show "Freaks and Geeks" follows two groups

of teens trying to make their way through

high school.

The long-awaited prequel Star Wars: Episode I The

Phantom Menace hits theaters in May 1999, taking

in a record-breaking $28.5 million on its opening

day and going on to gross more than $420 million.

Flash

A In September, the New Roc City entertainment

~^~ renter opens in New York. The complex includes

an amusement park ride on the roof, two skating

rinks, 19 movie screens, restaurants, an arcade, a

health club, a supermarket and a hotel.

Michael J. Fox announces in January

2000 he will leave the popular ABC
sitcom "Spin City" at the end of the

season to promote awareness of

Parkinson's disease in hopes of

finding a cure.

After 10 seasons, Fox cancels the

hit show "Beverly Hills, 90210." The

show followed characters through

high school, college and careers.

2000

Medusa, the

world's first

floorless roller

coaster, opens

in August at Six

Flags Great

Adventure in

New Jersey.

The 4,000-foot,

toe-dangling

ride has enough

drops, loops,

rolls and

corkscrews

to thrill

everv rider.

The Talented Mr. Ripley, starring Matt Damon,

Gwyneth Paltrow, Jude Law and Cate Blanchett,

opens in December and earns popular and

critical praise.



U.S. sales of music by Latin artists shoot up

i percent in the first quarter of 1999 thanks

to artists such as Ricky Martin, Jennifer Lopez,

Enrique Iglesias and Marc Anthony.

Superstar Mariah Carey releases Rainbow in

November and begins a world tour in February

i. Carey is named Billboard Music Awards Artist

of the Decade and is awarded the distinguished

American Music Award of Achievement.

Released in June, Santana's Supernatural shoots

up the Billboard album chart, sells over 6 million

copies, and earns 10 Grammy nominations.

Britney Spears'

album ...Baby-

One More Time is

the second-best-

selling album

of 1999, earning

Spears the

Billboard Music

Awards Female

and New Artist of

the Year Awards.

Saturday- Night Live: The

Musical Performances

Volumes I and 2 are

released in September.

The CDs feature 30 of the

musical acts that have

appeared on SNL over the

past 25 years.

Limp Bizkit leads the way in the resurgence of

rock music, along with Kid Rock and Korn. In

September, MTV showcases the trend by airing

"1999: Return of the Rock," which examines the

history and future of rock music.

Flash

A Computer games feature big music stars on

~^^~ their soundtracks. Sheryl Crow contributes her

talent to the Tomorrow Never Dies soundtrack,

Metallica to Hot Wheels Turbo Racing and

Naughty by Nature to NBA Live 2000.

Sheryl Crow, Eric Clapton and the

Dixie Chicks are a few musicians

who rock Central Park in a first-ever

trimulcast concert seen and heard

on the radio, television and Internet.

More than 1 million viewers tune

in each weekday to vote on their

favorite videos on MTV's "Total

Request Live" with host Carson Daly

and popular musical guests.

1999
Backstreet Boys' Millennium wins the Billboard

Music Awards Album of the Year and becomes

the best-selling album of the year with over 10

million copies sold.



Lou Bega's

rhythmic "Mambo

No. 5" hits the

Top 40 in August

after selling 2

million copies

overseas and

topping the chart

in 15 countries.

_^k "NetAid."a concert dedicated to relieve hunger

^f and poverty, airs live in October on MTV, VH1,

the BBC, as well as radio stations in 120

nations, making it the widest-heard musical

performance in history.

In a strange twist, Garth Brooks releases the album

The Life of Chris Gaines in which he pretends to

be a fictional rock star. Gaines will be the main

character in a movie called The Lamb, currently

in development.

MP3, technology

that compresses sound into a very small

file, becomes a popular alternative to

the CD. MP3 files are downloaded from

the Internet onto computers or portable

player units, making it possible to take

a personal music selection anywhere.

x VHl's "Concert of the Century" spotlights the

* Y importance of music education in schools. The

all-star show includes Lenny Kravitz, Sheryl Crow, Eric

Clapton and B.B. King, as well as high-profile actors.

Shania Twain becomes

the first woman since

1986 to win the Country

Music Association's

Entertainer of the Year

Award at the 33rd annual

awards show.
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Flash

After a successful New Year's Eve

reunion performance, the Judds

begin their first tour in almost 10
years in February 2000. Since

they disbanded in 1991, Naomi has

recovered from Hepatitis C.

Best New Artist Grammy nominee

Christina Aguilera gives an exciting

performance during the Super Bowl

XXXIV halftime show.

Fiona Apple releases her long-awaited second

album to rave reviews in November and begins

a tour in February 2000. The album features a

90-word title, which is commonly shortened to

When the Pawn.

Ricky Martin takes the music industry by storm

after his show-stopping performance at the 1999

Grammy Awards show. Martin's first chart-topping

single, "Livin' la Vida Loca," helps him win the

Billboard Music Award for Male Artist of the Year.



David Cone of the New York Yankees pitches

a perfect game against the Montreal Expos in

July. Cone's feat is the 14th perfect game in

modern baseball history.

X_ Golf

W champion

Payne Stewart is

killed in a bizarre

airplane accident

in October. After

the airplane's

takeoff from

Florida, an

apparent loss of

cabin pressure

incapacitates

everyone aboard.

The aircraft flies

on autopilot for

four hours until it

runs out of fuel

and crashes in

South Dakota.

The Houston Comets earn their third straight

WNBA championship in September, beating

the New York Liberty 59-47 to win in three

straight games.

+ Lance Armstrong wins the 1999 Tour de France

in July. Armstrong, who survived a three-year

battle with testicular cancer, becomes the

second American to win the event.

The Dallas Stars beat the Buffalo Sabres 2-1

in triple overtime to win the 1999 Stanley Cup

championship, four games to two.

n September,

tennis phenom

Serena Williams.

7, overpowers

Martina Hingis

to win the 1999

U.S. Open title.

The St. Louis Rams stop the Tennessee Titans

at the 1-yard line on a final play to save their

23-16 Super Bowl XXXIV victory.

Flash

Both Detroit Lions running back

Barry Sanders and German tennis

star Steffi Graf announce their

retirement in 1999.

On February 7, 2000, Tiger Woods
wins his sixth consecutive PGA Tour

event, tying Ben Hogan's 1948
winning record.

Dale Jarrett wins the 1999 NASCAR Winston Cup

championship after a four-victory season.



+
111 the January

2000 Sugar Bowl,

No. 1 Florida

State beats No. 2

Virginia Tech

46-29 to capture

the National

Championship.

__^^ Andre Agassi wins the French Open in June

y and becomes the fifth man ever to complete a

career Grand Slam. Agassi goes on to win the

U.S. Open in September.

In July, the U.S. women's soccer team wins the

1999 World Cup by beating China 5-4 in penalty

kicks following a 0-0 tie. More than 90,000 fans

attend at the Rose Bowl and another 40 million

watch on television.

Travis Pastrana, 15, wins the gold medal in the X

Games' inaugural Moto X freestyle motocross event.

The fifth year of this ESPN-sponsored competition

is held in San Francisco in June and July.

r In June,

the San

Antonio Spurs win

their first NBA

championship by

defeating the New

York Knicks four

games to one.

* The New York Yankees win the 1999 World

Series in a four-game sweep against the

Atlanta Braves.

Flash

A The U.S. team beats the European team to win

~^P~ golf's Ryder Cup at Brookline, Massachusetts, in

September. The American's stirring comeback

is marred by unruly galleries and a premature

victory celebration.

In July, many major league baseball

umpires announce their resignation as

a labor protest. The strategy backfires

when owners accept the resignations

and in September, 22 umpires lose

their jobs.

In January 2000, Michael Jordan returns

to pro basketball as part owner and

President for Basketball Operations of

the NBA's Washington Wizards.

2000 A Twenty-year professional hockey veteran Wayne

Gretzky announces his retirement in April 1999

after setting or tying 61 records. Two months

later, "The Great One" is inducted into the

Hockev Hall of Fame.

u
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Flash

A Fearing the collapse of the world's banks, utilities

~^~ and transportation systems, thousands of people

stock up on food, water, money, ammunition and

generators. After midnight, it soon becomes

apparent that the preparations were unnecessary.

The public and private sectors spend

hundreds of millions of dollars to ward

off the Y2K bug. The world lets out a

sigh of relief after midnight strikes and

no major computer malfunctions occur.

The FBI warns of possible terrorist acts

on New Year's Eve and stays on national

alert throughout the celebration. After

the arrest of one man with bomb-making

materials, Seattle decides to cancel its

Space Needle celebration.

1999
A surprising number of people, appalled by the

' exorbitant costs of travel and events, decide to stay

home on New Year's Eve. Many companies and

performers drastically slash prices as a last-minute lure.
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